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I. Dzitac, M.J. Manolescu

Acad. Florin Gheorghe Filip at 70 years
(Born on July 25, 1947, Bucharest, Romania)
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Abstract: Romanian scientist Florin Gheorghe Filip was born in 1947 and this year
he turns 70. F.G. Filip is an engineer and Ph.D. in control engineering and computer
science. Still very young, he became corresponding member of the Romanian Academy
in 1991 (when he was only 44 years old), and, at 52 years old (1999), become full
member in the highest learned society of Romania. From 1970 to 2000, he worked
at the National R&D Institute in Informatics Bucharest (ICI). For 10 years, during
2000-2010, he was Vice President of the Romanian Academy. In 2010, he was elected
President of the "Information Science and Technology" section of Romanian Academy.
At present, he is the director of the Romanian Academy Library. His fields of scientific
interest have been: decision support systems (DSS), large-scale systems control and
optimization, technology management and foresight and IT application to cultural
domain . He has authored/co-authored over 300 technical papers, 13 monographs,
and edited/co-edited 24 contributed volumes.
Keywords: decision support systems (DSS), hierarchical large-scale systems, man-
agerial activity, recognition, scientific publications.
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1 Introduction

"To whom it may concern ...
... Dr. Filip has shown himself to be a very innovative and productive researcher whose papers
are equivalent in quality and cutting-edge findings to those from the best research organizations
of the world. Witness his publications in Automatica, Computers in Industry and other leading
journals in the field. The establishment of Dr. Filip’s stature as an internationally recognized
researcher in his field and the acceptance of his work are shown by the large number of interna-
tional conferences where he has served as session chairman and/or program committee member
and many invited seminars he has presented in other countries ..." (T.J. Williams).
This is what Theodore J. Williams, Professor of Engineering and Director, Purdue Lab. for
Applied Industrial Control, Purdue University, wrote about F.G. Filip in August 1994.

In the sequel we will highlight several aspects of Acad. Filip’s professional life.
Similar works within this paper has been published in 2007, with occasion of 60 years from

birth of Acad. Filip, in The Computer Science Journal of Moldova [1] and in the International
Journal of Computers Communications & Control [8].

2 A short biographical note

Florin Gheorghe Filip was born on 25 of July 1947 in Bucharest, Romania. He graduated in
Control Engineering from Politehnica University Bucharest (PUB) in 1970 and received Ph.D.
from the same university in 1982.

In 1974 , he was a guest researcher in Swedish universities (Chalmers TH in Gothenburg,
Teknikum Uppsala, University of Lund, KTH, Stockholm). In 1993 and 1996 he was a visitor
of German Fraunhoffer institutes: FIRST Berlin and IITB Karlsruhe, respectively. In 1983,
Prof. Filip was invited to deliver a 10-day course on hierarchical control systems at Institute of
Automation of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Shenyang, China. From 2006 to 2011, he
spent one month each years as a chercheur-enseignant at École Centrale de Lille (France).

He was elected as a corresponding member of the Romanian Academy (RA) in 1991 and
become full member of the RA in 1999. During 2000-2010, he was Vice-president of the Academy
(elected in 2000, and re-elected in 2002 and 2006). In 2010 was elected as a president of the
14th Section "Information Science and Technology" of the RA (re-elected in 2015). Also he was
elected as a honorary member of Academy of Sciences of Moldova and Romanian Academy of
Technical Sciences in 2007.

Prof. Filip is one of the founding members of the International Academy for IT and Quan-
titative Management (IAITQM), founded in 2012 at University of Nebraska in Omaha, USA.
He was President of IFAC TC 5.4 SML - Large Scale Systems (2002-2008) and a member of
two other IFAC technical committees: TC 4.5 (HMS), TC 5.2 (MMC) and one IFIP WG 5.12
(Enterprise Integration).

Prof Filip was the managing director of ICI- National Institute for R&D in Informatics (1991-
1997), and the president of Scientific Council of ICI (1995-2003). Presently, he is the director of
the Romanian Academy Library.

F.G. Filip gave master courses on computer applications, expert systems, computer supported
decision-making, and enterprise engineering at PUB and other Romanian universities such as
Agora University Oradea, University of Bucharest, Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu, Valahia
University of Targoviste, Academy of Economic Studies (ASE) Bucharest.

He has supervised doctoral studies in PUB and Institute for Artificial Intelligence (ICIA) of
the Romanian Academy. Four of his former PhD students (A. Alexandru, M. Cioca, L. Duţă,
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and C.B Zamfirescu) are at present professors in various universities and supervise their PhD
students, and C. Cândea is the leader of ROPARDO, a successful software company.

F. G. Filip was an adjunct professor at the University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
(2013-2016).

He delivered invited lectures and seminars at the invitation of universities and research cen-
ters in England (City University, London, 1985), Austria (Insbruck University, 1996), Brazil
(Espirito Santo University, Vitoria, 1996), Czechoslovakia (CAS UTIA, 1983), China (University
of CAS School of Management and University of Finance and Economics, Chengdu, both in
2013; CAS 2016), France (LAAS Toulouse, 1994; EC Lille, 2008), Poland (Warsaw Polytechnic
University, 1980), Sweden (Chalmers TH, Göteborg, 1974 ; Uppsala University, 2011), Germany
(TH Ilmenau, 1983; ZKI Berlin, 1991; Fraunhofer FIRST, 1995).

His main personal scientific interests include: hierarchical optimization and control of large-
scale systems, decision support systems (DSS), applications of IT in the cultural sector, technol-
ogy management and foresight.

From the very beginning of his carrier he was interested to find effective solutions to real-life
problems.

In 1972, as a young engineer, he was appointed to implement a teleprocessing information
system in the largest steelworks in Romania, in Galaţi city (250 km away from Bucharest). He
noticed the very high length of the lines which were to connect the central computer to the
terminals placed in various production sections and decided to devise an algorithm based on
graph theory to minimize the total length and, consequently, the costs.

While as a guest researcher in the Royal Technical University (KTH) Stockholm, in 1974,
devised an efficient heuristic algorithm. Then, he approached many practical process and produc-
tion control problems he identified in various industries (mainly refineries, chemical plants, water
systems, discrete part manufacturing), tried to find adequate scientific methods to solve them
and then came back to applications with a view to deploying the corresponding computerized
devised algorithms.

Prof. Filip was an IPC member of more than 50 international conferences held in Europe,
USA, South America, Asia and Africa. Since 2008 he has been the IPC chair of International
Conference on Computers Communications and Control. Also chaired the IPC of several other
conferences held in Chile (2008), France (2010), Romania (2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012,
2014, 2016), Portugal (2010), Germany (2015). He is one of the honorary chairs of the ITQM (In-
formation Technology and Quantitative Management). He was invited to deliver plenary talk at
scientific conferences held in England (LISS2013, Reading), Chile (IFAC MCPL2004, University
of the Americas, Santiago, IFAC Workshop on Logistics, Santiago, IEEE CESA2012, Santi-
ago), China (CESA2005, University Tzinghua Beijing, ITQM2013, Suzhou), France (CSCS2013,
Villeneuve d’Asq), Portugal (IFAC MCPL2010, Coimbra), Spain (IFAC BASYS2010, Valencia;
CIO2012, Vigo), Tunisia (CESA1997, Hammamet).

2.1 Several professional highlights

1. Creating of one of the first Romanian CAD (Computer Aided Design) packages, con-
taining original optimization algorithms in graphs called OPTCONF - Designing Equipment
Configurations (1974);

2. Designing the first Romanian experimental Decision Support Systems for a steady and
discreet production management, with a demonstration of their operation in teleprocessing mode
at the World Cybernetics Conference in Bucharest (1976) (on the FELIX256 computer placed in
ICI connected to the IBM VT 52 terminal and CII MITRA minicomputer, located at the Sala
Palatului (Palace Hall);
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D. Tufis, I. Dzitac, L.A. Zadeh M.J. Manolescu, F.G. Filip (ICCCC2008, Oradea)

3. Coordination of teams who built DISPATCHER DSS family (containing original opti-
mization algorithms for discrete time systems with hard constraints, sparse matrices, and slowly
variable in time parameters) implemented in refineries, chemical plants and retention and distri-
bution water systems (1980-2000).

4. Refining, adapting, and using control theory methods to model the interacting entities of
the cultural sector and creative industries (since 1996).

2.2 Recognitions and awards

Prof. Filip is a Honorary Magister of Dunărea de Jos University of Galaţi (since 2006), a
honorary member of the Agora University Senate (since 2007) and has received Doctor Honoris
Causa title from Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu (November 2000), Valahia University, Târ-
govişte (2007), Ovidius University, Constanta (2007), Ecole Centrale de Lille, France (2007),
Politehnica University of Timişoara (2009), Agora University of Oradea, Academy of Economic
Studies of Bucharest (2014), University Petrol-Gaze of Ploieşti (2017), and University of Piteşti
(2017).

Prof. Filip received the National Orders "Serviciu Credincios" (Contentious Service), at
rank of "Great Cross" and "Steaua Romaniei" (Star of Romania) at rank of "Knight" from
the presidents of Romania in 2000 and 2017 , respectively, and "Marin Drimov" medal from
the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. He is the recipient of several prizes such as: COPY RO
Prize for the best book in IT for the book "Computer aided decision-making" (in 2002), the
Grigore Moisil Prize, and Medal "Man of the year 1999" from the Association for Economic
Informatics, "W. Scott Jr. in IT" Award from the IAITQM for "remarkable record in the theory,
algorithm, education and applications of information technology" (2013), "Stefan Odobleja"
Award in Information Science and Technology from the Academy of Scientists for the book
Optimization dans les sciences de l’ingenieur (2015).
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"Walter Scott Jr. in IT Award" for F.G. Filip by the IAITQM at ITQM2013, Suzhou, China
(Anonymous Sponsor), Cheng-Few Lee, Cheng Siwei, Florin Gheorghe Filip, Daniel Berg, Yong Shi

3 Publications

3.1 Published books (monographs and volumes)

F.G. Filip is author/co-author of 13 monographs, and edited/co-edited 24 contributed vol-
umes, such as: [2], [17], [18], [20], [34], [35], [43], etc.

The summary of the monograph Computer-Supported Collaborative Decision-Making [34] is
presented at Springer web page [45]:
Addresses specific concepts, technologies, and systems for collaborative activities with particular
emphasis on decision-making;
Balanced presentation of well consolidated and modern methodologies, together with pacing
information and communications;
Includes various industrial, financial and "culture economy" applications.

"This is a book about how management and control decisions are made by persons who
collaborate and possibly use the support of an information system. The decision is the result of
human conscious activities aiming at choosing a course of action for attaining a certain objective
(or a set of objectives). The act of collaboration implies that several entities who work together
and share responsibilities to jointly plan, implement and evaluate a program of activities to
achieve the common goals.
The book is intended to present a balanced view of the domain to include both well-established
concepts and a selection of new results in the domains of methods and key technologies. It is
meant to answer several questions, such as:
a) How are evolving the business models towards the ever more collaborative schemes?;
b) What is the role of the decision-maker in the new context?;
c) What are the basic attributes and trends in the domain of decision-supporting information
systems?;
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Volume co-edited with L.A. Zadeh, D. Tufis and I. Dzitac (2008, Romanian Academy) [43]

Monograph co-authored with C.B. Zamfirescu and C. Ciurea (2016, Springer) [34]



d) Which are the basic methods to aggregate the individual preferences?;
e) What is the impact of modern information and communication technologies on the design and
usage of decision support systems for groups of people?"

3.2 Most cited papers

Florin Gheorghe Filip has authored/co-authored over 300 scientific papers. For example,
some selected papers authored by F.G. Filip are [9] - [16] or co-authored with other international
scientists [3]- [7], [19], [21]- [25], [27] - [38], [40], [41], etc.

Only in Web of Science - Core Collection, the papers authored/co-authored by F.G. Filip has
been cited over 200 times.

The most cited paper authored by F.G. Filip is Decision support and control for large-scale
complex systems [15]. This paper has been cited in a lot important international journals, indexed
in Web of Science, such as: Robotics and Autonomous Systems, Information Sciences, Interna-
tional Journal of Systems Science, Technological and Economic Development of Economy, IEEE
Transactions on Industrial Electronics, Studies in Informatics and Control, Romanian Jour-
nal of Information Science and Technology, Quality and Reliability Engineering International,
Biometric and Intelligent Decision Making Support, International Journal of Computers Com-
munications & Control, Simulation Modelling Practice and Theory, and others.

Many citations in Web of Science has also other papers such as: A Decision-Making Perspec-
tive for Designing and Building Information Systems [16], Job Shop Scheduling Optimization in
Real-Time Production Control [29], DSS in Numbers [33], Multilevel optimization algorithms in
computer-aided production control in process industry [23], etc.

4 Science and research management

1. Management of ICI (National Institute of Informatics) during 1991-1997, as a director-
general. At the time, ICI obtained about 50% of the IT research projects funded by the European
Commission and it was placed (in 1997) first among the most famous 10 research institutes in
Romania in the Report of the Coopers & Lybrand Company Consortium, submitted to the
European Commission. In 1992, ICI team introduced Internet into the country through the
RNC network 1992;

2. He was part of the first team of the five evaluators from Romania for the project propos-
als for the EU research program called EC-PECO (European Commission - Pays de l’Europe
Centrale et Orientale) in 1992;

3. He introduced the Romanian research funding system through competition in the field
of "Informatics" (1992) and co-founder and deputy chair (1996-2003) of the Council for the
Romanian Academy Grants;

4. He was the Secretary General of the Romanian National Advisory Council for Research-
Development, and Innovation (1997-2010);

6. Member in the "IST Prize" jury, organized by EUROCASE (Federation of academies of
Applied and Engineering Sciences in Europe) for 10 years (1997-2007);

7. The first Romanian scientist in the IT Advisory Group (ISTAG) of the European Com-
mission (2001), and NATO Science for Peace subcommittee for "Computer Networks" (2000).

5 Editorial activities

Acad. Filip is a member in the editorial staff of several scientific journals, such as:
1. Systems Analysis, Modeling and Simulation (Taylor and Francis, 1993-2004);



2. International J. of Critical Infrastructures (Inderscience Publishers, since 2004);
3. Computer Journal of Moldova (Chisinau, since 1993);
4. Information Technologies and Control (Sofia, since 1998);
5. Romanian Journal of Information Science and Technology (Romanian Academy);
6. Studies in Informatics and Control (ICI, founder and chief-editor, from 1989);
7. International Journal of Computers Communications & Control (Agora Univ., chief-editor
from 2006);
8. Control Engineering and Applied Informatics (SRAIT);
9. Romanian Journal of Informatics and Automatics (ICI, founder;
10. Romanian Journal of Automatics;
11. Technological and Economic Development of Economy (Taylor & Francis);
12. International Journal of Information Technology & Decision Making (Science Direct);
13. Advances in Electrical and Computer Engineering (Stefan Cel Mare Univ.);
14. Financial Innovation (Springer, since 2016);
15. Journal of System and Management Sciences (Beijing Jiatong Univ., China).

F.G.Filip is the founder and Editor-in-Chief of Studies in Informatics and Control (1991),
and co-founder and Editor-in-Chief of International Journal of Computers Communications &
Control (2006).

International Journal of Computers Communications & Control
(Founded in 2006 at Agora University by I. Dzitac, F.G. Filip, M.J. Manolescu)



6 Conclusion

Florin Gheorghe Filip authored/co-authored over 300 papers published in international jour-
nals (IFAC J. Automatica, IFAC J. Control Engineering Practice, Annual Reviews in Control,
Computers in Industry, Large Scale Systems etc.) and contributed volumes released by interna-
tional publishing houses (Pergamon Press, North Holland, Elsevier, Kluwer, Chapman & Hall
and so on). He is also the author/co-author of 13 monographs (published by Editura Tehnică -
Bucharest, Hermes-Lavoisier - Paris, J. Wiley & Sons London, Springer) and editor/co-editor of
24 volumes of contributions (published by Editing House of the Romanian Academy, Pergamon
Press, Elsevier, Institute of Physics Melville - USA, IEEE Computer Society - Los Alamitos -
USA). His main scientific contributions include: hierarchical optimization and control of large-
scale systems, decision support systems (DSS), applications of IT in the cultural sector, technol-
ogy management and foresight. In our bibliographic list are presented 42 selected works (papers,
monographs, volumes) authored/co-authored by F.G. Filip [2-7], [9-44].

Acad. Filip have a good international impact and many collaborators, from countries such as:
Brazil (L.F. Autran Monteiro Gomes), Bulgaria (K. Boyanov, B. Sendov), Chile (F. Cordova,
C. Lagos, G. Lefranc), China (G. Kou, Y. Peng, C. Siwei, Y. Shi, M. Tang), Czech Republic
(K. Bakule, J. Zavorka), Finland (K. Leiviskä), France (J. Bernussou, P. Borne, A. Dolgui,
A. El Kamel, H. Panetto, A. Titli, P. Zarate), Germany (R. Popescu-Zeletin, K. Reinisch, A.
Sydow), Greece (P. Groumpos, G. Metakides, P. Spirakis), Hungary (G. Kovacs, L. Monostori),
Lithuania (G. Dzemyda, A. Kaklauskas, Z. Turskis, E.K. Zavadskas), Mexic (A. Molina), Poland
(W. Findeisen. M.A. Brdys, K. Malinowski), Portugal (A.D. Correia, L.M. Camarinha Matos),
Republic of Moldova (G. Căpăţănă, I. Cojocaru, S. Cojocaru, G. Duca, C. Gaindric), Romania
(B. Bărbat, V. Balas, M. Bizoi, G. Bologa, I. Buciu, C. Ciurea, H. Dragomirescu, M. Guran, D.
Donciulescu, I. Dumitrache, I. Dzitac, E.A. Iancu, A. Ionita, I. Ivan, R. Lile, A. Manolescu, M.J.
Manolescu, I. Moisil, G. Neagu, S. Nicoară, S.I. Niţchi, H. Oros, N. Paraschiv, D. Popescu, R.E.
Precup, O Proştean, D. Ştefănoiu, A.M. Suduc, H.N. Teodorescu, D. Tufiş, C.B. Zamfirescu),
Russia (F. Aleskerov), Spain (E. Herrera -Viedma, A. Ortiz), Sweden (A. Hedin), UK (P.D.
Roberts), and from USA (R. Andonie, D. Berg, S.M. Gupta, S.Y. Nof, D.J. Power, G. Tecuci,
T.J. Williams, A.B. Whinston, L.A. Zadeh).

We cannot come to an end without mentioning the man Florin Gheorghe Filip. All of us that
know him, if asked which are the first three words coming in our minds we shall not hesitate to
tell: intuitive, generous and catalyst. He is able to intuit a young researcher, a valuable research
team or an academic institution with prospects. Full of modesty, he does not know envy and is
always eager to support those needing his advices, with a generosity specific to great spirits. His
behavior is always of a catalyst, precipitating many beneficial reactions, support without waiting
for a reward.
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Abstract: This research presents a proposal of malware classification and its update
based on capacity and obfuscation. This article is an extension of [4]a, and describes
the procedure for malware updating, that is, to take obsolete malware that is already
detectable by antiviruses, update it through obfuscation techniques and thus making
it undetectable again. As the updating of malware is generally performed manually,
an automatic solution is presented together with a comparison from the standpoint
of cost and processing time. The automated method proved to be more reliable, fast
and less intensive in the use of resources, specially in terms of antivirus analysis and
malware functionality checking times.
Keywords: Security, Malware, obfuscation techniques, cyberspace, antivirus.

aReprinted (partial) and extended, with permission based on License Number
3954200696590 [2016] © IEEE, from "Computers Communications and Control (ICCCC),
2016 6th International Conference on".

1 Introduction

Malware is a malicious program that provides access to a system without user’s authorization
and executes undesirable actions. The terms malware and virus are usually used as the same
concept, although they are, in fact, different [4] [19]. Initially, the use of malware was strictly
associated with the investigation and protection of software developers for intellectual property
(using cryptography), but throughout time its objective changed, and therefore, its importance.
Currently, the aim of malware is mainly related to profit- making [8] [15].

The evolution of malware began in 1949 when Von Neumann established the idea of stored
program and introduced the Automata Theory, which is the possibility of developing small
replicates of a program that were capable of taking control of other programs with similar struc-
tures [13]. While the concept has many applications in science, it is quite easy to apply it to

Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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viruses, considering that, at that time, the two concepts (i.e., virus and malware) were thought
as equivalent.

In 1971, Bob Thomas created the first malicious code, named Creeper, that was capable of
infecting IBM 360 machines on the ARPANET network by delivering an on-screen message that
said, "I’m the Creeper, catch me if you can!" To find and eliminate the Creeper another code,
called Reaper, was created. From this, it originated the current antivirus [3].

Primarily, malware affects the Critical Information Infrastructure (CII), which is of prime
importance to both, the attackers and the defenders. It is important to highlight that a successful
virus leaves the CII defenseless. This is why for both, the defenders and the offenders, there is a
necessity of implementing a Security Information Management System (SIMI) with the objective
of preserving the reliability, integrity and availability of the information in order to act upon these
threats [18].

In the context of this research, obfuscation will be defined as the execution of transformations
in a malware code (source or binary) that changes its appearance through the realization of a
series of steps. This maintains the malware functionality and allows it to take control of the
systems [6]. It is fundamental to continue carrying out research regarding obfuscation, in order
to contribute to its analysis from a malware updating perspective. As the malware updating
process is generally performed manually, an automatic solution is to be introduced so to compare
both in terms of time and costs.

This research, an extended version of a previous work [4], provides a proposal of malware
classification based on obfuscation. The novelty of the present work relies on; first, providing
a summary of the obfuscation-based malware classification tackled in the previous work [4];
second, formalizing the malware update process and making an empirical demonstration on how
a malware, that is detectable by antiviruses, could be reused by updating it and making it
undetectable through obfuscation; third, comparing the manual and the automated methods for
malware updating though an example.

In section 2, this paper presents a summary of malware classification, while in section 3
the use of obfuscation through a crypter for updating the detected malware is explained. In
section 4, a chart of the malware updating and its classification is proposed. In section 5, the
proposed malware updating process is formalized and explained through an example. In section
6, a software prototype of an automated version of the obfuscation process is presented. Section
7, provides an evaluation and comparison of the manual and automated solutions. Finally, in
section 8, the conclusions of this research are presented and future work.

2 Related work

In this section, a brief overview of the different malware classification is provided. As it
is known, there are different malware classifications stemming from different perspectives. For
example, classifications regarding malware infection mechanisms, and others regarding means of
malware spread. Although these are used in different investigations, there is no given classifica-
tion from the perspective of obfuscation, as a common vision has not been agreed yet [17].

As it is shown in Figure 1, a structure that facilitates the malware classification (species)
could be established according to the class, type and generation. This classification will en-
able to succinctly present a part of the essential information about the malware non-detectable
capacities.
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Figure 1: Malware classification

3 Malware updating based on obfuscation

According to the malware classification provided in previous investigations, first-generation
malware were not considered part of the inverted pyramid shown in Figure 1, as they did not
present any modifications in their code and they are commonly denominated No-Stealth [12]
because of their obsolescence.

Although No-Stealth malware are detected by an antivirus, currently they are capable of
being transformed into second-generation malware using crypters. Crypters are easy to obtain
from specialized information security websites, and these could apply obfuscation techniques to
any type of file. However, in this research, crypters will be applied to malware, yet not alter
their functionality in any of their states [6] [9] [20].

3.1 Update

Malware updating requires obfuscation to give rise a second generation. This can be per-
formed by using one of the following two methods: a) The manual method. In this, the operation
is performed by a person and is applied to the Encryptor and Oligomorphic malware types. b)
The automated method. This refers to a malware that can automatically undergo the process of
obfuscation without requiring a human operator and is applied to Polymorphic and Metamorphic
malware [14], as it is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Obfuscation update

MALWARE Manual Automated
Encryption X
Oligomorphic X
Polymorphic X
Metamorphic X
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3.2 Procedures

Among the procedures that are highlighted in various sources of information related to com-
puter security, the following can be identified: AvFucker, DSplit, RIT, Hexing and XOR. These
aim at generating a binary of the original code, producing a modification of a relevant hexadec-
imal value to evade the antivirus. Figure 2 allows us to perform an updating to the malware
through the obfuscation process, which will depend on malware status, method, technique and
procedure employed.

Figure 2: Malware obfuscation update.

In the case of an antivirus detection, a decryptor or stub is resorted to apply the obfuscation
method, in order to re-apply the crypter to malware so to achieve its renovation and, thereby its
ability of evasion. The report provided by the antivirus detection is directly given to the stub,
if this gets detected it directly compromises the encrypted malware. This is put into practice
through the following tests:

• Malware construction (No-Stealth)
The construction of a malicious code has the objective of obtaining documents from a third
party, including certain directories and various extensions from a computer. A part of the
code is presented (for confidentiality reasons) in Figure 3.

Figure 3: No-stealth malware code portion

• Antivirus tests
The analysis of a malicious code is performed by a specific antivirus (NOD 32) signature,
which has the ability to incorporate other antivirus engines. As it is shown in Figure 4,
this code is detected and reported as an element of risk.
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Figure 4: Antivirus test

• Obfuscation application
After the malicious code has been detected, obfuscation techniques are applied in order to
subject the malware to a crypter (encryption / decryption), as shown in Figure 5. Once
the process has been completed, a detectable code may become undetectable.

Figure 5: Crypter application

• Screening
Once the malicious code has undergone obfuscation, the malware is subjected to the an-
tivirus (NOD 32) again, under the same conditions described above (same house and built
motors). As it is shown in Figure 6, the antivirus always generates a reporting message
in case the malware is either detected or not. In case the malware goes undetected, the
antivirus logs does not consider this file a threat, as shown in Figure 7, and therefore, the
malware may fulfill its malicious intent.

Figure 6: Antivirus test.

As shown in Figure 8, it is evident that a first-generation malware could be subjected to
obfuscation techniques. In order to do so, a crypter tool is applied to transform this first-
generation malware into a second-generation, and thereby, rising its hierarchical criteria.

4 Obfuscation process and malware classification proposal

In accordance with the malware classification that was previously described, a first-generation
malware is not considered because it has not undergone the obfuscation techniques yet. However,
it is possible to prove that despite the obsolescence of this No-Stealth malware, this is still present
in the cyberspace and need to be considered. Furthermore, this No-Sealth malware could be
transformed into a threat only by applying an obfuscation procedure, resulting in this becoming
undetectable by an antivirus. Taking into account the points previously exposed, a flow chart is
proposed for the updating of malware, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7: Antivirus logs

Figure 8: Malware transformation

Thus, in the first inverted pyramid previously described the No Stealth malware should be
taken into consideration because this could be related to any other malware either belonging
to a class (virus, worms, botnet, and Trojan horses), or belonging to the first generation. As
it is shown in Figure 10, a revised inverted pyramid is proposed in order to include a complete
structure that classifies malware.

5 Current malware updating process

The process of detecting malware through the recognition of their signatures, that these are
later saved into the antivirus databases. However, through an updating process, these malware
could be transformed and become undetectable without losing its functionality as it is described
by Barría et al [4].

When considering the diagram in Figure 11 [11], it could be observed that the updating
process of a malware starts in its binary state, and then a crypter is required in order to apply
the method of encryption. After this, the crypter output must undergo the antivirus detection
(signature-based analysis). In case the encrypted malware goes undetected, it means the updating
process has been successful. In the specific case of this work, the obfuscation process employs
the Dead-Code Insertion technique [1]. For all aforementioned, the modders defines this as the
AvFucker [11].

This process involves a series of procedures in which the malware is encrypted by a Crypter

Figure 9: Proposed obfuscation procedure.
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Figure 10: Proposed malware classification

and is then reviewed by one or more anti-malware systems. If it is detected, an insertion of a
dead code, based on the process of obfuscation, followed by a re-encryption of the resulting code
with a Crypter is performed.

Finally, the test is performed against the anti-malware or systems, and the cycle is repeated
until a program is obtained with a signature that is no longer detected by these systems. A
graphical explanation of this process is illustrated below in Figure 11 [10]. When the crypter
output is contrasted through detection techniques based on signatures [2] and is detected as
malware, the procedure is applied as a whole. This means that the stub, the key and the
enciphered malware are included, although only the stub area is detected. This procedure consists
of the malware copy creation (crypter output), whose quantity is given by the file size, according
to the following equation:

Nc = (St + K + Mc)

where:
Nc= Copy number.
St= Stub bytes size.
K = Key bytes size.
Mc= Enciphered malware bytes size.

Each one of these copies, is created for the Dead Code Insertion (00, 90), from byte to byte,
from the initial to the final offset, correlatively [7], as observed in Figure 12.

Once all copies are made, they are analyzed by the antivirus. In this way, only files detected
as non-malicious are obtained, and the rest are removed when matching with the antivirus
registered signature. A group of files is then obtained that is able to avoid the antivirus, but
its hexadecimal code has been modified, so it is necessary to verify that the functionality is not
affected.

What was previously presented is not viable if a file of 1 Mb output is used as an example:

Nc = (St+K +Mc) = 1.048.576 copies

Nc2 = Space for the copies on the hard disk
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Figure 11: Diagram of the malware update process.

Nc2 = (1.048.576)2 bytes = 1 Terabyte

The previous analysis implies the following problems: a) capacity, since the number of files
created could be higher than the number of information terabytes directly affecting the hardware
capacity, which also affects equipment investment; b) test, as a function of the time in which
the antivirus performs the analysis on each of the copies; c) functionality, a revision that must
be made on an individual basis to the group of undetected files by the antivirus and then prove
that the malware functionality is not affected.

This is how the procedure seeks to be optimized by increasing the Dead Code Insertion. If the
1 Mb output file is used, it is possible to create copies every 1000 bytes (offset with 0.1 percent
of the total file size), and the proper analysis is made, considering only the portion of 1000
bytes that is undetected. Copies are then created every 100 bytes over it, and this procedure is
repeated until reaching the portion of 1 byte [5], considering that the ranges are not necessarily
consecutive. Thus, hardware use increases, and the number of created files decreases, so the
antivirus testing time also decreases.

Nevertheless, the problem of the malware operation test persists because is needed a con-
trolled environment that allows typical functions of this type of malicious code to be proved, such
as persistence, connectivity and spreading. This takes significant time and a great amount of
resources for the modder [11]. Thus, a tool called an "annotator" is used [16], which permits the
functions described above to be verified by replacing input malware on the crypter. In addition,
another characteristic is its tiny size, further allowing optimization of the creation of copies and
reducing the antivirus analysis and detection time.

Currently, the iteration of this model is carried out with the support of various tools, including
crypters, hex editors, and anti-malware engine systems, among others. It also usually uses a tool
to generate a number n copies of the original file, modifying each copy in a different range of
offsets and replacing those locations with a dead code. While the use of such tools represents
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Figure 12: Malware copy generation

a significant reduction in the time required compared to the performance of the same process
manually (e.g., editing each range of offsets using an editor), this part of the process adds more
time to the total iteration, increasing the final cost of the process. Having identified this difficulty,
the ability to automate this iteration emerges as a natural choice in regard to reducing time and
monetary costs.

6 Software prototype validation

An algorithm was programmed in Python version 2, with the addition of PyWinAuto library
to automate the process under study, exposed in Figure 13.

The automatic process and its algorithm provides the advantage of reducing the execution
time of each task, while leaving the structure of the process itself intact, thus allowing an objective
performance comparison between the original manual process and the automated one.

Avoiding human factors on the execution of each task reduces the risk of certain kind of
errors, mostly related to distraction, fatigue, among others. This can be more critical in certain
tasks, compared to others.

For example, selecting the malware sample and using the Crypter tool on it (the first task),
can be considered a fairly simple and straightforward task. But replicating the file an undeter-
mined amount of times, with different ranges, can eventually involve the repetition of an action
hundreds of times, and each one requiring the exact selection of specific ranges, and offsets which
is error prone. In the automated method, the algorithm itself will not suffer from fatigue after
5 hours of uninterrupted work, for example, while humans surely will, being a more reliable
solution.

The general process involves five phases: malware encryption, offsets identification, obfus-
cation through dead code insertion, anti-malware analysis, and functionality analysis. The en-
cryption phase, as it name sais, involves the encryption of the malware code through the use of
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a crypter software. The offset identification regards the activity of splitting the file for making
an exhaustive search looking for the point (offset) in which changing that bit provides a change
in the overall malware signature recognized by anti-malware software, thus turning it in unde-
tectable. The anti-malware analysis refers to antivirus check to be performed to the file sample
with the modified offset in order to check if it is detected with the virus. Please consider that this
step does not involve only a single antivirus software but a hole set of them, four or five different
at least in order to ensure undetectability. The phase of functionality analysis, comes after the
anti malware analysis for each of the files with their diverse offsets and pursues to check that the
dead code insertion has not altered or braked the functionality to the malware within the file.
The algorithm automatically goes through each iteration, changes the values for each range and
advances until the end of the whole process. The only human interaction required is starting the
script, since the automated process replaces every task originally executed by human resources.

Figure 13: Malware update automated process

7 Experimentation

Once the prototype was prepared, we compared the time required to complete an instance
of the process, from beginning to end, between the automated case and the original case then,
it was used simulation software, to evaluate the time required in 50 instances.

To standardize the experimental conditions in both cases, the same tools and base file con-
taining the signature of the malware were used, as detailed in the following list:

• Base File

• Crypter tool

• Hex editing tool and File Replication "Offset Locator"
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• Anti-malware Engine "NOD32"

Both processes were executed on the same computer with the same operating system (Win-
dows 7). Finally, the economic dimension of each process was evaluated, and each hour of work
was assigned the value of CLP 1100.

7.1 Experimental evaluation

The manual process execution required 420 minutes (7 hours), while the prototype software
process was completed in 5 minutes. In both cases, it was possible to obtain a series of files that
successfully evaded the anti-malware detection engine.

Considering the value assigned to each hour of work, we observe the following, in Table 2.

Table 2: Time and cost comparative table evaluated experimentally.

Manual Process Automated Process
Time (hours) 7 0,083
Cost (CLP) 7.700 1.100

7.2 Simulated evaluation

Fifty process execution cycles in the simulation software generated the following results, in
Table 3:

Table 3: Time and cost comparative table evaluated by simulation

Manual Process Automated Process
Time (hours) 350 4,2
Cost (CLP) 385.000 5.500

Due to the cost being calculated per hour, the automated process value was still considered
as a full worked hour, regardless of having completed the entire set of tasks in much less time
than that.

It is also important to note, that the human executed tasks may differ in terms of time
needed, because of the possibility of mistakes during the execution of any action, thus causing an
increase of the time needed and, in consequence, an increase in its cost. During this experimental
evaluation, however, there were neither difficulties nor failures during the execution of the entire
process, so the values provided are as close as possible to an ideal execution.

Although these values already provide clear evidence of the cost reductions obtained thanks
to this automation, this difference may be even higher, because the human resources simulated on
the manual process were considered with ideal conditions, such as 100 percent correct execution
of tasks (no possibility of mistakes) and continuous, uninterrupted work hours during the whole
process. As can be expected, actual human resources will not present such performance, meaning
a higher cost for the manual process.

7.3 Cost and time comparison

Figure 14 and Figure 15 present the same data, but from a different perspective, which helps
to easily perceive the cost reduction obtained with this automation.
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Figure 14: Cost comparison between manual process and automated process under simulated
evaluation

Figure 15: Time comparison between manual process and automated process under simulated
evaluation

The numbers speak by themselves, as can be easily noticed that the same result can be
achieved with way less time and money, thus exposing the advantages of automating the process
using the algorithm. As mentioned before, ths structure of the whole process was left untouched,
meaning that this comparison is not affected by neither adding, removing nor modifying tasks.
Each task remains the same, but its execution is improved via automation.

8 Conclusions and future work

Previous researches have provided a malware classifications that has been generated from mul-
tiple perspectives; however, there is no classification generated on the basis of the obfuscation
perspective. Consequently, the first contribution of the present work is to provide a classification
that takes into account the obfuscation procedure. This revised classification allows us to hier-
archically structure the malware based on their capacities. Furthermore, considering that these
malware are still present in the cyberspace paves the way to create countermeasures to preserve
the security of the information systems.

Because of the rapid evolution of second-generation malware, those that are considered to be
part of the first-generation have been described as obsolete, and therefore unimportant. However,
this research has proved that through the application of methods, techniques, procedures and
tools of obfuscation it is possible that No-Sealth malware could be updated to the point of being
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transformed into second-generation malware, and therefore, go undetectable by the antivirus
systems. Similarly, the present work incorporates this updating procedure through a flow chart
that considers this classification proposal of the revised inverted pyramid previously presented.

This work also explains that this updating procedure could be put into practice from a manual
method to an automated method. It is evident that in the case of the automated method, the
resources of time and costs are more efficiently employed. This represents a relevant challenge
for the malware developers, who day-to-day have to deal with between those who protect and
those who evade the system of data protection.

Future work may consider the improvement of this malware updating process in order to
employ new techniques with the aim of searching matched patterns and making this process
more efficient.
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Abstract: A fundamental concept frequently applied to statistical machine learning
is the detection of dependencies between unknown random variables found from data
samples. In previous work, we have introduced a nonparametric unilateral dependence
measure based on Onicescu’s information energy and a kNN method for estimating
this measure from an available sample set of discrete or continuous variables. This
paper provides the formal proofs which show that the estimator is asymptotically
unbiased and has asymptotic zero variance when the sample size increases. It implies
that the estimator has good statistical qualities. We investigate the performance of
the estimator for data analysis applications in sensor data analysis and financial time
series.
Keywords: machine learning, sensor data analytics, financial time series, statistical
inference, information energy, nonsymmetric dependence measure, big data analytics.

1 Introduction

Statistical machine learning is based on the strong assumption that we use a representative
training set of samples to infer a model. In this case, we select a random sample of the population,
perform a statistical analysis on this sample, and use these results as an estimation to the desired
statistical characteristics of the population as a whole. The accuracy of the estimation depends
on the representativeness of the data sample. We gauge the representativeness of a sample by how
well its statistical characteristics reflect the probabilistic characteristics of the entire population.
Many standard techniques may be used to select a representative sample set [16]. However, if we
do not use expert knowledge, selecting the most representative training set from a given dataset
was proved to be computationally difficult (NP-hard) [10].

The problem is actually more complex, since in most applications the complete dataset is
either unknown or too large to be analyzed. Therefore, we have to rely on a more or less
representative training set. For example, a common statistical machine learning problem is to
estimate information theory measures (such as entropy) from available training sets. This can be

Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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reduced to the construction of an estimate of a density function from the observed data [21]. We
refer here only to nonparametric estimation, where less rigid assumptions will be made about
the distribution of the observed data. Although it will be assumed that the distribution has
the probability density f , the data will be allowed to speak for themselves in determining the
estimate of f more than would be the case if f were constrained to fall in a given parametric
family.

The estimation of information theory measures has an important application area - the de-
tection of dependency relationships between unknown random variables represented by data
samples. There are two information theory strategies one can adopt when studying the rela-
tionship between two random variables: the first is to measure their interdependence thought as
a mutual attribute and the second is to measure how much one system depends on the other.
In the first case we have symmetric (bilateral) measures of dependence, whereas in the second
one we have nonsymmetric (unilateral) measures. The literature review summarizes these two
strategies as follows.

Strategy I. Several symmetric dependence measure were proposed (see [20]). Among them,
the Shannon entropy based mutual information (MI), MI(X,Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y ) =
MI(Y,X), which measures the information interdependence between two random variables X
and Y . Estimating MI is known to be a non-trivial task [3]. Naïve estimations (which attempt
to construct a histogram where every point is the center of a sampling interval) are plagued with
both systematic (bias) and statistical errors. Other more sophisticated estimation methods were
proposed [19], [23], [14]: kernel density estimators, B-spline estimators, k-th nearest neighbor
(kNN) estimators, and wavelet density estimators. An ideal estimator does not exist, instead
the choice of the estimator depends on the structure of data to be analyzed. It is not possible
to design an estimator that minimizes both the bias and the variance to arbitrarily small values.
The existing studies have shown that there is always a delicate trade off between the two types
of errors [3].

Strategy II. Several continuous entropy-like nonsymmetric dependence measures have been
proposed [15]. But information measures can also refer to certainty (not only to uncertainty, like
Shannon’s entropy), and probability can be considered as a measure of certainty. For instance,
Onicescu’s information energy (IE) was interpreted by several authors as a measure of expected
commonness, a measure of average certainty, or as a measure of concentration. The second strat-
egy can be illustrated by a unilateral dependence measure defined for discrete random variables
by Andonie et al. [2]: o(X,Y ) = IE(X|Y ) − IE(X), where IE(X) =

∑n
k=1 p

2
k is Onicescu’s

information energy of a discrete random variable X with probabilities pk, and IE(X|Y ) is the
conditional information energy between two variables, as defined in [18].

For a continuous random variable X with probability density function f(x), the IE is [11,18]:

IE(X) = E(f(X)) =

∫ +∞

−∞
f(x)f(x)dx =

∫ +∞

−∞
f2(x)dx (1)

where X is a random variable with probability density function f(x). In other words, IE(X)
is the expectation of the values of a density function f . For two continuous random variables X
and Y , with their joint probability density function f(x, y), we introduced the continuous version
of the o(X,Y ) measure in [1, 8]:

o(X,Y ) = IE(X|Y )− IE(X) =

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
f(x, y)f(x|y)dy dx−

∫ +∞

−∞
f2(x)dx (2)

The discrete and the continuous o(X,Y ) measure the “additional” average certainty (or in-
formation) of X occurring under the condition that Y has already or simultaneously occurred
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(or is certain) “over” the average certainty of X when the certainty (or information) of Y is not
available. Thus, o(X,Y ) can be regarded as an indicator of the unilateral dependence of X upon
Y . As a unilateral measure, o(X,Y ) gives a different insight than the MI into the dependencies
between pairs of random variables.

The o(X,Y ) measure can easily be computed if the data sample is extracted from known
parametric probability distributions. When the underlying distribution of data sample is un-
known, the o(X,Y ) has to be estimated. More formally, we have to estimate o(X,Y ) from a
random sample x1, x2, ..., xn of n d-dimensional observations from a distribution with the un-
known probability density f(x). This problem is even more difficult if the number of available
points is small.

Contributions. In previous work [4,5], we introduced a kNN method for estimating IE and
o(X,Y ) from data samples of discrete or continuous variables. In the present paper, we give
a more detailed description of this method. For the first time, we provide the formal proofs
showing that the estimator is asymptotically unbiased and has asymptotic zero variance when
the sample size increases. This implies that the estimator has good statistical qualities. The
potential application of our results in statistical machine learning for multivariate data drives
the motivation for the present work and we refer to two real world applications. The first one is a
study of the unilateral interactions between temperature sensor data in a refrigerator room. The
second one is an analysis of the dynamics of interaction between assets and liabilities evidenced
by the historical event that matches the time series formed by the unilateral dependence measures
observed from the financial time series reported by Kodak and Apple. This evolution is captured
by our unilateral dependence measure over time.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we summarize our previous work,
we review the kNN estimation method for the continuous o(X,Y ) measure, and we derive our IE
estimator in a d-dimensional space. In Section 3 we analyze and prove the asymptotic unbiased
behavior of this IE estimator. In Section 4 we derive the o(X,Y ) estimator for the purpose
of measuring the unilateral dependence relation between a pair of random variables. Section 5
discusses applications and Section 6 contains our final remarks.

2 Background

Fitting multi-dimensional data to joint density functions is challenging. We aim to summarize
the kNN estimation technique which can be used for this problem. We will refer to our previous
results on IE and o(X,Y ) kNN estimation.

2.1 kNN estimation of the unilateral dependence measure in an unidimen-
sional space

Our goal is to approximate IE and o(X,Y ) from the available dataset, for random variables
X and Y with unknown densities, using the kNN method. The kNN estimators represent an
attempt to adapt the amount of smoothing to the “local” density of data. The degree of smoothing
is controlled by an integer k, chosen to be considerably smaller than the sample size. We define
the distance Ri,k,n between two points on the line as |xi − xk| out of n available points, and for
each xi we define the distances Ri,1,n ≤ Ri,2,n ≤ . . . ≤ Ri,n,n, arranged in ascending order, from
xi to the points of the sample.

The kNN density estimate f(xi) is defined by [21]:

f̂(xi) =
k

2nRi,k,n
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The kNN was used for non-parametrical estimate of the entropy based on the k-th nearest
neighbor distance between n points in a sample, where k is a fixed parameter and k ≤ n − 1.
Based on the first nearest neighbor distances, Leonenko et al. [13] introduced an asymptotic
unbiased and consistent estimator Hn of the entropy H(f) in a multidimensional space. When
the sample points are very close one to each other, small fluctuations in their distances produce
high fluctuations of Hn. In order to overcome this problem, Singh et al. [22] defined an entropy
estimator based on the k-th nearest neighbor distances. A kNN estimator of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence was introduced by Wang et al. [24]. Faivishevsky et al. used a mean of several kNN
estimators, corresponding to different values of k, to increase the smoothness of the estimation [9].

The kNN method works well if the value of k is optimally chosen, and it outperforms his-
togram methods [23]. However, there is no model selection method for determining the number
of nearest neighbors k, and this is a known limitation.

2.2 kNN estimation of the IE and the o(X, Y ) measure

In [5], we introduced a kNN IE estimator, and we stated in [4], without mathematical proofs,
that this estimator is consistent. By definition [12], a statistic whose mathematical expectation
is equal to a parameter is called unbiased estimator of that parameter. Otherwise, the statistic is
said to be biased. A statistical estimator that converges asymptotically to a parameter is called
consistent estimator of that parameter. In the following, we will review this result, introducing
also the basic mathematical notations used in Section 3.

The IE is the average of f(x), therefore we have to estimate f(x). The n observations from
our samples have the same probability 1

n . A convenient estimator of the IE is:

ˆIE
(n)
k (X) =

1

n

n∑
i=1

f̂(xi). (3)

The mass probability at value xi determined by its k nearest surrounding points and stan-
dardized by the sphere volume Vk(xi) these k nearest observations occupy measures the density
of probability at value xi. The k-th nearest neighbor estimate is defined by [4], [21]:

f̂(xi) =
k
n

Vk(xi)
, i = 1...n (4)

where Vk(xi) is the volume of the d-dimensional sphere centered in xi, with the radius Ri,k,n
measuring the Euclidean distance from xi to the k-th nearest data point. The estimate (4) can
be re-written as:

f̂(xi) =
k

nVdR
d
i,k,n

, i = 1...n. (5)

given Vk(xi) = VdR
d
i,k,n where Vd is the radius of the unit sphere in d-dimensions, that is V1 = 2,

V2 = π, V3 = 4π
3 , etc.

By substituting f̂(xi) in (3), we finally obtain the following IE approximation:

ˆIE
(n)
k (f) =

1

n

n∑
i=1

k

nVdR
d
i,k,n

. (6)

In [6], we showed how to estimate the o(X,Y ) dependence measure from an available sample
set of discrete or continuous variables and we experimentally compared the results of the kNN
estimator with the naïve histogram estimator.
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3 Asymptotic behavior of the IE approximator

Consistency of an estimator means that as the sample size gets large the estimate gets closer
and closer to the true value of the parameter. Unbiasedness is a statement about the expected
value of the sampling distribution of the estimator. The ideal situation, of course, is to have an
unbiased consistent estimator. This may be very difficult to achieve. Yet unbiasedness is not
essential, and just a little bias is permitted as long as the estimator is consistent. Therefore, an
asymptotically unbiased consistent estimator may be acceptable.

In [4], we stated (without proofs) that the IE approximator is asymptotically unbiased and
consistent. In the this section, we provide the formal proofs for this statement.

Lemma 1. Let us consider the identically distributed random variables T (n)
1 , T (n)

2 , ..., T (n)
n

defined by

T
(n)
i =

k

nVdR
d
i,k,n

. (7)

For a given x, the random variable Tx has the following probability density function:

hTx(y) =
f(x)

[
k
yf(x)

]k
y2(k − 1)!

e
− k
y
f(x)

, 0 < y <∞.

Proof: See Appendix 6. 2

Theorem 2 (Asymptotically Unbiasedness). The information energy estimator ˆIE
(n)
k (f) is asymp-

totically unbiased.

Proof:
We will find the asymptotic value of the average:

lim
n→∞

E
[

ˆIE
(n)
k (f)

]
.

From Lemma 1, for a given x, the random variable Tx has the pdf:

hTx(y) =
f(x)

[
k
yf(x)

]k
y2(k − 1)!

e
− k
y
f(x)

, 0 < y <∞.

The conditional expectation of T (n)
1 |X1 = x, given the fixed center X1 = x is:

limn→∞E
[
T

(n)
1 |X1 = x

]
=

∫ ∞
0

yh(y)dy

=

∫ ∞
o

f(x) (kf(x))k

(k − 1)!
· y−1−ke

− kf(x)
y dy

=
f(x) (kf(x))k

(k − 1)!

∫ ∞
0

y−1−ke
− kf(x)

y dy.

We make the following change of variable: u = kf(x)
y , with y ∈ (0,+∞). The corresponding

u ∈ (+∞, 0) is decreasing. We have:

du = − 1

y2
kf(x)dy
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and

y−1−k =

(
u

kf(x)

)k+1

.

We obtain:∫ ∞
0

yh(y)dy =
f(x) (kf(x))k

(k − 1)!

∫ 0

∞
−uk+1e−udu · 1

(kf(x))k+1

(
kf(x)

u

)2

· 1

kf(x)
.

The negative sign before uk+1 allows us to change the limits of the integral:∫ ∞
0

yh(y)dy =
f(x) (kf(x))k

(k − 1)!

∫ ∞
0

uk−1e−udu · 1

(kf(x))k

=
f(x)

(k − 1)!

∫ ∞
0

uk−1e−udu =
f(x)

(k − 1)!
Γ(k) = f(x).

We take the complete expectation of the above, then we have:

limn→∞E
[
E
[
T

(n)
1 |X1 = x

]]
= limn→∞E

[
T

(n)
1

]
= E[f(x)].

Let us define Ĝ(n)(f) = 1
n

∑n
i=1 T

(n)
i , the unbiased estimator of f(x) (like in [22]). We obtain:

E
[
Ĝ(n)(f)

]
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

E
[
T

(n)
i

]
=

1

n
[E [f(x)] + · · ·+ E [f(x)]] = E [f(x)] .

limn→∞E
[
Ĝ(n)(f)

]
= E [f(x)] =

∫
f(x) · f(x)dx = IE(f).

This proves that our IE estimator is asymptotically unbiased. 2

Next, we aim to prove that it has asymptotic zero variance.

Lemma 3. Given the identically distributed random variables T (n)
1 , T (n)

2 , ..., T (n)
n defined by (7),

we have:
lim
n→∞

1

n
E
[
T

(n)2

1

]
− lim
n→∞

1

n
E
[
T

(n)
1

]2
= 0.

Proof: See Appendix 6. 2

Lemma 4. Given the identically distributed random variables T (n)
1 , T (n)

2 , ..., T (n)
n defined by (7),

the following relation is true:

lim
n→∞

n(n− 1)

n2

(
E
[
T

(n)
1 T

(n)
2

]
− E

[
T

(n)
1

]
E
[
T

(n)
2

])
= 0.

Proof: See Appendix 6. 2

Theorem 5 (Asymptotic Zero Variance).

lim
n→∞

V ar
[
Ĝ

(n)
k (f)

]
= 0.
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Proof: T (n)
1 , T

(n)
2 , . . . , T

(n)
n are identically distributed.

V ar
[
Ĝ

(n)
k (f)

]
=

1

n2

 n∑
i=1

V ar
[
T

(n)
i

]
+
∑
i 6=j
i<j

2Cov
(
T

(n)
i , T

(n)
j

)
=

1

n
V ar

[
T

(n)
1 +

n(n− 1)

n2

]
Cov

(
T

(n)
1 , T

(n)
2

)
.

lim
n→∞

V ar
[
Ĝ

(n)
k (f)

]
= lim

n→∞

1

n
E
[
T

(n)2

1

]
− lim
n→∞

1

n
E
[
T

(n)
1

]2

+ lim
n→∞

n(n− 1)

n2

(
E
[
T

(n)
1 T

(n)
2

]
− E

[
T

(n)
1

]
E
[
T

(n)
2

])
.

From Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we obtain:

lim
n→∞

V ar
[
Ĝ

(n)
k (f)

]
= 0.

2

Our main result is synthesized in:

Theorem 6 (Consistency). The information energy estimator ˆIE
(n)
k (f) is consistent.

Proof: This results from Theorems 2 and 5, and the following property: An asymptotically
unbiased estimator with asymptotic zero variance is consistent [17]. 2

4 The kNN o(X, Y ) estimator

Our goal is to infer o(X,Y ) from the random samples x1, x2, ..., xn. We will use the results
from Section 2.2 to deduct the kNN estimator of o(X,Y ).

First, we substitute ÎE
(n)

k (X) from eq. (6) in eq. (2):

ô(X,Y ) = ÎE
(n)

k (X|Y )− ÎE
(n)

k (X) (8)

where:

ÎE
(n)

k (X|Y ) =
m∑
j=1

f̂(yj)ÎE
(n)

k (X|yj) (9)

and

ÎE
(n)

k (X) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

k1

nVd1(X)R
d1
i

, (10)

is an adaptation of eq. (6).
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We can write:

ÎE
(n)

k (X|yj) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

f̂(xi|yj) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

f̂(xi, yj)

f̂(yj)
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

f̂(xi, yj)

f̂(yj)
, (11)

where

f̂(xi|yj) =
f̂(xi, yj)

f̂(yj)
. (12)

From (9) and (11) we can write:

ÎE
(n)

k (X|Y ) =
m∑
j=1

f̂(yj)
1

n

n∑
i=1

f̂(xi, yj)

f̂(yj)
=

1

n

m∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

f̂(xi, yj).

The estimate of the joint probability density can be written as:

f̂(xi, yj) =
k2

pVd2(X,Y )R
d2
i,j

,

where p is the number of pairs (xi, yj), then re-write the eq. (9) as:

ÎE
(n)

k (X|Y ) =
k2

npVd2(X,Y )

m∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

1

Rd2i,j
.

Ri is the Euclidean distance between the reference point xi and its kth
1 nearest neighbor, when

the points are drawn from the one-dimensional probability distribution f(x): Ri = ‖xi − xi,k1‖.
Similarly, Rj is the Euclidean distance between the reference point yj and its kth

1 nearest neighbor,
when the points are drawn from the one-dimensional probability distribution f(Y ): Rj = ‖yj −
yj,k1‖. Then, Rij is the Euclidean distance between the reference point (xi, yj) and its kth

2

nearest neighbor, when the points are drawn from the joint probability distribution f(X,Y ):
Rij =

√
(xij − xij,k2)2 + (yij − yij,k2)2.

The estimate of o(X,Y ) is:

ô(X,Y ) =
k2

npVd2(X,Y )

m∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

1

Rd2i,j
− k1

n2Vd1(X)

n∑
i=1

1

Rd1i
. (13)

Although we do not have a general method to set the nearest neighbor parameter, Silverman
[21] suggested that k should be proportional to

n4/(d+4). (14)

In our case, the optimal values of k1 and k2 may not be equal, because the these two param-
eters refer to different samples. The R code for computing the estimate of o(X,Y ) is publicly
available on GitHub1.

5 Applications

There are tremendous opportunities for applications using o(X,Y ) estimation to analyze
potential dependencies between data represented by samples. We illustrate with an example
with numerical implementations and two applications using real-world data, all extracted from
our previous work and summarized here.

1https://github.com/cataron/information-energy
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Figure 1: The kNN estimated values, where k was determined with formula (14). The theoretical
values IE(X) = 1.12, IE(X|Y ) = 1.1351, o(X,Y ) = 0.0151, IE(Y ) = 1.128, IE(Y |X) =
1.14787, o(Y,X) = 0.01987 are marked with dashed lines. The estimates converge towards their
theoretical values for an increasing number of samples, under various k values (the horizontal
axis): 2, 4, 6, 8, 10.

5.1 A specified joint probability distribution

Let us illustrate with the following joint probability density function from [6]:

fX,Y (x, y) =
6

5

(
x+ y2

)
, x ∈ [0, 1], y ∈ [0, 1], (15)

which has the marginal probability density functions

fX(x) =

∫ 1

0

6

5

(
x+ y2

)
dy =

6

5

(
x+

1

3

)
(16)

and

fY (y) =

∫ 1

0

6

5

(
x+ y2

)
dx =

6

5

(
1

2
+ y2

)
. (17)

The conditional probability density function is:

fX|Y (x|y) =
fX,Y (x, y)

fY (y)
=
x+ y2

1
2 + y2

,

and the theoretical value of o(X,Y ) is:

o(X,Y ) = IE(X|Y )− IE(X)

IE(X) =

∫ 1

0
f2(x)dx = 1.12

IE(X|Y ) =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
fX,Y (x, y)fX|Y (x|y)dxdy = 1.1351

and

o(X,Y ) = 1.1351− 1.12 = 0.0151.
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Similarly, we obtain IE(Y ) = 1.128, IE(Y |X) = 1.14787, and o(Y,X) = 0.01987. We
observe that o(X,Y ) < o(Y,X). The theoretical values of IE(X), IE(Y ), IE(X|Y ), IE(Y |X),
o(X,Y ), and (Y,X) are represented in Fig. 1 with dashed lines. Their kNN estimates are
represented with continuous lines, for an increasing number of data samples.

5.2 Sensor data

When studying the interaction between two random variable, why is a unilateral dependence
measure useful, and why do we not simply use the well-known MI? Let us consider two sets
of experiments, characterized respectively by random variables X and Y . The experiments run
simultaneously and interact probabilistically. Our question is which variable influences proba-
bilistically more the other one. Thus, X can be viewed as X|Y and Y can be viewed as Y |X.
While the correlation quantifies linear dependence and MI describes the degree of interdepen-
dence between two random variables, o(X,Y ) helps us understand which random variable, X or
Y , has a higher influence on the other one. If both X and X|Y are available, we can estimate
IE(X|Y ) as well as o(X,Y ), and similarly for Y and Y |X.

When the data is acquired from real world experiments or from simulators, we need to store
series of values for X and Y featuring the two phenomena running independently, as well as
measurements of values generated by the two phenomena running simultaneously, in order to
capture X|Y and Y |X. Moreover, the precision of the IE(X|Y ) and o(X,Y ) estimators increase
when more values of X|Y are available for each value of Y .

In our application, which can be found in [6], we study the evolution of the temperature
measured at the surface of two packages, X and Y , introduced in a refrigerated room. When one
package at the outside temperature is placed in the room, it is getting cold under the influence
of the air conditioning devices. The situation changes when a second package is placed in the
room because it will change the ambient conditions and the temperature may decrease slower.
Emulating the real world circumstances, we are able to measure the temperatures with various
experimental setups. When we only have one package in the room, we measure the time series
of temperatures as samples of an unconditional random variables. When we have both packages
in the room, we measure simultaneously the time series of temperatures as conditional random
values.

According to these experiments, we can assess if package X has a stronger influence on
package Y , or vice versa. This might lead to the decision to remove the sensor which is more
influenced by the other.

5.3 Financial time series

Studying the relationship between stocks is a very interesting business case for finance. This
is just an example which can be extended to all kind of financial parameters of companies.
In [7] we have presented an application using the public available data offered by Kodak and
Apple for the period 1999–2014. We analyzed the unilateral dependence between the Kodak and
Apple series in order to understand how they influence one to each other. We aim to describe
in the following our general approach for detecting unilateral dependencies between time series
variables, without specifically referring to the Kodak-Apple case.

The information energy and the unilateral dependence measure both are the result of two
random variables. The estimation becomes more precise when the number of observations is
high. When we analyze time series, we consider the series as a set of n observations xi, i = 1...n
of the random variable X. Our goal is to find synchronous relations between two time series
which have been considered as two samples of two random variables X and Y . A point xi from
the first series was paired with a point yi from the second one producing a joint observation, with
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i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, from two time series with n points each we obtain n pairs (xi, yi). The
unilateral dependence o(X,Y ) between X and Y can be estimated with formula (13) based on
X and (X,Y ), while the unilateral dependence o(Y,X) can be estimated with the same formula
based on Y and (Y,X). We note that the set of pairs (X,Y ) is equal with the set of pairs (Y,X)
since for each observation xi exactly one observation yi is used.

It is interesting to study the evolution of the unilateral dependence in time. The values
o(X,Y ) and o(Y,X) can be estimated at the moment of time tm using the history of the m
observations of xi and yi between the initial moments t0 and tm. A new set of two observations
xm+1 and ym+1 allow us to re-estimate o(X,Y ) and o(Y,X).

Our model captures not only the unilateral dependencies between two simultaneous time
series, but also how these dependencies evolve in time, which can be valuable and insightful for
forecast or investment in financial research or applications.

6 Conclusion

We introduced a non-parametric asymptotically unbiased and consistent estimator of the
IE, and the unilateral dependency measure o(X,Y ) between random variables X and Y . We
estimated o(X,Y ) from available data samples using the kNN technique. In our applications,
we showed how the nonsymmetric dependence measure can provide information that cannot be
expressed by a symmetric measure. The examples illustrated in this paper are all one-dimensional
random variables, for the purpose of simplicity. The kNN estimation can be also applied on multi-
dimensional variables. For instance, the o(X,Y ) measure can be used to analyze the unilateral
dependence between bi-variate time-series data acquired from various fields.

Because of the mathematical properties proved here, the o(X,Y ) estimator works the best
for large data sets, so it is suitable for big data analytics. Our method can be applied to both
continuous and discrete variable spaces, meaning that we can use it both in classification and
regression problems.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1

The random variables T (n)
1 , T (n)

2 , ..., T (n)
n are identically distributed, therefore:

E
[

ˆIE
(n)
k (f)

]
= E

[
T

(n)
1

]
.

Let us denote ρr,n =
(

k
nVdr

) 1
d , with ρr,n → 0 when n→∞. For a real number r we have:

P
[
T

(n)
1 > r|X1 = x

]
= P [ρr,n > R1,k,n|X1 = x] , (18)

because:

T
(n)
1 > r ⇔ k

nVdR
d
1,k,n

> r ⇒ k

nVdr
> Rd1,k,n ⇒

(
k

nVdr

) 1
d

> R1,k,n

We write the probability P
[
T

(n)
1 > r|X1 = x

]
as a binomial distribution, and approximate

it with the Poisson probability function.
The binomial distribution is given by f(k;n, p) =

(
n
k

)
pk(1 − p)n−k, and the binomial distri-

bution of the cumulative distribution function is P (X ≤ x) =
∑

xi≤x P (X = xi) =
∑

xi≤x f(x).

The probability expressed by the Poisson formula is P (x) ≈ e−np(np)x

x! , where p is the successful
probability out of n samples.

Using the Poisson approximation for the binomial distribution by letting the sample size
n→∞ we get:

P [ρr,n > R1,k,n|X1 = x] = 1− P [R1,k,n ≥ ρr,n]

= 1−
k∑
i=1

(
n− 1

i

)[
P (Sρr,n)(1− P (Sρr,n))

]n−i−1
= P [Tx > r].

We note that:

P (Sρr,n) =

∫
Sρr,n

f(t)dt,

ρr,n =

(
k

nVdr

) 1
d

,

Vρ = Vdρ
d = Vd

k

nVdr
=

k

nr
⇒ n =

k

rVρ
.
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Let n→∞, then:

lim
n→∞

nP (Sρr,n) =
k

r
lim
n→∞

P (Sρ)

Vρ
=
k

r
f(x).

Thus, from the Poisson approximation we obtain:

P [Tx > r] = 1−
k∑
i=0

(
k
r f(x)

)i
i!

e−
k
r
f(x).

To calculate the pdf for random variable Tx, we differentiate its cumulative density function
with respect to r:

d

dr
P [Tx ≤ r] =

d

dr
[1− P [Tx > r]] =

d

dr

[
1−

(
1−

k∑
i=0

[
k
r f(x)

]i
i!

e−
k
r
f(x)

)]

=
d

dr

k∑
i=0

[
k
r f(x)

]i
i!

e−
k
r
f(x) =

d

dr

[
e−

k
r
f(x) +

∑
i=1

k

[
k
r f(x)

]i
i!

e−
k
r
f(x)

]

=
kf(x)

r2
e−

k
r
f(x) +

k∑
i=1

[
k
r f(x)

]i−1

(i− 1)!

(
−kf(x)

r2

)
e−

k
r
f(x) +

k∑
i=1

[
k
r f(x)

]i
i!

· kf(x)

r2
e−

k
r
f(x)

=
kf(x)

r2
e−

k
r
f(x) −

k∑
i=1

kf(x)

r2
·
[
k
r f(x)

]i−1

(i− 1)!
e−

k
r
f(x) +

k∑
i=1

kf(x)

r2
·
[
k
r f(x)

]i
i!

e−
k
r
f(x)

=
kf(x)

r2
e−

k
r
f(x) − kf(x)

r2
e−

k
r
f(x) +

kf(x)

r2
·
[
k
r f(x)

]k
k!

e−
k
r
f(x) =

e−
k
r
f(x)f(x)

[
k
r f(x)

]k
r2(k − 1)!

.

Then, for a given x, the random variable Tx has the pdf:

hTx(y) =
f(x)

[
k
yf(x)

]k
y2(k − 1)!

e
− k
y
f(x)

, 0 < y <∞.

Proof of Lemma 3

We have:

lim
n→∞

E
[
T

(n)2

1

∣∣∣X1 = x] =

∫ ∞
0

y2h(y)dy

=

∫ ∞
0

f(x) (kf(x))k

(k − 1)!
y−ke

− kf(x)
y dy

=
f(x) (kf(x))k

(k − 1)!

∫ ∞
0

y−ke
− kf(x)

y dy.

We make the following substitution: u = kf(x)
y , with y ∈ (0,+∞), u ∈ (+∞, 0) decreasing,

and y = kf(x)
u . Then du = − 1

y2
kf(x)dy and y−k =

(
u

kf(x)

)k
.
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We obtain:

lim
n→∞

E

[(
T

(n)
1

)2
|X1 = x

]
=
f(x) (kf(x))k

(k − 1)!

∫ 0

∞
−
(

u

kf(x)

)k
e
− kf(x)

y y2 1

kf(x)
du

=
f(x) (kf(x))k

(k − 1)!

∫ 0

∞
−uk−2e−u

(
1

kf(x)

)k−1

du

=
f(x) (kf(x))k

(k − 1)!

∫ ∞
0
−uk−2e−udu

=
kf(x)2

(k − 1)!
Γ(k − 1) =

k

k − 1
f(x)2.

lim
n→∞

E

[(
T

(n)
1

)2
]

= lim
n→∞

E

[
E

[(
T

(n)
1

)2
|X1 = x

]]
= lim

n→∞
E

[
k

k − 1
f(x)2

]
=

k

k − 1
E
[
f(x)2

]
=

k

k − 1

[
V ar [f(x)] + (E [f(x)])2

]
=

k

k − 1

[
V ar [f(x)] + IE(f)2

]
.

lim
n→∞

V ar
[
T

(n)
1

]
= lim

n→∞
E

[(
T

(n)
1

)2
]
− lim
n→∞

(
E
[
T

(n)
1

])2

=
k

k − 1
V ar [f(x)] +

k

k − 1
IE(f)2 − IE(f)2

=
k

k − 1
V ar [f(x)] +

1

k − 1
IE(f)2.

lim
n→∞

1

n
V ar

[
T

(n)
1

]
= lim

n→∞

1

n

[
k

k − 1
V ar [f(x)] +

1

k − 1
IE(f)2

]
= 0.

Proof of Lemma 4

The relation above can be proved if the limiting covariance between T (n)
1 and T (n)

2 is zero. This
can be achieved by showing limiting probability distributions of T (n)

1 and T (n)
2 are independent.
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Given the real number r, s > 0:

P
[
T

(n)
1 > r, T

(n)
1 > s|X1 = x,X2 = y

]
= P [R1,k,n < ρr,n, R2,k,n < ρs,n|X1 = x,X2 = y]

= P
[
at least k of X3, X4, . . . , Xn ∈ Sρr,n;x and

at least k of X3, X4, . . . , Xn ∈ Sρs,n;y
]
.

Note: For x 6= y, ρr,n → 0 and ρs,n → 0 as n → +∞. For large enough n, we have
Sρr,n;x ∩ Sρs,n;y = Φ.

We obtain:

P
[
T

(n)
1 > r, T

(n)
1 > s|X1 = x,X2 = y

]
=

∑
k≤i,j

i+j≤n−2

(n− 2)!

i!j!(n− 2− i− j)!
[
P (Sρr,n;x)

]i [
P (Sρs,n;x)

]j ·
[
1− P (Sρr,n;x)− P (Sρs,n;y)

]n−2−i−j

where P (Sρr,n;x) =
∫
Sρr,n;x

f(t)dt.
Recall:

lim
n→∞

nP (Sρr,n;x) =
k

r
f(x) = lim

n→∞

k

r
·
P (Sρr,n;x)

Vρ
.

Then, we have:

P
[
T

(n)
1 > r, T

(n)
1 > s|X1 = x,X2 = y

]
=

∑
k≤i,j

i+j≤n−2

(n− 2)!

i!j!(n− 2− i− j)!

(
k

nr

)i( k

ns

)j
·

(
P (Sρr,n;x)

Vρr,n

)i(P (Sρs,n;x)

Vρs,n

)j
·[

1− 1

n

(
k

r
·
P (Sρr,n;x)

Vρr,n
+
k

s

P (Sρs,n;x)

Vρs,n

)]n−2−i−j

Since:

(n− 2)!

(n− 2− i− j)!ninj
→ 1 as n→∞[

1− 1

n

(
k

r
· P (Sρr)

Vρr
+
k

s

P (Sρs)

Vρs

)]n−2−i−j
→ e−( kr f(x)+ k

s
f(y)) as n→∞

lim
n→∞

(
1− 1

n

)n
= e−1.
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we obtain:

lim
n→∞

P
[
T

(n)
1 > r, T

(n)
2 > s|X1 = x,X2 = y

]
=

n−2−k∑
i=k

n−2−k∑
j=k

ki

i!ri
[f(x)]i · k

j

j!sj
[f(y)]j · e−( kr f(x)+ k

s
f(y))

=

[
n−2−k∑
i=k

ki

i!ri
[f(x)]i e−

k
r
f(x)

]
·

n−2−k∑
j=k

kj

j!sj
[f(y)]j e−

k
s
f(y)


= P [Tx > r] · P [Ty > s],

where for given z, the random variable Tz has the pdf:

hTx =
f(z)

(
k
yf(z)

)k
(k − 1)!y2

e
− kf(z)

y =
kkf(z)k+1

(k − 1)!yk+2
e
− kf(z)

y .

Therefore, by the theorem of independent variables:

lim
n→∞

E[T
(n)
1 T

(n)
2 ] = lim

n→∞

[
E[T

(n)
1 ] · E[T

(n)
2 ]
]

⇒ lim
n→∞

Cov[T
(n)
1 , T

(n)
2 ] = 0.
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Abstract: Logistic regression plays an important role in machine learning. Peo-
ple excitingly use it in conceptual matching yet with some details to be understood
further. This paper aims to present a reasonable statement on logistic regression
based on fuzzy sets and the factor space theory. An example about breast cancer
diagnosis is displayed to show how the factor space theory can be incorporated into
the understanding and use of logistic regression.
Keywords: logistic regression, factor space theory, fuzzy sets, logistic membership
function

1 Introduction

In 1965, Zadeh put forward the concept of fuzzy subset which made ordinary subset generalize
that the range of grade of membership has been relaxed from binary variables {0,1} to continuous
variables [0,1] [23]. Today, we are facing the tide of big data, the essential meaning of fuzzy set is
shined by its original definition still. Along the way, the factor space theory has been established
to provide a deeper mathematical foundation for artificial intelligence [13–15]. The factor space
theory builds a bridge connecting certainty and uncertainty and the two sides can be transferred
to each other by changing the dimension of related factor space [16].

The falling shadow theory [17] based on factor space was developed to compare fuzziness
with randomness. No matter randomness or fuzziness, they are both caused by a lack of factors.
Randomness is a kind of uncertainty, which is caused by the lack of conditional factors for
predicating. Randomness breaks the law of causality, while probability theory replaces it by a
generalized causality law: even though insufficient conditions can not determine whether an event
will occur or not, they determine the occurrence of an event with a certain probability. Fuzziness
is another kind of uncertainty, which is caused by the lack of identifying factors for recognition.
Fuzziness breaks the law of excluded middle, while fuzzy theory replaces it by a generalized law

Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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of excluded middle: even though insufficient identifying factors can not determine if an object
conforms a concept, they identify an object to a concept with a certain membership degree.
An important relationship between fuzziness and randomness is emerged from the similarity:
the fuzziness phenomenon on the ground, the universe U , can be described as a randomness
phenomenon on the sky, the power of U [22]. Subjective reliability is the non-additive measure
since they are the fallen of probability from sky to ground, this is the core idea of the falling
shadow theory.

Logistic regression analysis (LRA) is a simple but effective method which is widely used in
classification, extending the techniques of multiple regression analysis to research situations in
which the outcome variable is categorical [3]. In stratification research, demographic research
and social medicine, the use of logistic regression is routine [8]. Some related works have been
done on logistic regression. A forward stepwise logistic regression analysis is conducted and the
results show that the peer ratings of collaboration can predict you belong to Learning Problem
group or Not Learning Problem group [10]. Split-sample, cross-validation and bootstrapping
methods for estimation of internal validity of a logistic regression model are compared, which
ends up with the recommendation of bootstrapping [12]. The number of events per variable
(EPV) in LRA has influences on the validity of the model, and it turns out that low EPV plays
a major role [9]. Yet these works only focus on the strategic level of logistic regression, deep
understanding hidden behind this common model should be mined.

In artificial intelligence, the regressed curves can be regarded as membership functions. The
selection of the types of regressed curves decides the quality of curve fitting partially. Logistic
regression is fitted by the logistic membership function. In this article, we will expand the
discussion about logistic regression based on factor space theory and fuzzy sets which can present
a relatively different state from before.

The paper is proceeded as follows. We introduce the types of membership functions in Section
2. The logistic membership function is put forward in Section 3. In Section 4, logistic regression
based on the factor space theory is discussed further and an algorithm is proposed accordingly.
In Section 5, an example is used to identify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Finally,
a brief conclusion is made in Section 6.

2 Type of membership functions

Definition 1. A fuzzy subset A defined on universe of discussion U is a mapping µA: U→[0,1],
µA(u) is called the membership degree of u with respect to A [23].

From Definition 1, two fundamental meanings are revealed: firstly, a fuzzy subset stands for
the extension of a fuzzy concept, it is a milestone of intelligence mathematics; secondly, a fuzzy
subset builds a bridge to step over the gap between quantitative and qualitative phenomena, it
was the main bottleneck of information revolution. While the falling shadow theory can provide
a deeper mathematical foundation for the revolutionary change [5, 6, 18]. Definitions 2, 3 and 4
are listed to show how the falling shadow of a random subset is generated.

Definition 2. Let (U,B) be a measurable space. (P(U),B
−

) is called a super-measurable space

defined on (U,B) if (P(U),B
−

) is a measurable space.

Definition 3. Given a probabilistic field (Ω,F, p) and a super-measurable space (P(U),B
−

) on

(U,B). A mapping ξ: Ω → P(U) is called a random set if ξ−1(A) = {ω ∈ Ω | ξ(ω) ∈ A} ∈ F

whenever A ∈ B
−
.
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A probability distribution can be induced on B
−

from p on F through the mapping ξ,

P (A) = P (ξ−1(A)), A ∈ B
−
,

which makes (P(U),B
−

) a super probabilistic field [19].

Definition 4. Given a super probabilistic field (P(U),B
−

) and a random set ξ : Ω → P(U), we

call a fuzzy subset Aξ on U the falling shadow of ξ if µAξ(u) = P
(
ω | u ∈ ξ(ω)

)
for all u ∈ U .

It is revealed in Definition 4 that µAξ can be viewed as the covering function of a random
set ξ on U . The random set is called clouds, and the fuzzy set is called the falling shadow
of the clouds. The thicker the cloud, the higher the darkness of the shadow of the cloud [19].
Meanwhile, according to Definition 1, µAξ is also the membership function with respect to fuzzy
subset Aξ.

Definition 5. A membership function µAξ is also called the possibility distribution of a concept
Aξ on U .

Possibility varies from probability. According to Definition 5, possibility stands for the cover-
ing chance of ξ to u and it does not hold exclusiveness; while probability holds the exclusiveness
and stands for the chance of monopolization [20].

Theorem 1. Let U = (−∞,+∞) be the one dimensional state space. Given a random interval
r with falling shadow µA, let ζ be the left extreme point of random interval r, then ζ is a random
variable defined on (U,B). And the possibility distribution of the concept A is the same as the
distribution function F (u) of ζ : µA(u) = F (u) = P (ζ ≤ u).

Proof: Given probabilistic field (Ω,F, p), measurable space (U,B) and super-measurable space
(P(U),B

−
).

Since r is a random set, then

r−1(A) = {ω ∈ Ω | r(ω) ∈ A} ∈ F

whenever A ∈ B
−
.

Because ζ is the left extreme point of r, then for each ω ∈ Ω, there exists β ∈ B, which makes

r(ω) ∈ A =⇒ ζ(ω) ∈ β.

Since ζ(ω) is a real number on the interval (−∞,+∞), according to the definition of random
variable [21], it is obvious that ζ is a random variable. And

µA(u) = P
{
ω | u ∈ r(ω)

}
= P

{
ω | ζ(ω) ≤ u

}
= P (ζ ≤ u).

2

From Theorem 1, we can distinguish possibility distribution from probability distribution and
combine the two terminologies by means of density function and distributed function respectively.

The membership function µA determines the extent that u belongs to a concept A. For
one concept, different types of membership functions exhibit different membership degree for a
certain point u, making it necessary to clarify which type of membership functions should be
chosen accordingly.

Definition 6. A is a fuzzy subset defined on universe of U whose membership function is µA.
If µA(x) > min{µA(a), µA(b)} for any a < x < b, then A is a convex fuzzy subset [4].
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A convex fuzzy set divides A into five parts with four points l−, l+, u−, u+ (l− ≤ l+ ≤ u− ≤
u+):

k = (−∞, l−], l = (l−, l+], t = (l+, u−], u = (u−, u+], v = (u+,+∞).

µA ≡ 0 when x ∈ k or x ∈ v, µA ≡ 1 when x ∈ t. (l−, µA(l−)) and (u+, µA(u+)) are the
inflection points.

Definition 7. We call | l | and | u | the lower and upper interim length respectively.

Even though the shape of membership functions is variable with countless changes, the es-
sential variations focus on the two interim periods. The length of interim reflects the degree of
fuzziness with respect to a membership function, the narrower the length of interim, the more
precise the representation of a concept. For ease of simplicity, we only discuss the membership
function on the left fuzzy interval l formed by the distribution of left extreme point ζ on the
interval. There are three common types of probability density functions of ζ: uniform type,
cosine type and normal type. Due to space limitation, only uniform distribution of ζ is displayed
here to show how the membership function is generated.

For example, ζ is uniformly distributed on fuzzy segment (l−, l+], the probability density
function of ζ is

f1(x) =
1

l+ − l−
, x ∈ (l−, l+].

According to Theorem 1, the membership curve of the concept on this interval is

µ1(x) = P1(ζ ≤ x) =
x− l−

l+ − l−
. (1)

It is a straight line ranging from 0 to 1 on fuzzy segment (l−, l+].
Curve fitting is the foundation of optimization, the quality of fitting depends on whether the

curve chosen is appropriate or not. In this article, we introduce another type of membership
function which is frequently used in classification but lacking deeper understanding, as well as
expanding the discussion on it from the viewpoint of factor space.

3 Logistic membership function

Let γ be the random variable defined on U , indicating attribute x. And let y be the indication
variable of concept α with the extension A defined on U , which takes value 1 when u ∈ A and
0 else. Denote Px = P{y = 1|γ = x}, which is the possibility distribution of the concept A
with respect to the variable x. To estimate the possibility, use the maximal likelihood principle.
Consider a series of sampling points (x1, y1), · · · , (xm, ym), the likelihood function is as follows:

L =
m∏
i=1

P yixi (1− Pxi)
1−yi . (2)

It is not easy to calculate the derivative, put logarithm on it and get the new likelihood
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function:

L = ln
m∏
i=1

P yixi (1− Pxi)
1−yi

=
m∑
i=1

(
yilnPxi + (1− yi)ln(1− Pxi)

)
=

m∑
i=1

(
yi(lnPxi − ln(1− Pxi))

)
+

m∑
i=1

ln(1− Pxi)

=

m∑
i=1

(yiln
Pxi

1− Pxi
) +

m∑
i=1

ln(1− Pxi).

(3)

Since ln Px
1−Px varies on the interval [0,+∞), also being related to the attribute x, we define

ln Px
1−Px = ax+ b, then Px = 1

1+e−(ax+b) . And Equation (3) can be transferred into

L =

m∑
i=1

(yi(axi + b))−
m∑
i=1

ln(1 + eaxi+b). (4)

Maximize L so that a and b can be achieved. This is an optimization problem and some
strategies solving this type of problems such as gradient descent [?] can be applied.

Definition 8. The logistic regression function is defined as:

φ(x; a, b) =
1

1 + e−(a>x+b)

x,a ∈ Rn, a>x = a1x1 + · · ·+ anxn. When n = 1, φ(x; a, b) = 1
1+e−(ax+b) ; φ(x; 1, 0) = 1

1+e−x .

It is obvious that this method of estimating a and b is kind of complex, while simplicity
is what we pursue eventually. Another method which can transfer the problem into a linear
problem will be introduced in the next section.

Since PA(x) = 1
1+e−(ax+b) is central symmetric with respect to the point (− b

a ,
1
2), we can get

P¬A(x) = PA(−2b

a
− x) =

1

1 + e−(a(− 2b
a
−x)+b)

=
1

1 + eax+b
.

And it is easy to know

PA(x) + P¬A(x) =
1

1 + e−(ax+b)
+

1

1 + eax+b
= 1.

With this property, the logistic regression function P (x) = 1
1+e−(ax+b) can be seen as the logistic

membership function. And this property is available among another three types of membership
functions referred in Section 2, the details of which are omitted here.

Definition 9. We call P (x) = 1
1+e−a(x−x)

the logistic interim function.

3.1 Logistic regression in risk attributable factor space

The factor space theory paves the way for logistic regression since some concepts find their
footholds in the factor space, which contributes to the better understanding of logistic regression.
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Definition 10. A factor space defined on universe of discussion U is a family of set Ψ =(
{X(f)}(f∈F );U

)
satisfying:

(1) F = (F,
∨
,
∧
,c ,1,0) is a complete Boolean algebra;

(2) X(0) = {∅};

(3) For any T ⊆ F , if {f |f ∈ T} are irreducible (i.e., s 6= t⇒ s
∧
t = 0 (s, t ∈ T )), then

X({f |f ∈ T}) =
∏
f∈T

X(f)

(
∏

stands for Cartesian product)

(4) ∀f ∈ F , there is a mapping with same symbol f : U → X(f).

F is called the set of factors, f ∈ F is called a factor on U . X(f) is called the state space of
factor f [22].

Denote Ij = X(fj) and I = I1 × · · · × In.

Definition 11. Given an attribute space O = {oi1···in |ij ∈ Ij , j = 1, · · · , n}) in factor space
Ψ = ({X(f)}(f∈F={f1,··· ,fn});U). For each ij ∈ Ij ,

oi1···in

is called a granule of X(F ) [5]. Denote that qi1···in = P
{
u|F (u) = oi1···in

}
,

P = {qi1···in |ij ∈ Ij , j = 1, · · · , n}

is called the probability distribution of attributes.

Assumption 1. X(f1), X(f2) · · · , X(fn) are all partial ordered sets, it means for one attribute
fi whose range of values is {ij1 , ij2 , · · · , ijr}, ij1 ≤ ij2 ≤ · · · ≤ ijr is always correct. It should be
clear that if there exists two granules o1···1···1 and o1···3···1, granule o1···2···1 is anyhow certain to
appear. Then we naturally suppose that P is convex.

A convex probability distribution of attributes P is called the background distribution with
respect to universe U [7].

Definition 12. A factor space Ψ̃ =
(
{X(f)}(f∈F̃ );U

)
is called a risk attribute factor space if

F̃ = {f1, · · · , fn; fn+1}, where f1, · · · , fn stand for attribute factors and fn+1 stands for a risk
factor with binary attribute space X(fn+1) = {1, 0}.

Given a group of sampling points on I × {1, 0}:

S = {(x1i, · · · , xni; yi)}(i=1,··· ,m).

For
(
i1, · · · , in; in+1

)
∈ I × {1, 0}, denote

qi1···inin+1 =
| {t | x1t = i1, · · · , xnt = in; yt = in+1} |

m
. (5)

It is obvious that
∑

i1
· · ·
∑

in

∑
in+1

qi1···inin+1 = 1.

Definition 13. Q̃ = {i1, · · · , in; in+1 ∈ I × {1, 0} | qi1···inin+1 > 0} is the support set of Q =
{qi1···inin+1}(i1,··· ,in;in+1)∈I×{1,0}.
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In the risk attribute factor space Ψ̃, logistic regression is mainly based on the support set Q̃.
While the condition that qi1···inin+1 = 0 still exists and transformation used to handle it will be
discussed in the final part of this section. Also, the definition of the logistic membership function
fitted out through logistic regression get updated in Ψ̃.

Definition 14. The membership function of illness α:

P (X) =
1

1 + e−(θ0+θ1x1+···+θnxn)
=

1

1 + e−θ>X
,

where θ = (θ0, θ1, · · · , θn)>, X = (1, x1, · · · , xn)>. The parameters θ1, · · · , θn are called risk
attribute coefficients of factors.

The bigger the coefficient θj , the more important the factor fj on risk-increasing.

Definition 15. Let α be a concept with extension A ⊆ U and intension O ⊆ X(F ), we call
conditional probability P{u ∈ A|F (u) = oi1···in} the possibility of concept α under oi1···in .

Remark 2. The difference between possibility and probability is clear again. Since possibility
is equal to the membership degree of the factorial configuration with respect to concept α, the
logistic membership function of illness α is

pi1···in = P{u ∈ A|F (u) = ai1···in}

=
| {t | x1t = i1, · · · , xnt = in; yt = 1} |
| {t | x1t = i1, · · · , xnt = in} |

.
(6)

Also, the probability corresponding to possibility pi1···in is

qi1···in,in+1=1 = P{u ∈ A|F (u) = oi1···in}p{F (u) = oi1···in}

=
| {t | x1t = i1, · · · , xnt = in; yt = 1} |

m
.

(7)

It is obvious that ∑
pi1···in 6=

∑
qi1···in,in+1=1. (8)

Then the approach to estimate θ through logistic regression is developed as Algorithm 1, and
the membership degree for the unknown samples can be calculated.

Algorithm 1 Logistic Regression Algorithm
1: Given sample points S = {(x1i, · · · , xni; yi)} (i = 1, · · · ,m).
2: For | {t | x1t = i1, · · · , xnt = in} | > 0 (i1 ∈ I1, · · · , in ∈ In) :
3: if | {t | yt = 1} |> 0 and | {t | yt = 0} |> 0, then
4: calculate Pi1···in
5: let

yi1···in = ln
Pi1···in

1−Pi1···in
6: else
7:

yi1···in = ln |{t|yt=1}|+0.5
|{t|yt=0}|+0.5 [1]

8: end if
9: Set yi1···in = θ0 + θ1i1 + · · ·+ θnin, do linear regression to get the coefficients θ0, θ1, · · · , θn.
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4 Example

To show how the factor space theory is imbedded into logistic regression, in this section, an
example calculating the membership degree of breast cancer using Algorithm 1 is considered.
The data extracted from [2] are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. There are 1896 samples in total
which form the universe of discussion U . Four attribute factors f1, f2, f3, f4 are considered and
each factor is a categorical variable whose set of value is I1 = {0, 1, 2}, I2 = {0, 1, 2, 3}, I3 =
{0, 1}, I4 = {0, 1, 2} respectively. The meaning of these coded numbers are shown in Table 4.
Then the factor space Ψ =

(
{X(f)}(f∈F=f1,f2,f3,f4);U

)
involving 72 different granules oi1···i4 of

X(F ) can be established. The risk attribute factor space Ψ̃ =
(
{X(f)}(f∈F̃=f1,f2,f3,f4;f5);U

)
is

also confirmed, where X(f5) = {1, 0}.
The data must be processed before using Algorithm 1. For the background distribution P ,

there are some granules whose qi1···i4 = 0 which means no samples are included when f1 =
i1, · · · , f4 = i4, then those granules should be deleted. For some granules, the samples are very
small and there is little meaning to consider them, so the granules whose total samples are less
than 5 are deleted. Hence 33 granules remain and the samples decrease to 1837. Algorithm 1 is
applied to the 1837 samples and we can get the membership function of breast cancer as follows:

P (X) =
1

1 + e−(0.19x1+0.24x1+0.36x3+0.80x4−0.75)
. (9)

Equation (9) represents a hyperplane in five-dimensional space. Although the interim still
exists, we ignore it on account of the complexity. The estimated membership degree for each
granule can be calculated. Table 5 depicts the real possibility Pi1···i4 , the calculated possibility
P (Xi) and probability qi1···i4,i5=1. Then Equation (8) can be verified easily:∑

Pi1···i4 = 18.5227,
∑

qi1···i4,i5=1 = 0.4899.

In Table 5, the rows that the difference between Pi1···i4 and P (Xi) are over 0.2 are marked
in red, only four granules 13th, 16th, 21st and 32nd are included. Since membership degree is
estimated through linear regression, it is necessary to compare yi1···i4 and ln P (Xi)

1−P (Xi)
, Figure 1

shows the differences of their values. The circles represent the real differences between yi1···i4
and ln P (Xi)

1−P (Xi)
. Since least-square estimation is applied here, it is necessary to do parameter

test. The vertical line segments represent the 95% confidence intervals of random residuals. It is
obvious that the confidence intervals of the 16th, 21st and 32nd cases don’t cover 0, yet not far
away from 0. Errors from different angles indicate that logistic regression is applicable in this
example.

From Equation (9), we know that θi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is 0.19, 0.24, 0.36, 0.80 accordingly. θi (i =
1, 2, 3, 4) are all positive numbers which means the risk of having breast cancer will grow when
the coded number of factor i gets larger. This is in accordance with the existing knowledge: the
risk of having breast cancer will become larger if girls get their first period at a younger age;
nulliparous women and those who give the first birth when they are older will have higher risks of
having breast cancer; doing previous breast biopsies1 means you are suspected of having breast
cancer, the more you do, the larger the chance of being suspected will be; the risk of having
breast cancer will grow if the number of people with breast cancer in near relations goes up.
This conclusion verifies the efficiency of the logistic regression from another perspective.

1A biopsy is a medical test commonly performed by a surgeon, interventional radiologist, or an interventional cardiologist
involving extraction of sample cells or tissues for examination to determine the presence or extent of a disease.
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5 Conclusions

The possibility in logistic regression is equal to the membership degree in factor space. Con-
nection between the two sides is established through the membership function. The paper shows
that the factor space theory gives logistic regression a relatively different state. Meanwhile, lo-
gistic regression forms another foothold of the factor space theory in the big data era. This is
of great meaning since it gives us the reason and motivation to explore the factor space theory
deeply.
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Appendix

Table 1: Detailed distribution of cases and their matched controls in all strata defined by cross-
classifying the four risk factors

Risk factor category
Age Mothers

Age at at first Previous plus sisters No. No.
menarche live breast with breast of of

birth biopsies cancer cases controls
0 0 0 0 14 27
0 0 0 1 3 1
0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 1 0 3 1
0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 2 0 0
0 1 0 0 54 85
0 1 0 1 20 12
0 1 0 2 1 1
0 1 1 0 5 5
0 1 1 1 2 0
0 1 1 2 0 0
0 2 0 0 81 100
0 2 0 1 18 20
0 2 0 2 3 0
0 2 1 0 7 12
0 2 1 1 4 2
0 2 1 2 0 0
0 3 0 0 27 14
0 3 0 1 12 7
0 3 0 2 1 0
0 3 1 0 0 2
0 3 1 1 1 0
0 3 1 2 1 0
1 0 0 0 27 56
1 0 0 1 8 7
1 0 0 2 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 4
1 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 2 0 0
1 1 0 0 112 173
1 1 0 1 27 12
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Table 2: Table 1 - Continued

Risk factor category
Age Mothers

Age at at first Previous plus sisters No. No.
menarche live breast with breast of of

birth biopsies cancer cases controls
1 1 0 2 4 0
1 1 1 0 14 4
1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 2 0 0
1 2 0 0 187 174
1 2 0 1 41 20
1 2 0 2 10 1
1 2 1 0 11 10
1 2 1 1 5 0
1 2 1 2 0 1
1 3 0 0 41 47
1 3 0 1 15 5
1 3 0 2 4 0
1 3 1 0 4 5
1 3 1 1 1 0
1 3 1 2 1 0
2 0 0 0 9 15
2 0 0 1 3 2
2 0 0 2 2 0
2 0 1 0 1 1
2 0 1 1 0 0
2 0 1 2 0 0
2 1 0 0 43 44
2 1 0 1 14 5
2 1 0 2 1 0
2 1 1 0 3 2
2 1 1 1 2 0
2 1 1 2 0 0
2 2 0 0 53 52
2 2 0 1 9 8
2 2 0 2 2 0
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Table 3: Table 2 - Continued

Risk factor category
Age Mothers

Age at at first Previous plus sisters No. No.
menarche live breast with breast of of

birth biopsies cancer cases controls
2 2 1 0 3 1
2 2 1 1 2 1
2 2 1 2 0 0
2 3 0 0 17 4
2 3 0 1 4 3
2 3 0 2 1 0
2 3 1 0 3 0
2 3 1 1 3 0
2 3 1 2 0 0

Table 4: Levels of the risk factors

Risk factor Range Coding

Age at menarche
< 12 2
12-13 1
≥ 14 0

Age at first live birth

< 20 0
20-24 1
25-29(or nulliparous) 2
≥ 30 3

No. of previous 0 or 1 0
breast biopsies ≥ 1 1

No. of mothers 0 0
plus sisters 1 1
with breast cancer ≥ 2 2
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Table 5: Pi1···i4 , P (Xi) and qi1···i4,i5=1 for 33 granules

Risk factor category
Age Mothers

case Age at at first Previous plus sisters Pi1···i4 P (Xi) qi1···i4i5=1

number menarche live breast with breast
birth biopsies cancer

1 0 0 0 0 0.3415 0.3207 0.0076
2 0 1 0 0 0.3885 0.3739 0.0294
3 0 1 0 1 0.6250 0.5711 0.0109
4 0 1 1 0 0.5000 0.4624 0.0027
5 0 2 0 0 0.4475 0.4304 0.0441
6 0 2 0 1 0.4737 0.6275 0.0098
7 0 2 1 0 0.3684 0.5211 0.0038
8 0 2 1 1 0.6667 0.7081 0.0022
9 0 3 0 0 0.6585 0.4887 0.0147
10 0 3 0 1 0.6316 0.6806 0.0065
11 1 0 0 0 0.3253 0.3640 0.0147
12 1 0 0 1 0.5333 0.5606 0.0044
13 1 0 1 0 0.2000 0.4519 0.0005
14 1 1 0 0 0.3930 0.4200 0.0610
15 1 1 0 1 0.6923 0.6175 0.0147
16 1 1 1 0 0.7778 0.5105 0.0076
17 1 2 0 0 0.5180 0.4781 0.1018
18 1 2 0 1 0.6721 0.6713 0.0223
19 1 2 0 2 0.9091 0.8199 0.0054
20 1 2 1 0 0.5238 0.5689 0.0060
21 1 2 1 1 1.0000 0.7463 0.0027
22 1 3 0 0 0.4659 0.5368 0.0223
23 1 3 0 1 0.7500 0.7210 0.0082
24 1 3 1 0 0.4444 0.6254 0.0022
25 2 0 0 0 0.3750 0.4097 0.0049
26 2 0 0 1 0.6000 0.6074 0.0016
27 2 1 0 0 0.4943 0.4675 0.0234
28 2 1 0 1 0.7368 0.6619 0.0076
29 2 1 1 0 0.6000 0.5585 0.0016
30 2 2 0 0 0.5048 0.5263 0.0289
31 2 2 0 1 0.5294 0.7124 0.0049
32 2 3 0 0 0.8095 0.5843 0.0093
33 2 3 0 1 0.5714 0.7580 0.0022
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Abstract: This paper presents a methodology for the development of augmented
reality (AR) visualization applications in industrial scenarios. The proposal presents
the use of georreferenced natural markers detected in real time, which enables the
construction of AR systems. This use of augmented visualization allows the creation of
tools that can aid on-site maintenance activities for operators. AR use makes possible
including information about the equipment during a specific procedure. In this work,
the detection of natural markers in the scene are based on Haar-like features associated
with equipment geolocalization. This approach enable the detection of equipment in
multiple user’s viewpoints in the industrial scenario and makes it possible the inclusion
of real information about those equipment in real time as AR annotations. In this way,
beyond a methodology approach, this paper presents a new way for Power System
information visualization in the field that can be used in both for training and for
control operations.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Data Visualization, Natural Markers.

1 Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) is associated with the insertion of additional information or virtual
objects superimposed or combined into a visualization of the real world [3]. The use of AR
techniques allows to magnify user’s visual experience with the addition of information to the
visualized real scene. It contributes to a potential increase of user’s comprehension about the
physical environment where the user stands. Therefore, information or images generated by
computers need to be registered to the real scene. It means that they need to be precisely and
contextually positioned in the real world visualization. In addition, it allows a big variety of
applications on several areas such as medicine, education, and industrial activities.

Industrial companies demand for applications that use AR technology for training and also
for control and operation procedures. This technology has been used in a quite limited form,

Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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in areas such as architecture, engineering, and civil construction [6]. The main limitation in
these areas are related to high precision processing in real time. Another limiting factor is the
complexity of the detection process and the object tracking in these scenes. This demands the use
of strategies and algorithms of computer vision (CV) which permit a suitable time of processing
for the visualization.

A strategy generally used to reduce processing time during object detection is the use of
fiducial markers in the physical environment [25]. This is the insertion of objects or marks of
low complexity, highly distinct of the present objects in the scene that allow to decrease the
necessary computing effort for the correct spatial orientation in an AR environment. Although
the use of these markers increase robustness and reduce significantly the computational cost,
it has the disadvantage of requiring the inclusion of artificial marker in the real environment.
Besides this, there are safety restrictions in industrial environments and incidental displacement
or destruction of these markers result in the immediate inoperability of the AR system.

Using another type of AR marker, known as natural marker, the elements that already exist
in the scene are detected directly without the need of fiducial markers inclusion. This approach
can use the equipment of the industrial environment as markers for an AR application in an
industrial plant, for example. The detection of these objects require extraction of the image
features and comparison with patterns previously registered. This is considered one of the most
complex tasks for the creation of AR applications. Although there are techniques which address
the feature detection problem and object recognition [17] - [14], processing time is still a challenge
for these systems, since in AR applications, detection needs to be done in real time.

Also there is a demand for AR applications that offer support to operators during real mainte-
nance procedures of equipment in the field. In general, in these situations, data from equipment
sensors are sent to a distant control room. The operators make decisions based on these informa-
tion and in some circumstances there is the need of operators to move from the site to get access
to the information. This could generate a situation in which information can be modified during
the route between control room and maintenance site. This methodology proposes a solution
for the creation of AR applications which enables a visualization of these information in the
maintenance site, enabling a decentralization of control rooms.

This work presents a methodology which is composed by three main steps: the creation of
an AR marker using a computer vision technique, followed by using sensors (GPS and compass)
from mobile device to perform the correct identification of an equipment. Finally, it is presented
the integration with equipment data. In our case study it is used the communication and in-
tegration with Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems/Energy Management System
(SCADA/EMS).

So, this methodology enables the creation and use of AR in industrial outdoor scenarios. The
investigation method is based on the association of location data sensors and the detection of
real scene objects that are used as natural markers. This way, we search to contribute for the
use of full potential of AR application in industrial environments aiming the improvement of
maintenance tasks in these scenarios.

This paper is organized as follows. The Section 2 presents and discuss several related works
and in Section 3 the technical background on CV and AR. From Section 4 to Section 6 we present
the methodology steps described above. In Section 7 we present the results from a case study
related to substation scenario followed with conclusion and future works.

2 Related work

In [31] the concept of AR as a novel way to enhance visualization is used for educational
purposes. In this work the authors highlight the need of registration, because the change of
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camera viewpoint changes the position that the virtual element have in the scene. This is an
obstacle to build AR mobile applications.

The use of applications in mobile devices in real time has grown rapidly and several applica-
tions for these device formats have been developed. In [12], simple techniques of image processing
are used in smartphones for detection of fiducial markers to include 3D elements in real scenes
in real time. This related research are enabled by the evolution of the devices and its processing
capabilities in the last years. Also, according to [7], the correct position identification to include
virtual information is the key for AR.

In [29] there is a strategy presented for detection of ships on the African coast which uses
cascade classifiers based in Haar-like features. The work shows a detection system which generally
uses the vessel’s transponder for monitoring, but in sabotage cases or in transponder shutdown,
the solution is to detect it with radar images and a combination of techniques.

The use of techniques such as template matching demonstrate a creation approach of AR
environments based in image processing. Besides that, the adoption of mobile devices brought
a great advance for AR systems and, according to [26], generally techniques similar to SURF
(Speeded- Up Robust Features) [?] have been used for natural markers detection.

Object detection is a fundamental task for AR applications to be used in outdoor environ-
ments. The detection results may be used for objects recognition, tracking, and construction of
environment maps. In [11] the detection is applied for the use in security robots of the substa-
tion with use of object detection algorithm with processing based in cloud computing. Another
interesting strategy presented is to reduce the comparison area with costly algorithms such as
SURF and SIFT [17] to optimize the processing.

Several works like [16] and [8] point to the question of data communication and architecture
questions for electric power systems. Although the emergence of new devices suggest possibilities
of using newer technologies in these scenarios. Our work present an approach for new ways of
visualization in power system substations.

Despite the importance of new visualizations for power systems, accordingly to [20], in the
last 20 years there were few proposals or new ideas in visualization approaches for electric system
data. Even though some works were done like [18], [19], [23], [33] and [24]. The above mentioned
analysis concludes that visualizations must have the intention of replacing textual data or numeric
information and must be explored the visual patterns for a mapping, the most natural possible
way, aggregating meaning of the data for the visualization. Information must be understood
naturally and colors must be used, but carefully not to generate discomfort for system operators.

A more recent work [1] proposed the use of QR code for AR markers and the use of IEC 61850
communication for automation integrated with SCADA information. According to the authors,
many solutions use AR applications for simulation and operator training, and there are several
situations where it might be advantageous to have the capability of annotating the real process
with information. Besides all important contributions, the above-mentioned solution still needs
to include the fiducial markers in real equipment, differently from proposed in our work.

3 Computer vision and augmented reality

We can define AR as a system that combines real world visualization with virtual information
objects, requiring real time interactivity and 3D world registration.

Tracking and registration is one of the fundamental tasks for AR systems. These systems
must work in real time and, aim to get a credible scene for the user, the real and virtual cameras
should be mapped in such a way that both environments precisely match. Thus AR system can
take advantage of CV techniques. Because AR can rely on visual features that are naturally
present on the real scene, avoiding the need for engineering the environment.
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CV aims to obtain geometrical, topological or physical information from an image and the
objects which are present in that image. These information may allow the recognition of patterns,
object classification, robot movement, among other possibilities. Furthermore, the digital images
carry with them information such as colors, light intensity that permit an image analysis through
image processing.

To suply the AR need for tracking, fiducial markers are commonly used. A fiducial marker
is an easily detection used as a point of reference to an object targeted for tracking. An options
is to use natural information of the scene (natural markers). Thus, computer vision techniques
can be used with additional information such as georeferencing data, gyroscope data, thermal
sensors, among others sensors.

These natural markers generally are specific for each type of application and the object type
to be identified. For processing the inclusion of 3D virtual elements, there is a need to align
the object coordinate system to the world coordinate system for a proper virtual information
placement in the real scene.

4 Natural 3D marker for detection of objects using Haar-like fea-
tures

To use natural markers, we need to detect the objects that are in the scene image. This
depends on the correct selection of the representation model. There are several techniques to
detect objects in scene and each different kind of object changes the detection approach. In some
situations it is necessary to modify the whole training, even using the same detection technique.

The proposed methodology uses a technique proposed in [32] and extended by [15]. This is
a a robust framework for the construction of fast object detectors, using machine learning, that
reach high detection rates. The version used includes a rectangular feature rotation, enriching
the detection algorithm and keeping calculation efficiency.

Combining the aspects of the works mentioned above, the proposed 3D marker uses cascade
classifier based on Haar features. The process is based on two main stages of training. Firstly,
the classifier is trained with images containing the object to be detected and these images are
called positive examples. During processing these images are resized into a commom size defined
empirically. The second stage is responsible for training the negative examples, which are arbi-
trary images that do not contain the object trained in first step. Our approach have used several
images from real industrial environment in both stages.

This is because there is the requirement to detect an object regardless of where the user
stands, the proposed work used images from every side of the equipment for the object detector’s
training. Figure 1 shows that each image matches an equipment side that is used in training
process. The overall process of training and detection is presented in Figure 2.

The equipment detection process is performed for each frame acquired from the camera. It is
initially performed necessary adjustments in the image related to camera position configuration
and operational system, then it executes related procedures for feature detection in image with
cascade classifier.

This work have used transformer initially as a case study for detection, since this one is one
of the most important equipment inside the substation.

As result of the training, a three dimensional natural marker is created, in which object
detection is performed independently of user’s viewpoint. Using this approach, it is possible to
build AR environments with use of 3D natural markers, without the need to include fiducial
markers.

The advantages of using natural markers can be seen in Table 1. It is worth mentioning that
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Figure 1: Image acquisition from different sides of object for training the cascade classifier

Figure 2: Processes from training to detection of objects in camera

the natural marker corresponds to an object that already exists on scene without modification
of it.

Table 1: Comparison of AR markers

Technical feature Fiducial marker QR Code Natural marker
Training independence No Yes No
Model storing Local Internet Local or Internet
Environment remains unchanged No No Yes
Multiple viewpoint detection with
a single loaded marker

No No Yes

The first step for the creation of the natural 3D marker is the detection. After the correct
detection of the object for each camera frame of camera in real time, the next steps consist in
associating this information with predefined information about the objects existing in scenario
and the use of sensors to be combined with result of detection.

5 Sensors for automatic identification of equipment associated to
detection

After the equipment detection we need to identify it. This is a required task to allow the
query of the equipment information from automation and control systems. The methodology
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proposed herein suggests the integrated use of more than one sensor type. The sensors are used
in identifying the natural 3D markers.

Most devices, such as smartphones and digital cameras, have auxiliary sensors for geolocation
and orientation. For applications that do not need big precision, only using GPS sensor is possible
to solve location problem that has been used mainly in situations with map localizations.

In outdoor applications, such as detection of an equipment inside an industrial area, the
use of GPS data does not only constitute a reasonable solution. Due to the error inherent
to GPS localization (up to 7.8 meters with 95% of confidence). But, this error can present
variation depending on atmospheric effects, reception quality and sky blockage [10]. There are
some frameworks for construction of AR environment that use just GPS data as main source
of information. These frameworks add virtual information to the real world but this GPS error
variation causes annotation out of place in real application.

Besides GPS, this methodology also uses compass or magnetometer sensor. This sensor works
like a pointer to the north pole. After the transformer detection, the algorithm considers three
main variables: the operator location at the time of the image acquisition from mobile device,
the transformer’s location present in the substation and the compass orientation sensor for field
of view (FOV) calculation from the user point of view, as shown in Figure 3a. The white circles
in Figure 3b are user position or equipment inside the substation.

(a) Image from real substation (b) Field of view calculated with equipment
inside

Figure 3: The proposed method for equipment identification from GPS integrated information,
compass, user’s location, transformers location and image obtained from camera.

The FOV is computed from intrinsic parameters of the camera, as described in Equation 1.
The α angle is half of FOV and used to identify which equipment are inside the obtained image.

α = arctan
s

2f
s = Sensor dimension
f = Focal length (1)

Besides that, we use camera information such as sensor size and focal distance to compute
the FOV to verify objects inserted inside the camera frame.

By obtaining this FOV, the objects position is analyzed in relation to the central line of FOV
and the boundary lines, right and left, in relation to user’s viewpoint. With this information
it is possible to identify which equipment were detected in the image. With this intention the
distance is calculated to the central line and the object is detected at the right side or at the left
of the observer (Figure 4). This approach still allows to identify more than one detected object
on the same image.
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Figure 4: Identification of objects inside the observer viewpoint.

Due to degree of reliability of GPS data in low cost sensors, this proposal can be used on
outdoor environments. In indoor scenarios the GPS error increases and the application behavior
depends on these data. The strategy of joining 3D natural markers associated with georeferenced
data and compass minimizes the error compared to use only GPS data. This strategy works as
an auxiliary information layer, containing detection data of the desired object, inside the AR
system.

6 Communication and integration to SCADA/EMS

After detection and identification of the equipment inside the AR scenario, a data request
is performed about the equipment to SCADA/EMS communication system based on identified
equipment tag. Each equipment has a unique tag inside the Open System for Energy Management
(SAGE) and through this tag the associated information is obtained.

With this methodology is possible to build AR systems, including real information which
could help the system operators in control process and problem identification inside the energy
substation, on the field.

Besides that, critical information may be specified, showing just alert states based on defined
alarms in the system. Decreasing the data quantity observed by operator.

This integration architecture is based in AGITOServer [27], in which control systems are ac-
cessed through interfaces via remote calls (RPC) provided by SAGE and Operator Training Sim-
ulator (OTS). Integration with database provide access and control to modify data via TCP/IP
protocol available in socket format. After that, it is possible to send and receive messages with
data of the power system in JSON format (Figure 5).

This architecture allows perform queries to equipment data, such as equipment electric pa-
rameters, operation state (open or closed switch), among others. Through message exchange
model, this solution allows to obtain the desired information request about the equipment and
add it to the visualization.

Furthermore, the OTS training environment is similar to real environment, only with simu-
lated data of operation state of the systems and chosen obviously in this way for safety reasons
of the electric system and enabling consultation application tests to the data.
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Figure 5: Architecture of acquisition of integrated data to the SAGE/OTS

7 Results and case study: AR visualization in energy substation

The evaluation of the proposed methodology was applied using mobile devices, which allow
rendering different visualization formats. It might enable the construction of two augmented
reality versions of application: a tablet view version with a single display and a head-mounted
display (HMD) version using smartphone integrated to Google Carboard SDK [9].

This possibility of including a mobile tool for operators enables that the user can perform
information acquisiton in the operation field, with no need of returning to operation center to
access a given system which contains desired information. By using the auxiliary use of AR it is
possible to add information about the task being executed during operation.

Images used in this study were obtained from real operating environments of CHESF. More
specifically at CHESF substations SUAPE II and SUAPE III in Recife-PE, and at CHESF
substation Extremoz in Natal-RN, all located in Brazil.

The approach used cascade classifier based in Haar-like features for transformer detection.
In this approach the classifier training is performed with negative and positive images set and
detection quality depends on the amount of training images.

The obtained results initially used a base of positive images (transformer pictures) and neg-
ative images, which include basically areas around the substation itself do not containing the
transformer. The results can be seen in Table 2 using amount of p = 419 (positive images) and
n = 270 (negative images) during training and also, for the detection test, a total of 40 pictures
of equipment were used.

For elimination of false-positives, the Haar cascade method demands an image base as large
as possible, and this statement is valid both for positive images as for negative ones.

These tests show that as we increase the quantity of stages, the algorithm minimizes incor-
rect detection features. But, to be able to increase equipment detection in these conditions is
necessary to increase the training base.

Applications have been developed for devices with android operational system and they have
been installed in tablet version (single view) as shown in Figure 6 and HMD combined with
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Table 2: Equipment detection with Haar Cascade classifier

Cascade Stages False positives (FP) Total features Detection rate (%)
14 95 222 78.05%
15 73 181 78.05%
16 54 131 80.49%
17 36 120 80.49%
18 22 99 82.93%
19 13 87 82.93%
20 11 73 80.49%
21 10 66 82.93%
22 1 46 70.73%
23 0 33 53.66%
24 0 31 48.78%
25 0 24 43.90%
26 0 18 34.15%

smartphone (using stereoscopic view) in Figure 7a and Figure 7b.

Figure 6: AR application visualization in tablet (single view)

The work proposes real data integration after stages taken related to equipment detection
system. The SAGE system is widely used by several electric power system companies in Brazil.
According to [5] the SAGE system may be used in substations and power plant and it supports
several hardware, including different manufacturers.

In addition to SAGE, the use of OTS has permitted an environment for training operators
without the necessity of being connected to real equipment. Thus, it enables running several
simulations of possible energy system scenarios.
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(a) Stereoscopic view of object detection (b) Augmented user visualization integrated
with OTS data

Figure 7: AR application visualization in HMD (stereoscopic view)

8 Conclusion and future work

This work presents two main contributions: the first one, and most important, it is a method-
ology for creation of AR systems using georeferenced natural 3D markers. It uses image pro-
cessing techniques and sensor information present in mobile devices to provide identification for
detected objects in outdoor environments. This contribution has applicability in others scenarios
and several areas of application.

The second contribution is the application constructed itself using the natural marker and
integration with mobile sensors, as a case study. The application integrated with SCADA/EMS
and equipment’s real information create a new visualization format in power system operational
environment. This last innovation intends to improve the data visualization inside industrial
environments.

This new visualization is applied in stereoscopic view display, which enables the operator
to modify the real world through addition of virtual elements (information or auxiliary data of
equipment state). It allows the effective creation of an innovative AR solution and the use of
this technology can be used no only for training but also for operation tasks.

So, the next step will be experimenting this methodology in real industrial environments.
There are many points to test about its usability, mainly on the stereoscopic visualization, due
the need of reduce operator’s visual discomfort infringed by the use of HMD for several hours.
We also will conduce experiments to detect the pose of the object and allow a virtual analysis
of it.
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Abstract: This paper aims to present data analysis of quadcopter dynamic attitude
on a circular trajectory, specifically by comparing the modeling results of conventional
Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) and Fuzzy-PID controllers. Simulations of
attitude stability with both control systems were done using Simulink toolbox from
Matlab so the identification of each control system is clearly seen. Each control system
algorithm related to roll and pitch angles which affects the horizontal movement on a
circular trajectory is explained in detail. The outcome of each tuning variable of both
control systems on the output movement is observable while the error magnitude can
be compared with the reference angles. To obtain a deeper analysis, wind disturbance
on each axis was added to the model, thus differences between each control system
are more recognizable. According to simulation results, the Fuzzy-PID controller has
relatively smaller errors than the PID controller and has a better capability to reject
disturbances. The scaling factors of gain values of the two controllers also play a vital
role in their design.
Keywords: Quadcopter, PID, fuzzy-PID, Simulink, attitude.

1 Introduction

A quadcopter, as its name suggests, has four symmetrical rotor-propellers which are mounted
at the same height on each edge, forming a cross with identical radius from its center [9]. Each
rotor propeller creates an upward thrust which is highly maneuverable by controlling the speed
variation, thus allowing the quadcopter for vertical take-off, landing and even hovering. However,
to achieve good stability as well as to minimize interference in every movement, the quadcopter
attitude must be converted into a suitable control algorithm. This is considered to be a chal-
lenging problem because quadcopters have a complex dynamic system with high nonlinearities,
strong couplings, and under actuation [13]. According to the control strategy of quadcopters,
the flight control systems can be divided into 3 types, i.e., linear flight control system, nonlin-
ear flight control system, and learning based flight control system [5]. The linear flight control
system, or feedback linearization, is a very useful method to decouple and linearize quadcopter
attitude models. This paper will review in detail the algorithm of linear control system for
quadcopters using conventional PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) and Fuzzy-PID control.
Considering the advantages of the Ziegler-Nichols rules for tuning the PID controller [22] and
the feedback linearization method, we adopted this algorithm for the quadcopter attitude con-
trol and we analyzed the obtained results. The way of tuning PID controller parameters with
mathematical modeling into feedback linearization for stability attitude is crucial. The way of
tuning PID controller parameters with mathematical modeling using feedback linearization is
crucial for attitude stability. On the other hand, Fuzzy-PID algorithms have limitless ranges to
flawlessly perform when rapid changes are encountered in high dynamic environments, moreover

Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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it does not require complex mathematical models [7]. A comparison of the PID and Fuzzy-PID
tuning is presented in which both controllers have been studied based on a dynamic model of a
quadcopter.

Modeling of the quadcopter control and movement has been done using Simulink Matlab.
Through this modeling and control algorithm, differences between angular velocity with and
without PID and FUzzy-PID control can be studied, as well as the impact of disturbances on
the control system. To understand the control system of quadcopters, firstly one must com-
prehend the concept of quadcopter attitude based on the Newton-Euler equation. Details of
the quadcopter dynamic movement using this equation have been already covered in previous
researches [12], [15]. This time, Newton-Euler equation is adapted to develop a quadcopter atti-
tude model in which the quadcopter moves in a full circle while using PID and Fuzzy-PID control
systems for dynamic movement control. Another aim of this study is to investigate the behavior
of the quadcopter control system when faced with wind disturbances from multiple directions.

2 Quadcopter attitude modelling

Vertical thrust is the result of combined angular velocity of four rotors which are directly
connected to the propellers, thus driving the quadcopter attitude as a whole. Naturally, rotor
propellers placed in opposed position will rotate in the same direction and side-by-side ones will
rotate oppositely. Controlling the angular velocity of the four rotors will consequently result in
a dynamic movement with force and moment transmission which can lead to lift, pitch, roll or
yaw rotations moment inertia. Fig. 1. illustrates these rotations, and are explained as follows:
rotation around X-axis as roll movement, rotation around Y-axis as pitch movement, and rotation
around Z-axis as yaw movement.

Figure 1: Quadcopter schematic: (a) The structure of a quadcopter (b) Description of Pitch,
Roll, and Yaw angles

Quadcopter attitude has a total of six Degrees of Freedom (DOF), half are allotted to trans-
lational position in an Earth inertial frame and the rest to angular positions of the quadcopter’s
rigid body. All DOFs are covered by the linear and angular orientation vectors of the quadcopter,
thus it can be seen that the quadcopter has four inputs from the rotor propellers and six state
outputs of the dynamic and complex system. In order to control these, the process of quadcopter
modeling can be approached by interpreting any attitude movement with two reference frames
in the form of the Earth inertial frame (coordinate system) axes (XE , YE , ZE) and the body
frame axes (Xb, Yb, Zb). From this point, we can formulate the equations and parameters needed
to establish the transformation matrix based on the Newton-Euler equation model [3]. Each
parameter needed for attitude modeling can be seen in Table. 1.
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Table 1: Parameter for attitude modelling algorithm

2.1 Newton-Euler kinematics model

The Newton-Euler modeling was adapted in designing linear(LT ) and angular motion (RT )
expressions of the quadcopter which can deliver lift up forces where change of attitude occur on
the orientation of the body frame axes with respect to the Earth inertial frame axes. Orientation
change of body frame axes results in angle alteration on roll - Rx(φ) , pitch - Ry(θ) , and
yaw - Rz(Ψ), respectively. Based on the kinematic moving frame theory, the equations using
transformation matrices for angular motion on each axis or for every movement can be written.
Matrix transformation between two rectangular coordinate systems is orthogonal and can be
converted to 3x3 matrices for every axis. Eq.(1). shows the rotation matrix around X-, Y-, and
Z-axis and the transformation of the overall rotation movement (RT ) of the body frame can be
calculated using Eq.(2).

Rx(φ) =

1 0 0
0 cosφ sinφ
0 −sinφ cosφ

 ;Ry(θ) =

cosθ 0 −sinθ
0 1 0

sinθ 0 cosθ

 ;Rz(ψ) =

 cosψ sinψ 0
−sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1

 (1)

RT = Rx(φ)Ry(θ)Rz(ψ) (2)

The rate of change in linear motion from one position to another is related to the angular
velocity and the difference in angle which will result in alteration of system output x, y, z position.
This alteration can be computed using the angular rates measured by sensor of the quadcopter
(p, q, r). The rotation angle in Eq.(1). is used to compute the angular velocity of the quadcopter.
The angular velocity with respect to the body frame can be computed by transforming the matrix
from angular position [p′ q′ r′]T to Euler angle rates [φ′ θ′ ψ′]T given in Eq.(4). In fact, the
values of p, q and r are obtained through orientation sensor readings on the quadcopter, thus
the alteration of the angles of the body frame can be computed using the inverse of Eq.(4)., as
it is seen in Eq.(5).

V =

pq
r

 = Rx(φ)Ry(θ)Rz(ψ)

 0
0
ψ′

+Rx(φ)Ry(θ)

0
θ′
0

+Rx(φ)

φ′0
0

 (3)

pq
r

 =

1 0 −sinθ
0 cosφ sinφcosθ
0 −sinφ cosθcosφ

φ′θ′
ψ′

 (4)

φ′θ′
ψ′

 =

1 sinφtanθ cosφtanθ
0 cosφ −sinφ
0 sinφ/cosθ cosφ/cosθ

pq
r

 (5)

The dynamic movement of the quadcopter, both on angular and translational basis are ex-
pressed with the Newton-Euler equation of motion as shown in Eq.(6). The angular acceleration
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of the inertia (Iω′), the centripetal forces (ω × (Iω)) and the gyroscopic forces (γ) are equal to
the external torque applied to the bodyframe (τ). From this equation, angular velocity vector
(ω′) can be determined as shown in Eq.(8).

τ = Iω′+ (ω × (Iω)) + γ (6)

ω′ = I−1[−ω × (Iω) + τ − γ] (7)

p′q′
r′

 = I−1(

(Iyy − Izz)qr
(Izz − Ixx)pr
(Ixx − Iyy)pq

+

τφτθ
τψ

− Imωi
 q
−p
0

) (8)

Where Im is the Inertia matrix, ω is the angular velocity, ω′ is the angular position, and ωi
is the scalar angular speed of rotor. The inertia matrix for the quadcopter is diagonaldue to
the symmetry of the quadcopter. Quadcopter’s mass and its geometric distribution (especially
inertia) are affecting the entire dynamics of the system. The symbols Ixx, Iyy, Izz are the
moments of inertia matrices which are the torque of the rotors.

2.2 Circular trajectory model

Analysis of attitude control was done by modeling the dynamic of the quadcopter moving on
a circular trajectory. This implies that the X-Y position on the circular trajectory needs to be
computed using stability control on roll and pitch motions while yaw angle is zero. The path of
motion along X- and Y-axes can be seen in Fig. 2. [18].

Figure 2: Quadcopter attitude trajectory model

As it is known, two rotor propellers will cause movement on each axis around the center of
gravity. In this modeling, rotors placed on the same axis will generate opposite thrust values, or
in other words, the increasing thrust on one side is linear with the decreasing thrust on the other
side in the same axis. The rotation torques on the body frame which derives from the rotor on
each axis are dependent upon two parameters, i.e., the distance between rotor and quadcopter’s
centroid (L) and the magnitude of thrust generated by the rotors on the same axis (X-axis or
Y-axis). The torque equation on the body frame on each axis is given in Eq.(9).

τx = L(Trotor4 − Trotor2); τy = L(Trotor3 − Trotor1) (9)

From the quadcopter theory and attitude parameter, basic modeling was done with only a
proportional control system. Close loop feedback was designed to ensure a good functionality of
the algorithm for quadcopter attitude, as well as to evaluate the output of the angular velocity
on every axis. There are three subsystems of the designed model, i.e., input parameters in form
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of inertia matrices Ixx, Iyy, Izz and distance between rotor and centroid (L), the algorithm
for quadcopter attitude and circular trajectory, and lastly the output in form of quadcopter
movement on X- and Y-axis. The simulation block diagram for this model can be seen in Fig. 3.
The quadcopter parameters used in this model are as follows: L = 0.25 m and Ixx = Iyy = 0.005
kg.m2. Because the modeling focused only on X- and Y-axis, Izz was temporarily unneeded.

Figure 3: Simulation block diagram

3 Controller architecture

Analysis of the matrices function for every attitude reveals the fact that the quadcopter
model requires a close feedback linearization control system for balancing and localization. This
control architecture is necessary to enhance the dynamic control response of the quadcopter with
respect to the quadcopter body frame. In this study, the movement on a circular trajectory was
investigated and to achieve stability, PID and Fuzzy-PID control systems have been used [2].
Generally, the control system for the quadcopter moving on a circular trajectory, in fly/hover
mode, or in other attitude movement can be done with the same control algorithm to attain
stability. Fig. 4 shows the quadcopter control system with close loop feedback and linearized
PID or Fuzzy-PID control. In this paper, the controller for X and Y position will compute
the desired roll and pitch angles depending on the desired values for quadcopter movement on
each axis. These angles are fed into the ”Attitude” block and with a closed-loop feedback the
controller can continuously do a linearization process against any possible error factor.
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Figure 4: Quadcopter control system diagram

3.1 PID control parameter

Implementation of PID controller tuned by Ziegler-Nichols rules to the linear model of quad-
copter can be done by adopting the parameter feedback linearization items which are acting on
the quadcopter position. The advantages of the PID controller is its simple control structure
and the ease of implementation [4]. A PID controller regards an ”error” value as the difference
between a measured variable and a desired set-point. The equation of a PID controller is:

U(t) = Kpe(t) +Ki

∫ t

0
e(τ)dτ +Kd

d

dt
e(t) (10)

e(t) = Xd(t)−X(t) (11)

In which U(t) is the control output, e(t) is the difference between the desired stated Xd(t)
and the actual state X(t), and Kp,Ki,Kd are the proportional, integral, and derivative gains,
respectively. Alteration in pitch and roll angles may occur based on the torque generated torque
by the rotors on X-axis or Y-axis on the body frame. In this modeling, it was sufficient just
to manage the Kp and Kd control parameters (P and D control), as Ki was used to reduce
the final error of the system and thus it is not needed [10]. The nominal coefficients of PD
used to obtain the robust stability equation are based on the angular velocity equation of the
quadcopter [14]. Hence, the PD controller for the quadcopter in horizontal position can be
calculated using Eq.(12). based on two relations, i.e., the torque generated by each horizontal
axis (shown in Eq.(9).) and also the equation of angle alteration (shown in Eq.(4).). The total
mass of the quadcopter will have impact on the generated thrust, whereas the torque will be
influenced by the moments of inertia (I).

τx,y =

[
L(Trotor4 − Trotor2)
L(Trotor3 − Trotor1]

]
=

[
(Kφ,p(φp′ − φ′) +Kφ,D(φd′ − φ′))Ixx
(Kθ,p(θp′ − θ′) +Kθ,D(θd′ − θ′))Iyy

]
(12)

The performance of PD controller was tested using stability simulation of quadcopter during
the movement on the circular trajectory. The PD controller parameters can be seen in Fig. 5.
where the values of parameters Kp and Kd were obtained based on manual tuning which was
done to get magnitude stability of the attitude value. Parameter setting principles are based on
the Ziegler-Nichols PD. The amount of error that occurs on the roll angle is not significant, so
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it only takes the proportional gain value to adjust the generated output variable. The purpose
of the stabilization is to obtain the same output of angular velocity in any desired position.

Figure 5: Quadcopter PID control system Simulink block diagram

3.2 Fuzzy-PID control parameter

As for the combination between PID control theory and Fuzzy control theory, the Fuzzy-
PID control aims to establish a two variable continuous function between the PID parameters,
absolute error value and absolute error value changes [11]. It has a self-tuning characteristic to
automatically tune the control parameter to obtain optimal output [21]. Optimal output can be
obtained by adjusting the gain values of Kp−Fuzzy,Ki−Fuzzy,Kd−Fuzzy based on the comparison
of the input in form of error and error rate values. The input will be analyzed using a Fuzzy
system in which if-then rules are applied as tuning parameter set of the received input [1], [19].
In accordance with the typical PID controller, the gain values of the Fuzzy-PID controller can
be adjusted with the parameters as seen on Eq.(13). [8].

UFuzzy−PID = Kp−Fuzzye(t) +Ki−Fuzzy

∫ t

0
e(τ)dτ +Kd−Fuzzy

d

dt
e(t) (13)

A Fuzzy-PID controller is proposed in this work to control the quadcopter stability in terms of
attitude position on circular trajectory, considering that the quadcopter movements are heavily
influenced by non-linear factors and dynamic coupling. The Fuzzy-PID control attitude on pitch
and roll positions are designed separately in order to accurately control the PID gain values. As
it is known through PID control parameter, in this design, the PD gain values are enough to
control the quadcopter movement on a horizontal path.

The position of the quadcopter on a circular trajectory depends on the acceleration of the
quadcopter and is based on the change in pitch and roll angles. Each angle changes will be
monitored and controlled using a Fuzzy-PID controller. Each controller has 2 membership func-
tions where the first one, represented by In1, receives the current angle which is obtained from
the orientation sensor reading of the quadcopter attitude; The other one (In2) reseives the er-
ror rate which is obtained from comparing current angle value with the reference angle value.
Through these 2 membership functions, the Fuzzy PID system with If-Then logic or Fuzzy rule
parameters can be applied to reduce the position error value on output in the form of quadcopter
movement. Mamdani-type inference is used for the inference engine with centroid defuzzification
method [16] and it lays out the foundation rules for the Fuzzy system [20]. Each input and out-
put are divided into 7 groups of linguistic variables, i.e., negative large (NL), negative medium
(NM), negative small (NS), zero (Z), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM), and positive
large (PL). These linguistic variables express the degree of error and also the error rate in roll
and pitch angle while moving on the circular trajectory. The details of these variables can be
seen in Fig. 6. Two inputs and one output are normalized in the same interval [-1, 1] with a
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Figure 6: The membership function of the Fuzzy logic controller: (a) Input (b) Output

scaling factor variable of 0.2 for every linguistic group. The interval value must be equivalent
with the circular trajectory movement values in the designed roll and pitch angle so that each
scale will cover detailed changes. Table 2 shows 49 fuzzy inference rules of this control action
with the possible combinations of the two input values.

Table 2: Fuzzy inference rules for quadcopter

After establishing the fuzzy parameter values and its rules, the Fuzzy-PID system as seen in
Fig. 7 can be designed. Two identical Fuzzy logic controllers are designed to control the move-
ment in roll and pitch angles on the circular trajectory. Inputs received by the Fuzzy system are
measured through the error normalization factor (GE) and the change in measurement normal-
ization factor (GCE). This factor can be calculated based on the values of Kp−Fuzzy(Kpf),
Ki−Fuzzy(Kif), Kd−Fuzzy(Kdf), and the allowed maximum error as seen on Eq.(14). and
Eq.(15).

GE =
1

max.error
(14)

GCE = GE ∗ (Kpf −
√
K2
pf − 4KifKdf

Kif

2
) (15)

Output responses of the Fuzzy are measured through response de-normalization factor (GU)
and change in the response de-normalization factor (GCU) as seen in Eq.(16) and Eq.(17). This
scaling factor is depending on gain information of conventional PID.

GU =
Kdf

GCE
(16)
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GCU =
Kif

GE
(17)

In this design, output normalization was done by directly triggering the changes of propor-
tional and derivative action in which only the GU variable is used. The amount of designed
error normalization factor is 0.5 with a change in measurement normalization factor of 0.3. The
output of the PID controller will be used in Euler integration for the quadcopter attitude on a
circular trajectory.

Figure 7: Quadcopter Fuzzy-PID control system Simulink block diagram

4 Simulation results

The circular movement of the quadcopter was simulated using Simulink modeling which
demonstrated the applicability of designed control in terms of control system stability on roll
and pitch axes with steady high performance. The results are represented as angular velocity and
position control responses of the control algorithm. Circular trajectory modeling was performed
by adjusting pitch and roll angle in horizontal position as shown in Fig. 8(a). which was also used
as reference angle. In quadcopter movement, the angular velocity algorithm can be developed
using Eq.(9). and the modeling was done with a closed loop system. Practically, output angles
for roll and pitch were obtained from attitude reading or orientation sensor data and the outcome
was compared with the reference angles to observe how much error occurred. Fig. 8(b). shows
the output roll and pitch angles, and the differences between the desired angles and the outputs.

Due to the symmetry of the quadcopter, the same attitude error occurred on pitch and roll
angles where noticeable error was seen in the settling time of 3-4 seconds and also in the settling
time 7-8 seconds with an overshoot greater than 20 %. The differences between the generated
attitude and the reference angles proved that the control algorithm is crucial to lessen the error.
PID and Fuzzy-PID control systems are essential to cope with this problem and the differences
between their usages are seen clearly from the output. The tuning of the PID control parameters
for both roll angle and pitch angle loops can be accomplished by adjusting the proportional
and derivative coefficient. The proportional gain coefficient is used to manage acceleration and
stability, while the integral coefficient is used to reduce permanent fault, and lastly the derivative
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Figure 8: Quadcopter roll and pitch angle

coefficient is used to reduce oscillation range and increase stability [17]. No steady state error was
observed on roll and pitch angles, thus the PID controller could be simplified into a PD controller
with integral gain Ki = 0 . The complete position and attitude controller was developed to follow
a circular trajectory with values Kp of 0.8 and Kd of 0.7, for which the Simulink block diagram
is presented in Fig. 5. These gains of the PD controller were used as a set of operation points for
the roll and pitch control. Fig. 9. shows the comparison between the performance of the system
with PD controller and the reference angle. The variable position output is explained on each
axis in which x-axis position is called roll position and y-axis position is called pitch position.

Figure 9: Quadcopter Attitude with PD control system. (a) Pitch and roll angle (b)Trajectory
position

The influence of using PD control is very clear where overall output is almost identical to the
reference, establishing an proper movement on circular trajectory. This data attest that the final
values of proportional and derivative gain control can maintain proper operation on pitch and
roll angles with maximum overshoot value no more than 7 % which occurs on the third quadrant,
between 4 to 6 seconds of settling time. This circumstance is producing a shift in position on
the trajectory as large as 0.12 m.

The system using the PD control on roll and pitch axis has achieved a satisfying response in
circular movement, and then PD control system was replaced with the Fuzzy-PID control system
to study the difference. A Fuzzy-PID controller structure with feed forward loop was designed
to obtain stabilization at steady state. The Fuzzy rules for pitch and roll angles are alike and
the values of Fuzzy-PID sets used for the controllers are also identical. These values can be
determined by an adaptive trial and error method. The values of Fuzzy sets for Kpf and Kdf are
0.288 and 0.33 respectively.Fig. 10. shows the modeling result of horizontal balancing control
system on the pitch and roll axis. In the settling time between 0 to 8 seconds, the horizontal
balancing control system on the roll axis can maintain the position/angle as well as on the yaw
axis. This result shows that the Fuzzy-PID control system is better than the PID control system
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Figure 10: Quadcopter attitude with Fuzzy-PID control system. (a) Pitch and roll angle (b)
Trajectory position

with a position shift less than 0.05 m and good flight stability on circular movement. This means
that the fuzzy logic system can be used to change the output position to the different moments
of control coefficients which can be done in the presence of fuzzy control along with the PID
control [6]. It can be concluded that both systems are usable in this system and the difference
between PID and Fuzzy-PID controller only causing a small error in a no-disturbance condition,
allowing the quadcopter to move on the desired circular trajectory.

Figure 11: Attitude control system with disturbance parameter. (a) PID (b) Fuzzy-PID

To find out more about the difference between the two control systems on the quadcopter, a
disturbance parameter of wind with 2 m/s velocity was added with various combination of wind
direction. Discrete gust wind models were used with gain values of 3.5, 3.5, 3.5 m/s and gust
wind lengths of 120, 120, 80 m on each axis. Gust wind length is the rise time needed to build up
gust wind which expressed with length in each axis. The result of changes in pitch and roll angles
with wind directions on each axis can be seen in Fig. 11. Disturbances affect the angle alteration
in pitch and roll movement, thus resulting in greater tilt angle of the quadcopter. For a deeper
analysis, Fig. 12. shows the detail of changes in quadcopter flight position with various wind
directions. During the circular movement with wind effect in x- and y- directions, each control
system has different behavior. In case of the PID control system, the shift in pitch and roll angles
of movement happens almost at every settling time, but significant error in position occurs after
5 seconds of settling time. Overall the fourth quadrant witnesses the maximum angle alteration
of 0.14 radians from the reference angle and a maximum position shift of 0.1 m. In the case of the
Fuzzy-PID control, it can be clearly seen that the angle alteration happens in each position. This
results in a wider flight position than the determined reference. The larger the settling time, the
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Figure 12: Results obtained with attitude control system with disturbance on each axis. (a) PID
(b) Fuzzy-PID

greater the error of position shift will be. This principle applies for every combination of wind
directions. Under wind effects in x- and y- direction, the position shift occurs accordingly and
this result shows that the quadcopter can still maintain the position of the movement on circular
trajectory. Details of position shift are as follows: maximum angle alteration of 0.17 radians and
a position shift of 0.08 m, occurred in the third and fourth quadrant. Due to the symmetrical
shape of quadcopter between X- and Y-axis, the angle alteration between roll and pitch must
be linear so as to keep the position on a circular trajectory. When the control sistem exposed
with disturbance parameter, which is the common occurence in real environments, the Fuzzy-
PID is more reliable because it has the response system design through if-then logic parameters
combined with adaptive PD control for error adjustment.

5 Conclusions

Quadcopter attitude movement modeling on a circular trajectory can be performed based on
the Newton Euler kinematic model. A control system for continuous movement of the quadcopter
is necessary to guarantee the quadcopter stability when maneuvering, where there are continuous
change in pitch and roll angles. Without a control system, large amounts of overshoot were
distinctly observable in the attitude movement in horizontal plane. To reduce the error, PID
or Fuzzy-PID control can be added into the quadcopter movement modeling algorithm. In the
case of the PID control system, only components proportional and derivative were needed to
maintain quadcopter flying position stability. PD controller has maximum position shift of 0.12
m on the circular trajectory, whereas in the case of Fuzzy-PID control system the shift is only
0.05 m. This means that the quadcopter still moves on circular trajectory without significant
error. Wind disturbances affect both control systems and significant error occurs in the third and
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fourth quadrant. Under wind disturbance of 2 m/s, the Fuzzy-PID control system can maintain
the position on the circular trajectory better than the PID control system, with just 0.03 m
of maximum position shift when compared to no disturbance. The Fuzzy-PID control system
works as an adaptive PID controller, the tracking response is automatically adjusted based on
the Fuzzy inference rules which allow comparing two inputs received by the Fuzzy control system
so it can adapt to possible errors and avoid overshoot. Conclusively, the Fuzzy-PID controller is
superior to the PID controller in which manual gain adjustment has a crucial role in quadcopter
flight stability.
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Abstract: A hybrid invasive weed optimization and pattern search (hIWO-PS)
technique is proposed in this paper to design 2 degree of freedom proportional-
integral-derivative (2-DOF-PID) controllers for automatic generation control (AGC)
of interconnected power systems. Firstly, the proposed approach is tested in an in-
terconnected two-area thermal power system and the advantage of the proposed ap-
proach has been established by comparing the results with recently published methods
like conventional Ziegler Nichols (ZN), differential evolution (DE), bacteria foraging
optimization algorithm (BFOA), genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO), hybrid BFOA-PSO, hybrid PSO-PS and non-dominated shorting GA-II
(NSGA-II) based controllers for the identical interconnected power system. Further,
sensitivity investigation is executed to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed
approach by changing the parameters of the system, operating loading conditions, lo-
cations as well as size of the disturbance. Additionally, the methodology is applied to
a three area hydro thermal interconnected system with appropriate generation rate
constraints (GRC). The superiority of the presented methodology is demonstrated
by presenting comparative results of adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS),
hybrid hBFOA-PSO as well as hybrid hPSO-PS based controllers for the identical
system.
Keywords: Automatic generation control, interconnected power system, governor,
dead - band non linearity, 2 degree of freedom PID controller, invasive weed opti-
mization, pattern search.

1 Introduction

Automatic generation control (AGC) loop in a power system calculates the required change
in the generation based on the system frequency and tie-line flow deviations, and adjusts the set
position of the generators in each area to maintain the time average of frequency and tie-line
power changes at a low value [11], [5]. The researchers in the world over are developing a number
of control strategies for AGC to keep the tie-line flow system and frequency at their desired values
both in normal and disturbed conditions [29]In recent times, soft computing based methods have
been applied to tune the parameters of the controller [25] [1] ; [28]; [19]. [14] applied DE to

Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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tune the controller parameters for a multi-source power system and relative performances of
different classical controllers were compared. [2] employed teaching learning based optimization
(TLBO) technique for the design of I/PID controllers for a multi-units multi-sources power
system and superiority of TLBO algorithm was demonstrated over DE and optimal output
feedback controller. [6] proposed an intelligent controller based on emotional learning for LFC of
an interconnected power system with generation rate constraint (GRC) and demonstrated the
advantage their approach over PI, fuzzy logic, hybrid Neuro Fuzzy (HNF) controller. A Firefly
Algorithm (FA) with on line wavelet filter was employed by [15] for AGC of inter connected
unequal three area power system. [8] employed artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm for AGC
and superiority of the approach was demonstrated over PSO algorithm. [22] used gravitational
search algorithm (GSA) to optimize PI/PIDF controller parameters with conventional integral
based objective functions for AGC system and compared the results with DE, BFOA and GA
to show the superiority. A Teaching Learning Based Optimization algorithm has been applied
by [24] for Automatic generation control of multi-area power systems with diverse energy sources.

It is seen in literatures that the performance of power system depends on the tuning tech-
nique, controller structure and choice of cost function. In this regard, it is observed that, a
two degree of freedom controllers provide better performance than a single degree of freedom
controller [21]. Having known all this, in the present work, an ideal 2 degree freedom of PID
(2-DOF-PID) controller for AGC of multi-area power systems. Generally, all population cen-
tered heuristic optimization techniques offer acceptable results but there is no guarantee that
a particular technique will give a better performance than other techniques in all optimizing
problems [30] . Hence, suggesting and realizing novel heuristic techniques are always desired.
Each heuristic technique has its own advantages and disadvantages. Hybrid algorithms taking
the advantage of two or more algorithms have been recently proposed in literature. [16] proposed
a hybrid BFOA-PSO algorithm to tune the controller parameters for AGC systems. A hybrid
PSO-PS algorithm is proposed by [23] to tune the fuzzy PI parameters. A modified DE optimized
fuzzy PID controller for load frequency control with thyristor controlled series compensator has
been proposed by [20].

In recent times, invasive weed optimization (IWO), a novel biologically motivated optimiza-
tion technique was proposed by [12]. IWO is a robust, stochastic and derivative free optimization
algorithm for the solution of complex real world problems. It is based on the invasive habits of
growth of weeds in nature and having excellent exploration and exploitation ability in the search
area. IWO has been successfully employed to a number of engineering problems such as recom-
mender system design [18], antenna system design [10], state estimation of nonlinear systems [13]
, unit commitment problem solution [27] and economic load dispatch of power systems [3]. To
get excellent performance using any optimization technique, a balance of exploitation as well as
exploration throughout the search procedure is to be maintained. IWO being a global search
technique, searches the wide search area and may not give best solution if employed alone. Alter-
natively, local search methods such as Pattern Search (PS) exploits the local but cannot perform
extensive search [4] . Owing to their individual strengths, there is a scope for hybridization of
these algorithms [31]. In view of the above, a hybrid IWO-PS technique is suggested in this work
for tuning the parameters of 2-DOF-PID controller for AGC of interconnected systems.

In the present study, a two area thermal as shown in Figure 1 is considered as the system under
study. The same system is extensively used in literature for proposing new AGC approaches [1];
[19]; [17]; [23].

In Figure 1,B1 & B2 represent the frequency bias parameters;ACE1 & ACE2 stands for area
control errors;u1 & u2 are the control outputs;R1 & R2 represent the regulation parameters in pu
Hz;TG1 & TG2 are the time constants of governor in sec; ∆PG1&∆PG2 are the incremental valve
positions (pu); TT1&TT2 are the time constant of turbine in sec;∆PT1&∆PT2 are the incremental
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Figure 1: Transfer function model of two-area non reheat thermal system

turbine powers; ∆PD1&∆PD2 are the step load perturbations;∆Ptie is the incremental tie-line
power (p.u);Kps1 & Kps2 are the power system gains; Tps1 & Tps2 are the time constants of
power system in sec; T12 represent the synchronizing coefficient in p.u. and ∆f1 and ∆f2 are
the incremental frequency changes in Hz. The parameters of the system are specified as shown.
Nominal parameters of the two area thermal power system are: PR = 2000MW (rating);PL =
1000MW (nominal loading); f = 60 Hz;
B1 = B2 = 0.425p.u.MW/Hz;R1 = R2 = 2.4Hz/p.u.;TG1 = TG2 = 0.08s;TT1 = TT2 =
0.3s;KPS1 = KPS2 = 120Hz/p.u.MW ;TPS1 = TPS2 = 20s;T12 = 0.545pu
The area control errors (ACE)of each area are given [5]:

ACE1 = B1∆f1 +DeltaPT ie (1)

ACE2 = B2∆f2 −DeltaPTie (2)

In the present study, each component of the power system are represented by appropriate transfer
functions. The transfer function of turbine is given by:

GT (s) =
∆PT (s)

∆PV (s)
=

1

1 + sTT
(3)

Governor transfer function is given by:

GG(s) =
∆Pv(s)

∆PG(s)
=

1

1 + sTG
(4)

The output of speed governing system ∆PG(s) is given by:

∆PG(s) = ∆Pref (s)− 1

R
∆F (s) (5)
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The transfer function generator and load is given by:

Gp(s) =
Kp

1 + sTp
(6)

Where Kp = 1
D and Tp = 2H

fD
The output ∆f(s) of generator load system has two inputs ∆PT (s) is given by:

∆f(s) = Gp(s)[∆PT (s)−∆PG(s)] (7)

2 Ideal two degree of freedom PID controller

Depending on the number of closed-loop transfer functions which can be controlled individu-
ally, the degree of freedom of a control system is classified. In a control system design problem,
numerous performance criteria are to be satisfied thus a 2-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) controller
offers some advantages over the single degree of freedom control system [26]. The 2-DOF con-
troller calculates a weighted difference signal for each of the control actions as per the set point
weights and gives an output signal which is the sum of the control actions on the respective
difference signals [21]. A derivative filter is used for improved system performance in presence
of noise or random error in the measured process variable. It also limits the huge controller
output changes which derivative action causes due to presence of measurement noise and helps
to lessen the controller output variations which may result in wear in the control parts. The
structure of proposed ideal 2-DOF-PID controller is given in Figure 2 where R(s) represents the
reference signal, Y(s) is the feedback signal and U(s) represents the output signal,Kp,Ki&Kd

are the controller gains, PW & DW are the set point weights, and N is the filter coefficient of
derivative term. A 2-DOF-PID control system is given in Figure 3 where C(s) a one degree

Figure 2: Two degree of freedom (TDOF) PID control structure

of freedom controller,D(s) is the load disturbance and F(s) is the filter acting on the reference
signal. In an ideal 2-DOF-PID controller, and are specified by:

F (s) =
(PW +DWKD)s2 + (PWN +KI)s+ (KIN)

(1 +KDN)s2 + (N +KI)s+ (KIN)
(8)
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Figure 3: TDOF control system

C(s) = Kp
(1 +KDN)s2 + (N +KI)s+ (KIN)

s(s+N)
(9)

An integral of time multiplied absolute error (ITAE) based objective function given in Eq. (10)
is chosen in this paper to design the proposed controllers. ITAE is chosen over other integral
based objective functions because it gives less over shoots and settling times compared to other
criterion such as integral of squared error (ISE), and integral of absolute error (IAE). Other
integral squared criteria such as integral of time multiplied squared error (ITSE) and integral of
squared time multiplied error (ISTE) based design produces huge controller output when there
is a sudden variation in reference which is not desirable.

J = ITAE =

∫ tsim

0
ω1(|∆f1|+ |∆f2|+ |∆Ptie|)t.dt (10)

Where, and are the system frequency changes; is the change in tie-line power and is the simulation
time. The optimization problem can be expressed as:

Minimize J (11)

Subject to

Kpmin ≤ Kp ≤ Kpmax,KImin ≤ KI ≤ KImax,KDmin ≤ KD ≤ KDmax

PWmin ≤ PW ≤ PWmax, DWmin ≤ DW ≤ DWmax, Nmin ≤ N ≤ Nmax (12)

Where Kpmin,Kpmax ; KImin,KImax and KDmin,KDmax are the lower and upper bounds of
the control parameters. PWmin,DWmin and PWmax,DWmax are the lower and upper bounds
of set point weights,Nmin,Nmax and are lower and upper bounds of derivative filter coefficient.
The bounds of controller parameters, set point weights and filter coefficient are taken as -2 & 2,
0 & 5 and 10 & 300 respectively.

3 Overview of invasive weed optimization technique

Invasive weed optimization (IWO) is a novel population based stochastic, derivative free
optimization technique inspired from the biological growth of weed plants. It was first developed
and designed by [12]. The IWO algorithm is based on the colonizing actions of weed plants [18].
Some of the interesting characteristics of weed plants that are invasive, fast reproduction and
distribution, robustness and self adaptation to the changes in climate conditions.

The significant characteristic of the IWO algorithm is that it lets all the plants to contribute
in the reproduction procedure. Fitter plants yield more seeds than less fit plants and this results
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in the algorithm to converge. Additionally, it is still probable that some of the less fit plants
carry beneficial information in iteration process as compared to the some fitter plants. Thus
IWO algorithm provides an opportunity to the lesser fit plants to participate in reproduction
process. If the seeds formed by lesser fit plants have better fitness in the colony, they can
survive [12]. Another significant characteristics of IWO algorithm is that reproduction is done
without mating and every weed can yield new seeds, individually. This reproduction without
mating characteristics augments a new quality to the technique as each agent may have not the
same number of variables during the optimization process and the number of variables can be
selected as one of the optimization parameters in IWO. Also, IWO algorithm has more chance
to avoid local minima points compared to GA and PSO due to its continuous and normally
distributed dispersal structure over search space which has a decreasing variance parameter
centered on each parent plant [18]. The steps of the proposed approach are mentioned below:

Step 1: Based on the number of chosen variables (d ) of the assumed problem, the seeds are
initialized. The initial seed are distributed uniformly over the entire solution space.

Step 2: Create each seed set, after generating all the selected variables of the given problem
randomly within their effective lower and upper limits. Thus, in the search space, each seed
contains random values for all variable. Each seed set represents a potential solution of the given
problem. Generate several seed set to create a Seed matrix (S) of size (Popmaxxd). The total
number of plants in the population is selected as (Popmax) after satisfying their limits.

Step 3: The fitness value of all individuals of the current seed set (S) (each row (plant) of S)
is calculated according to the cost function considered in the given problem. These individuals
evolve into weed plants which are capable of creating new units.

Step 4: As per the fitness value of each plant with respect to others, each plant is ranked.
Then, every weed yields new seeds depending on its rank in the set of seed. All plants are
participating in reproduction process which adds a new attribute to the optimization providing
chances to contribute useful information (good result) by less fit plants during iterative process.

Step 5: The number of seeds to be produced by all weed changes linearly from Nmin to Nmax

which can be calculated by:

Seed number =
Fi − Fworst
Fbest − Fworst

(Nmax −Nmin) +Nmin (13)

Where,Fi is the fitness associated with ith weed,Fworst and Fbest denotes the worst and best
fitness in weed population. The created seeds are normally distributed over the field with zero
average and variable standard deviation of σiter defined by

σiter = [
itermax − iter

itermax
]n(σ0 − σf ) + σf (14)

Where, itermax and itermin are the maximum number of iteration and current iteration,
respectively. σ0 and σf , are the predefined initial and final standard deviations and n represent
the modulation index.

Step 6: The new seeds breed to the flowering plants when all seeds found their positions over
the search area. Next, they are ranked together with their parents in the seed set matrix. Plants
with lower ranking in the colony are removed and the maximum number of plants in the colony
(Popmax) is maintained.

Step 7: Survived plants can yield new seeds as per their ranking. The fittest individual
(plant) is selected from the seed-parent combination of current seed set. If the stopping criterion
is satisfied, the iterative process is terminated and the results (gain schedule) are displayed,
otherwise go to Step 3 for continuation.
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4 Overview of pattern search algorithm

Pattern search (PS) algorithm is an effective but simple technique applicable to the complex
problems which cannot be solved by conventional optimization techniques. It has a flexible
operator to fine tune the local explore capability [23]. The PS method consists of a series of
polls xk k ∈ N . A number of trial steps with i = 1, 2, ...p are added to the polls xk to get trial
points xik = xk + sik at each poll. At these trial points the objective function value is calculated
through a sequence of exploratory steps and compared with its previous value J(xk) . The trial
step s∗k corresponding to least value of J(xk + sik) − J(xk) < 0 is then selected to produce the
subsequent estimation of the patterns polls xk+1 = xk + s∗k. The trial steps sik are produced by
a step length parameter ∆k ∈ R+

in . The ∆k value is updated in subsequent polls as per xk+1

value. The improvement of ∆k , help the algorithm to converge. These elements are explained
in more details in reference [4].

5 Results

5.1 Application of hIWO-PS algorithm

As the two areas are assumed identical, similar controllers are assumed in each area. The ob-
jective function is calculated by applying a 10percent step load disturbance in area-1. A series of
runs are executed to properly select the algorithm parameters. Number of search agents and it-
erations are taken as 20 and 50 respectively. The optimization process was repeated 10 times and
the best solution obtained in 10 runs is selected as final controller parameters. In the next step,
the proposed hIWO-PS algorithm is applied to optimize the controller parameters. In hIWO-PS
algorithm, initially optimal IWO is executed for 40 iterations and then PS is employed for 10
iterations. The final solution corresponding to the minimum objective function value provided
by optimal IWO is used as the beginning points of PS algorithm. For the implementation of
PS algorithm, the following parameters are used: mesh size=1, mesh expansion factor=2, mesh
contraction factor= 0.5, max. no. of function estimations=10, max. no. of iterations = 10. The
optimized 2-DOF-PID parameters are provided in Table 1. For comparison, the optimized PI
controller parameters are also specified in Table 1.

Table 1: Tuned controller parameters

Controller Technique Controller parameters
IWO: PI KP=-0.3005, KI=0.4551
hIWO-PS KP =-0.3106, KI =0.4524

IWO: 2-DOF-PID KP =1.764, KI =1.764, KD =0.4785, PW =7.201, DW =4.3767, N =298.2108
hIWO-PS: 2-DOF-PID KP =1.889, KI =1.9398, KD =0.4941, PW =7.2088, DW =2.7742, N =318.1317

5.2 Result analysis

A 10 percent step load disturbance in area-1 is considered at t=0.0 sec. The ITAE values
with IWO and hIWO-PS optimized PI/2-DOF-PID controllers are shown in Table 2.

To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed hIWO-PS technique, results are compared
with genetic algorithm: GA, bacteria foraging optimization algorithm: BFOA [1], differential
evolution: DE [19], particle swarm optimization: PSO, hybrid BFOA-PSO cite16, non dom-
inated shorting GA-II: NSGA-II optimized PI controllers, NSGA-II optimized PID Controller
with derivative filter cite17, pattern search: PS, PSO, and hybrid PSO-PS cite23 optimized
fuzzy PI controllers for the same interconnected power system. It is obvious from Table 2 that
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Table 2: ITAE values with different controllers and optimization techniques

Controller Tuning method/ Optimization technique ITAE Value
PI Hybrid Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO)- Pattern Search 1.1761
PI Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO) 1.1763
PI Ziegler Nicholas (Ali, & Abd-Elazim, 2011) 3.7568
PI GA (Ali, & Abd-Elazim, 2011) 2.7475
PI BFOA (Ali, & Abd-Elazim, 2011) 1.7975
PI DE (Rout, Sahu, & Panda, 2013) 1.2551
PI PSO (Panda, Mohanty, & Hota, 2013) 1.2142
PI Hybrid BFOA-PSO (Panda, Mohanty, & Hota, 2013) 1.1865
PI NSGA-II (Panda, & Yegireddy, 2013) 1.1785

2-DOF-PID Hybrid IWO-PS 0.1037
2-DOF-PID IWO 0.1311

PIDF NSGA-II (Panda, & Yegireddy, 2013) 0.387
Fuzzy PI PS (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) 0.6334
Fuzzy PI PSO (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) 0.4470
Fuzzy PI Hybrid PSO-PS (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) 0.1438

with the same PI controller, tuned using the same ITAE objective function, lowest ITAE value is
obtained with proposed hIWO-PS technique (ITAE=1.1761) compared to IWO (ITAE=1.1763),
Z-N tuning (ITAE=3.7568), GA (ITAE=2.7475), BFOA (ITAE=1.7975), DE (ITAE=1.2551),
PSO (ITAE=1.2142), Hybrid PSO-PS technique (ITAE=1.1865) and NSGA-II (ITAE=1.1785).
In the above evaluation, identical interconnected power system with two similar PI controllers is
assumed and the controller parameters are tuned using an ITAE objective function. Therefore,
it can be concluded that proposed hIWO-PS technique provides better performance than IWO,
GA, BFOA, DE, PSO, Hybrid PSO-PS NSGA-II techniques as lowest ITAE value is achieved
using hIWO-PS technique. From Table 2, it is furthermore apparent that, value of ITAE is con-
siderably reduced (ITAE=0.1311) with IWO tuned 2-DOF-PID controller. The ITAE value is
reduced (ITAE=0.1037) with hIWO-PS tuned 2-DOF-PID controller. It is also evident from Ta-
ble 2 that hIWO-PS tuned 2-DOF-PID controller gives minimum ITAE value compared to IWO
optimized 2-DOF-PID controller (ITAE=0.1349), Pattern Search (PS) tuned fuzzy PI controller
(ITAE=0.6334), PSO tuned fuzzy PI controller (ITAE=0.447), Hybrid PSO-PS tuned fuzzy PI
controller (ITAE=0.1438) and NSGA-II tuned PIDF controller (ITAE=0.387).

In the next step, a Step Load Perturbation (SLP) of 10 percent is applied at t = 0 sec in
area-1 and time domain simulation results are plotted. The system dynamic responses are shown
in Figures 4-6. The results of some recently published approaches like DE cite19, BFOA cite1,
hBFOA-PSO cite16 tuned PI controller and PSO fuzzy PI, PS fuzzy PI & hPSO-PS fuzzy PI
cite23 controllers for the identical system are also provided in Figures 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that, considerable improvement is achieved with hIWO-PS
tuned 2-DOF-PID controller compared other methods. For a better illustration of advantage
of proposed approach over various approaches proposed in recent times, ITAE values as well as
settling times in tie-line power and frequency deviations for the above disturbance is summarized
in Table 3. It is evident from Table 3 that best system performance in terms of minimum ITAE
values and settling times are obtained with proposed hIWO-PS tuned 2-DOF-PID controller as
related to other recent methods.

The dynamic response of the system for a concurrent 10percent SLP in area 1 as well as 20
percent SLP in area 2 at t = 0 s is assumed and the system dynamic responses are shown in
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Figure 4: Change in frequency of area-1 for 10% step load increase in area-1

Figure 5: Change in frequency of area-2 for 10% step load increase in area-1

Figures 7-9. It is obvious from Figures 7-9 that the proposed controllers perform satisfactorily
with change in the location and step size of the disturbance. Better dynamic responses are
obtained with proposed hIWO-PS tuned 2-DOF-PID controller as compared to other recently
reported methods in all the cases.

Robustness analysis is done to investigate the usefulness of the system when there are wide
deviations in the loading conditions and parameters of the system. These parameters (loading
condition and time constants) of speed governor, turbine, tie-line power are varied one after
another from their initial values by +50 percent to -50 percent in steps of 25percent. The
performance index under changed conditions are provided in Table 4. The above sensitivity
analysis is performed by assuming a SLP of 10 percent in area-1 at t=0 sec. To demonstrate
the advantage of the proposed approach, results are compared with hPSO-PS tuned fuzzy PI
controller [23] under the same varied conditions. In this comparison, hPSO-PS tuned fuzzy PI
controller values are selected for comparison as least ITAE value is attained with, hPSO-PS
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Figure 6: Change in tie line power for 10% step load increase in area-1

Table 3: Performance comparison with recent AGC approaches

Performance ITAE Settling Time
Value ∆F1 ∆F2 ∆Ptie

Conventional ZN: PI(Ali, & Abd-Elazim, 2011) 3.7568 45 45 28
GA: PI (Ali, & Abd-Elazim, 2011) 2.7475 10.59 11.39 9.37
BFOA: PI (Ali, & Abd-Elazim, 2011) 1.7975 5.52 7.09 6.35
DE: PI (Rout, Sahu,& Panda, 2013) 0.9911 8.96 8.16 5.75
PSO: PI (Panda, Mohanty, & Hota, 2013) 1.2142 7.37 7.82 5.0
hBFOA-PSO: PI (Panda, Mohanty, & Hota, 2013) 1.1865 7.39 7.65 5.73
NSGA-II: PI (Panda, & Yegireddy, 2013) 1.1785 6.49 7.54 5.79
NSGA-II: PIDF (Panda, & Yegireddy, 2013) 0.387 3.03 4.86 4.34
PS: Fuzzy PI (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) 0.6334 6.05 7.10 5.56
PSO: Fuzzy PI (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) 0.4470 5.13 6.22 4.83

tuned fuzzy PI controller related to other methods. It is obvious from the simulation results that
the system performances remain more or less the same with varied loading condition and system
parameters. Thus it can be concluded that, the hIWO-PS tuned 2-DOF-PID controller offers
a robust and efficient control strategy. Also, the controller parameters which are tuned at the
nominal system conditions, need not be retuned when there are wide variations in the system
parameters.

5.3 Extension to three unequal area non-liner hydro thermal power system

To establish the capability of the proposed method to deal nonlinearity and several tie-
lines, the method is applied to a unequal three area non-linear thermal hydro power system
( [16]; [10]; [23] as shown in Figure 10. In this case different controllers are assumed in each area
as the areas are unequal. A GRC (Generation Rate Constraints) of 3% min is assumed for ther-
mal units. A GRC of 270%min for rising and 360% min for lowering generation are considered
for hydro unit. The related system parameters are specified.
Three-area hydro thermal power system with generation rate constraints:
B1 = B2 = B3 = 0.425pu MW/Hz;R1 = R2 = R3 = 2.4Hz/pu MW ;TG1 = TG2 =
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Figure 7: Change in frequency of area-1 for 10% step load increase in area-1 and 20% step load
increase in area-2

Figure 8: Change in frequency of area-2 for 10% step load increase in area-1 and 20% step load
increase in area-2

0.08s;Tr1 = Tr2 = 10.0s, TT1 = TT2 = 0.3s;TW = 1.0s;TR = 5s;KPS1 = KPS2 = KPS3 =
120Hz/p.u.MW ;TPS1 = TPS2 = TPS3 = 20s;T12 = T23 = T31 = 0.086pu; a12 = a23 = a31 =
−1

The objective function in this case is defined by:

J = ITAE =

∫ tsim

0
(|∆f1|+ |∆f2|+ |∆f2 + |∆Pt12|+ |∆Pt13|+ |∆Pt23|)t.dt (15)

Where ∆f1,∆f2 and ∆f3 are the frequency devotions and ∆Pt12,∆Pt13 and ∆Pt23 are the tie-
line power deviations between individual areas. The final parameters obtained using proposed
hIWO-PS algorithm are:
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Figure 9: Change in tie line power for 10% step load increase in area-1 and 20% step load increase
in area-2

Table 4: Robustness analysis for two area two unit system

Parameter
Variation

Percent
Change

Performance index with hPSO-PS
optimized fuzzy PI (Sahu, Panda,
& Sekher, 2015)

Performance index with
Proposed hIWO-PS opti-
mized 2-DOF-PID

Settling time Ts(Sec) ITAE Settling time Ts(Sec) ITAE
∆F1 ∆F2 ∆Ptie Value ∆F1 ∆F2 ∆Ptie Value

Nominal 0 2.26 3.74 2.94 0.1438 1.39 1.97 2.01 0.1037
Loading
condition +50 2.26 3.75 2.94 0.1438 1.39 1.97 2.01 0.1037

+25 2.26 3.75 2.94 0.1438 1.39 1.97 2.01 0.1037
-25 2.26 3.74 2.94 0.1437 1.39 1.97 2.01 0.1037
-50 2.26 3.74 2.94 0.1437 1.39 1.97 2.01 0.1037

Tg +50 2.21 3.64 2.81 0.1321 1.29 1.9 1.99 0.1029
+25 2.22 3.70 2.88 0.1386 1.44 1.96 2.0 0.1034
-25 2.28 3.76 2.96 0.1460 1.39 1.97 2.01 0.1046
-50 2.31 3.77 2.97 0.1469 1.41 1.99 2.03 0.1053

Tt +50 1.98 3.61 2.80 0.1348 1.02 1.81 1.89 0.991
+25 2.16 3.69 2.88 0.1409 1.21 1.86 1.92 0.1015
-25 2.33 3.76 2.95 0.1422 1.48 2.03 2.06 0.1064
-50 2.39 3.74 2.91 0.1354 1.58 2.12 2.13 0.1089

T12 +50 2.73 3.51 2.70 0.1361 1.42 1.89 2.08 0.0919
+25 2.56 3.60 2.80 0.1399 1.39 1.92 2.05 0.0967
-25 1.92 3.98 3.14 0.1513 1.4 2.0 1.87 0.1163
-50 3.02 4.48 3.53 0.1917 1.51 1.97 1.87 0.1403

KP1 = 1.8539,KI1 = 1.7880,KD1 = 0.1682, PW1 = 14.5646, DW1 = 11.2175, N1 = 495.2406
KP2 = 1.6238,KI2 = 1.8195,KD2 = 0.2642, PW2 = 10.1788, DW2 = 14.7692, N2 = 125.3624
KP3 = 0.0711,KI3 = 1.9101,KD3 = 0.0240, PW3 = 0.0122, DW3 = 18.9549, N3 = 139.4454
A 1% SLP is applied at the same time in all the three areas at t=0 sec. The system dynamic
responses are given in Figures 11-13.

The responses with ANFIS based controller [10], hBFOA-PSO tuned PI controller [16] and
hPSO-PS based fuzzy PI controller [23] are also shown in Figures 11-13 for comparison. Figures
11-13 clearly establishes that system performance is appreciably enhanced with hIWO-PS tuned
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Figure 10: Transfer function model of model of three-area hydro-thermal system with generation
rate constraint

Figure 11: Change in frequency of area-1 for 1% step load increase in all areas

2-DOF-PID controller compared to ANFIS based controller, hBFOA-PSO tuned PI controller
and hPSO-PS based fuzzy PI controller. Finally, to demonstrate the advantage of the hIWO-PS
tuned 2-DOF-PID controller, ITAE values are compared with some recently reported optimiza-
tion approaches [23]. In all the cases 1% SLP is applied in all the areas at the same time. The
results are briefed in Table 5. It is obvious from Table 5 that least ITAE value is achieved
with proposed hIWO-PS tuned 2-DOF-PID controller (ITAE=0.8378) compared to hPSO-PS
technique (ITAE=1.3999), RCGA (ITAE=2.4873), GSA (ITAE=1.7805), DE (ITAE=1.6857)
and FA (ITAE=1.5344) algorithms. It is evident from Table 9 that, hIWO-PS algorithm out
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Figure 12: Change in frequency of area-2 for 1% step load increase in all areas

Figure 13: Change in frequency of area-3 for 1% step load increase in all areas

Table 5: Comparison of ITAE values with different approaches for three area system

Techniques Controller ITAE Value
GA (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) Fuzzy PI 2.4873
GSA (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) Fuzzy PI 1.7805
DE (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) Fuzzy PI 1.6857
FA (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) Fuzzy PI 1.5344

hPSO-PS (Sahu, Panda, & Sekher, 2015) Fuzzy PI 1.3999
hIWO-PS 2-DOF-PID 0.8378

performs RCGA, GSA, DE, FA and hPSO-PS techniques.
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6 Conclusion

A 2 degree freedom of PID (2 - DOF - PID) controller for automatic generation control (AGC)
of multi-area power systems is presented in this paper. The controller parameters are tuned tuned
by hybrid invasive weed optimization and pattern search (hIWO - PS) technique. An extensively
used standard two area thermal system test system which is considered at the first instance for
the AGC design. At the outset, the superiority of hIWO-PS over IWO, Ziegler Nichols (ZN),
genetic algorithm (GA), bacteria foraging optimization algorithm (BFOA), differential evolution
(DE), particle swarm optimization (PSO), hybrid BFOA - PSO, hybrid PSO - PS and non-
dominated shorting GA - II (NSGA - II) is established. It is observed that proposed hIWO - PS
tuned 2-DOF-PID controller achieves better system dynamic performances compared to several
AGC approaches reported in recent times. Furthermore, robustness analysis is carried out and it
is shown that the hIWO - PS tuned 2-DOF-PID controller perform satisfactorily when there are
extensive variations in system parameters and operating load conditions. Lastly, the proposed
method is applied to three unequal area non-liner hydro thermal system. It is observed that
proposed hIWO - PS tuned 2- DOF - PID controller gives better dynamic response than ANFIS,
hybrid hBFOA- PSO and hybrid hPSO - PS based approaches for the same power system.
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Abstract: To effectively manage a crisis, is necessary the participation of multiple
agencies related to protection and public safety, which allow actions in accordance
with the demands of environment and requirements of all those affected. Interop-
erability is the key to comprehensive and comprehensive Crisis Management (CM),
that allow to face any type of disaster, at any time or place. For this, it is necessary
the permanent exchange of information that enables all the agencies involved, coordi-
nate its operations and collaborate to manage the situation in the best way possible.
This article describes the approach to interoperability in CM carried out by Secure
European Common Information Space for the Interoperability of First Responders
and Police (SECTOR) European Project, which has one of its main objectives, the
development of an interoperability platform that allows the agencies involved in the
management of a crisis, to achieve a joint, coordinated and collaborative response.
The platform has a core, a Common Information Space (CIS), which manage as a
single storage entity, all information of the Information Systems (ISs) connected to
the platform, regardless of the model of data and computer applications used by each
one of them.
Keywords: interoperability, distributed architectures, command and control, crisis
management, data models.

1 Introduction

A crisis can be defined as an unforeseen situation that endangers the environment, property
and / or life of people. The CM refers to those resources and processes required to deal with
a crisis in the best possible way. One of its most important characteristics is its multi-agency
nature, which allows meet the demands of a critical environment and the requirements of all
those affected, through the resources, skills and knowledge coming from different protection and
public safety agencies involved [3] [14] [15]. It presents four domains of operation: physical,
information, cognitive and social.

• The physical domain is related to the environment where the crisis develops (extension and
geographical location, environmental conditions, available resources, affected, etc.).

• The domain of information refers to all those aspects related to the information needed to
describe the operations environment (sensor, measurement, storage, publication, etc.).

• The cognitive domain makes use of this information, to create situation awareness from
which can be made decisions in line with reality.

• The social domain deals with inter-agency interaction, promoting collaboration between
them and covering the three domains described above. It allows the effective exchange
of information (information domain); the creation of a common situational awareness and

Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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consensual decision making (cognitive domain); and the coordinated execution of these
decisions, which bring about the desired effects on the environment (physical domain) [16]
[2].

The capability of a system to exchange and understand information from other systems
is defined as Interoperability [9]. In heterogeneous and complex environments such as CM,
interoperability is the key to achieve the orchestration of the resources involved, and to allow a
coordinated and collaborative response [20] [22] [24].

This article details the solution proposed by the European project SECTOR for interoper-
ability in CM. SECTOR is a part of the Seventh Framework Program of the European Union
for Research and Technological Development (FP7), and the Universitat Politècnica de València
(UPV) has actively collaborated in its development [21]. One of its objectives is the design
and implementation of an interoperability platform that allows the agencies involved integrating
within a communications infrastructure to exchange and share information related to the man-
agement of a crisis. The platform has as core, a middleware layer that adapts the information
coming from different ISs, to the model and format data defined in a CIS, which manages as a
single storage entity, all the information coming from those ISs.

The feasibility and operability of the platform has been validated by means of functional
tests on a prototype implemented based on the architecture described in this article, and within
a simulated scenario for a crisis. Each of the ISs integrated to the platform, shared in the CIS,
information related to the state of operations environment and the resources deployed both inside
and outside himself. This information made it possible to create accurate and real situational
awareness, which in turn enabled an effective planning and coordination of response and recovery
operations.

The paper is divided into five sections: firstly, an introduction to the proposal and method-
ology used; Second, it describes the motivation and the oeuvres that have been taken as main
references for the development of SECTOR project; Third, it details the propose architecture
and the functionalities of each of its components: fourth, it describes the tests of functionality
and the obtained results; And finally, presents the conclusions and final notes for this work.

2 Motivation and related work

One of the most important factors to be considered regarding interoperability in the CM is the
heterogeneity of data and the way users access them. Many Crisis Management Systems enable
inter-agency interoperability through the use of a proprietary set of IT tools and a standardized
data model, that enabling the transparent exchange of information between applications and
agencies (e.g. Coordcom [18], Atos [1] or DESTRIERO [19]. However, this scheme is limited by
the usability and scope of those tools designed by the manufacturer, which do not necessarily
achieve the particular scope and requirements of all agencies. In general, users are reluctant
to use external computer tools, either by affinity with the applications they use regularly or by
mistrust and expertise lack with computer applications that they do not know.

This work focuses on the CM social domain, and its main contribution lies in the capabilities
of the platform, to allow the exchange of information between the agencies involved, regardless
of data model, systems and applications computer used in each of them. Agencies use their own
tools and ISs to exchange and share information between them.

The architecture detailed in this article has taken as main references for its development to
the National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) and the non-relational Data Base (DB) (No
Structured Query Language (NoSQL) DB). NIEM was created by the United States Department
of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in order to interconnect
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communities with the need to exchange information to fulfill a common goal. It proposes the
development of a middleware layer and the adoption of a normalized data model to allow the ISs
involved to exchange information independently of their data model and proprietary applications
(Figure 1) [7].
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Figure 1: NIEM Schema

On the other hand, the NoSQL DBs allows to store each object with an independent data
schema, solving the deficiencies of relational DBs in how many to the management of heteroge-
neous data [6] [13]. Figure 2 shows a diagram that summarizes the proposal made by SECTOR
in terms of data management with NoSQL DBs.
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Figure 2: No Relational Distributed Data Base Schema

3 Architecture

The architecture has been designed to support the requirements of availability, scalability
and information heterogeneity present in the CM. It is based on a Communications Distributed
Infrastructure (CDI) and middleware layer, which enable ISs to exchange and share information
regardless of their data model, systems and computer applications. The middleware layer adapts
the information coming from the ISs to the data model defined in the CDI. The information that
needs to be shared is stored locally on a NoSQL DB, in order to later distribute it said information
on the other nodes DBs that make up the CDI. The sharing and exchange of information are
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done through a messaging and notification mechanism (detailed below), under the eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) data schema defined in NIEM and a Data Distribution Service (DDS)
protocol.

The architecture has been developed entirely under free software, eliminating dependence
with manufacturers (maintenance, upgrades, etc.) and leaving an oppen-door for customization
and development of new functionalities. Linux has been chosen as the Operating System for the
communication nodes, MongoDB as NoSQL DB Manager [23], Java as a programming language
for the development of the various modules of the platform, and AngularJS [13] as framework
JavaScript for the development of the Human Machine Interface (HMI). To facilitate its design,
implementation and scalability, the architecture has been divided into three main elements(Figure
3):

• Information Systems: devices, tools or computer systems, registered on the platform to
contribute and / or obtain information from it.

• CDI: responsible for providing connectivity between the nodes that make up the platform.
Its topology, as well as the technology used in the communication links, are transparent to
the middleware layer, which facilitates the implementation and scalability of the platform.

• Middleware layer fulfills the functions of transceiver between the CDI and the ISs. It is
responsible for allowing the exchange of information between ISs integrated to the platform.
It is subdivided into four components: Interoperability Boxes (IBXs), communications
nodes, CIS and HMI.

Figure 3: Architecture

3.1 Interoperability boxes

They are responsible for adapting the information coming from the ISs to the XML format
defined in the CDI, and vice versa. Each IBX has an interface to the IS and another to the
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comunications node, allowing the flow of information between them through Web Services (WS)
[12]. The requests / responses from and to the ISs are made through the WSs that have been
defined in the IS in question (Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Representational State
Transfer (REST), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), etc.), while the requests / responses
from and to the communications nodes, according to platform design and following the principles
of standardization proposed, are made only by SOAP.

Among the communication interfaces, there are two sublayers (transformation and commu-
nications), which allow the conversion of the data format in a bidirectional way. Due to the
heterogeneity in the formats and protocols used by ISs, each of them needs their own IBX, and
there will be as many IBXs as ISs will be integrated into the platform. Figure 4 (left panel)
shows a general block diagram for an IBX.
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Figure 4: Interoperabilty Box (left panel) and Communications Node (right panel)

3.2 Communications nodes

They are the gateway to the platform and among its main responsibilities are the registration
of users and systems, as well as the notification of any information changes or relevant event on
the platform, to the local ISs (integrated to the platform through it) and other communications
nodes.

Figure 4 (right panel) shows a block diagram summarizing the internal architecture of a
communications node. Four main elements can be observed: a user layer responsible for making
available to ISs, the platform configuration services (e.g. ISs registration, notifications subscrip-
tion, addressing, etc.) and interaction with the CIS (Reading, writing, deleting and updating
data); A layer of operations responsible for the management and functional processes inside
node (e.g. data validation, node-to-node communication, data management, etc.); Two groups
of transversal services responsible for the security, processes supervision and node access; And a
Local Storage Space (LSS), in which is it stored a replica of the CIS and the users and systems
register.
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When a new node needs to be integrated into the platform, the first step is to register on the
same. Once authorized its access, the node becomes part of the Cluster that shapes the CIS,
and initiate communications with the other nodes through the CDI. The information received
(data and metadata) is stored in the LSS, which is accessible by all ISs registered in that node,
and will be forwarded to the other nodes that so require it.

The platform can be configured with the number of nodes required, and each node can serve
more than one ISs, depending on the scope of the platform, the processing capacity of the node,
and the specific requirements of each IS in terms of resources, security, availability and / or
reliability.

3.3 Common information space

The CIS is the core of the architecture. It allows the management of all the information
coming from the ISs registered in the platform, as a unique storage entity, and it is based on
a NoSQL DB cluster, to enable the storage of each data object under an independent schema.
The CIS presents a data model based on NIEM, with a binary documental structure type JSON
(BSON), this promotes the exchange of information and the transparency of the physical objects
location. Moreover it takes advantage of the architecture distributed character to replicate the
information in each of the cluster nodes, balancing the data processing, and providing availability,
reliability and scalability to the platform. Among its most important features, it is important
highlight the decentralization, scalability and adaptability about the data heterogeneity. Both
the workload as the diffusion level are parameterizable, and they should be configured following
the crisis environment needs.

SECTOR uses MongoDB as DB engine, due to its multiplatform character open source and
the document-orientation storage [23]. Regarding the information management, it has been
selected OpenSplice (open source distribution of DDS protocol) for the implementation of Pub-
lish/Subscribe mechanism on data distribution [4]. Figure 5 summarizes a block diagram with
CIS internal architecture.

Figure 5: Common Information Space.

3.4 Communications and data management

The information exchange among nodes, and among a node and the local ISs, it is performed
using a Publish/Subscribe mechanism, with a XML data schema based on NIEM. The XML
datagrams, contain the data and metadata required to notify, to the ISs and the communication
nodes, about any change performed in the availability of information and/or the platform status.
Before the data storage, the datagrams should be validated and transformed to the binary format
BSON defined in the CIS, through Validation and Transform modules available in each node.
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The Publish/Subscribe mechanism has been developed taking in to account the performance
optimization and the use of network resources operating in low capability environments. This
is the case for CM situations with low process capacity and storage, limited bandwidth, packet
loss etc. [23] [5].

The information publication and the information requests, use the DDS protocol to distribute
the data and metadata through the CDI. The ISs should specify the Topics of which they will
be providers, and the Topics of which they want subscribe as consumers. Every time that
new information is shared through the CIS, the local node notifies to the local ISs subscribed
to the Topic, about the information update via "Notification" service. If the information is
relevant for a IS, the registered IBX can retrieve the information from the CIS, transform it
into its proprietary data model and make the adapted information accessible to their informatics
tools and/or systems. Similarly, the local node shares the update with the other nodes in the
platform using the "Messaging" service, and these notify to their ISs if applicable about the new
information available. This process is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Notification Process.

3.5 Security and human machine interface

The platform access and privacy is managed through the HMI. It is able to create users,
manage profiles and assign permissions using the "Privacy and Security" module. It also allows
the maintenance and the audits of the platform via "Monitoring and Control" module.

Each node, stores a copy of information related with the users and systems registry, guaran-
teeing always the accessibility and the security in the platform.

Regarding to the communications security, it is managed using security protocols as Hyper-
text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) and Transport Layer Security (TLS), and using security
certificates to enable the CIS access.

4 Validation and results

The platform feasibility and functionality, was validated using a prototype developed fol-
lowing the architecture described in this paper and executing a simulation in a flood scenario
in Roermond city (Netherland). Two communication nodes were deployed, and used by the
involved agencies in the simulation, for sharing and interchanging information related with the
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flood and the environment status. Figure 7, shows the final deployment configuration for the
scenario validation.
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Figure 7: Platform deployment schema

The distributed architecture of SECTOR platform, divides the data processing load among
all the CDI nodes and decreases the hardware and software requirements in the communication
nodes. A unique HOST with standard features regarding to the hardware and the software (I7
octa core processor, 32GB of RAM, 2TB of disk and VMware vSphere 6.5) was used during the
tests for virtualizating the 2 communication nodes and the ISs with their respective IBXs.

Each participating agencies, added and/or got information from the CIS, using their own
tools and informatics systems. Table 1, shows a summary with the participation of the agencies,
and the ISs used by them during the tests.

Table 1: Scenario actors and information systems

Coordination type Organization Actor System
Fire Brigades SGSP EDEN
Police PSNI InaSafe

Local Red Cross IAEMO EDEN
Roermond Mayor SSV GCM
Directorate for National
Safety and Security External End-User1 WebGIS
Bavarian Police PAS InaSafe

International UK Red Cross IAEMO GPA
AMI External End-User2 GPF+GPA

The simulacrum starts with the information sharing related with the environment conditions
and the status of the rivers Maas and Mesue, by the local CM agencies. After the information
analysis, and following the obtained forecasts, the protocol of an imminent flooding is started.
After the corresponding preventive actions, including reports publication and generation of alerts
through the CIS (e.g. affectation perimeter, climatic and ambient conditions of the operational
environment, hot spots, location and planning of first responders units, etc.). The flooding
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overflows the local response capacity, so the emergency state was declared and the help of national
and international neighbouring agencies was requested by the local authorities. During the
response phase and the situation stabilization, the information related with the actual situation
of the environment, the permanent status reports, and location of first responder units, victims
and affected people were shared through the CIS. Following the information shared in the CIS,
the response and recovery actions were planned, deploying five multi-agency response groups,
covering all the affected zone by the flooding. Figure 8, summarizes the participation of the
different actors in the exercise, and some of the tools used.

Figure 8: Test scenario

During the simulacrum, and with the final purpose of validate the platform, it was attended
by collaborative personnel, both tactical and strategic, from the participant agencies, as well as
representatives of several agencies related with the CM in European Union. After the simulacrum,
a questionnaire was carried out to the attendant personnel, to have a general impression about
the platform functionalities. The obtained results are summarized in Appendix A, Table 2.

The 100% of the respondents were agree, to a greater or less extent, with the platform
usability. An 81% would use the platform, either for training or a real environment, and believes
that its agency would benefit with the platform functionalities. A 3% would not use the platform,
and a 16% would be undecided about its use. In addition, an 87% of the respondents would
recommend the use of the platform and agrees with the proposed approach for the inter-agency
interoperability.

The proposed solution has been validated for this use case, but it is possible to generalize
it in any scope for CM (fires, earthquakes, etc.). The only requirement for the integration of
new tools into the platform is the IBXs development, which allow the data exchange and the
communication with the nodes following the NIEM format defined in the CDI.

5 Final notes and conclusions

In complex and diverse environments such as CM, the interoperability is the key for an
integrated and comprehensive management, allowing a flexible and effective response to any type
of disaster that may arise. For this, it is necessary a continuous exchange of information, allowing
all involved agencies, to coordinate their operations and collaborate to manage the situation in
the best possible way. This paper describes the approach of the European project SECTOR, for
the interoperability between the agencies involved in the CM. It describes the architecture of an
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interoperability platform, able to integrate into a communication infrastructure the information
from the different systems, used by the involved agencies, sharing and interchanging information.

The main contribution of the platform, is found in its capability to manage heterogeneous
data, and allow users from different agencies, to obtain and share information, using their own
systems and informatics tools.

The core of the architecture, is in its CIS, which allows manage as unique storage entity,
all the information coming from different information systems registered in the platform. It is
based on a No Relational Distributed DB, and NIEM data model, allowing the heterogeneous
data management and divide the work process among all the nodes in the platform.

The platform was validated using a developed prototype following the architecture described
in this paper, and tested in a simulated scenario for a crisis. The platform capabilities were
verified to facilitate the exchange of information among agencies, and the shared information
was used by the personnel involved to plan and coordinate the response and recovery operations.

Moreover, the stored information in the CIS, may be used as support for the management of
future crisis, assisting decision support and command & control systems, with relevant informa-
tion regarding problems and solutions raised in previous events.

Regarding to the future work, alternatives for the implementation of the CIS are being
explored, based on distributed database schemas, that allow the requirement optimization in
hardware and software for the storage and the data processing [11] [10]. On the other hand, the
human machine interface, currently allows administrators access to the platform configuration
and monitoring tools. However, its implementation leaves an open-door for the development of
other type of tools for customization or requirements compliance.

Currently a proprietary tool is being developed, and it is able to exchange audio and video
information in real time, regardless of the communication technology used in the data link
between the nodes.
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Appendix A: Questionair

Table 2: Questionair for tactical and strategic personnel

Question (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
The key features of the platform are suitable for dealing with
crisis response. 8 18 5
The SECTOR platform offers added value to support faster
decision making in response activities. 10 20 1
The SECTOR platform offers added value to support improved
decision making regarding resource and activity planning in
crisis response. 11 16 4
SECTOR enhances the COP for the current Crisis
Management Tools. 8 23
Using the SECTOR platform can be effective to speed up
response time. 9 20 2
The SECTOR platform combines useful Neutral 3rd party
applications and information sources for crisis response. 8 18 5
SECTOR boosts interoperability and information exchange
among different organizations. 16 14 1
Access to the data from the integrated IT Systems and
tools is available quickly and efficiently. 6 20 5
SECTOR provides new capabilities, which enhance the use
of the Crises Management Tools. 6 21 4
I would recommend a fully developed SECTOR platform to a
colleague. 8 14 9
I would use the SECTOR platform in "real life". 5 16 8 2
I would use the SECTOR platform for field exercises. 9 20 2
I would also use the SECTOR platform during the recovery
phase of a crisis. 7 13 10 1
I consider my organization’s efforts in the field could
benefit from the coordination facilitated by the SECTOR platform. 6 15 9 1
A tool based on SECTOR would be a valuable asset in crises
and emergency management. 6 23 2
Notwithstanding budget constraints, my organization would
see value in funding its own SECTOR service or becoming
a funding partner in a multi-agency SECTOR service. 2 11 17 1
A pay-per-use model is a good way for organizations to
fund a SECTOR service. 1 10 15 2 3
A fixed, flat annual fee is a good way for organizations
to fund a SECTOR service. 3 15 13
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Abstract: In diverse application fields, the increasing requisitions of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) have more and more research dedicated to the question of sensor
nodes’ deployment in recent years. For deployment of sensor nodes, some key points
that should be taken into consideration are the coverage area to be monitored, en-
ergy consumed of nodes, connectivity, amount of deployed sensors and lifetime of the
WSNs. This paper analyzes the wireless sensor network nodes deployment optimiza-
tion problem. Wireless sensor nodes deployment determines the nodes’ capability and
lifetime. For node deployment in heterogeneous sensor networks based on different
probability sensing models of heterogeneous nodes, the author refers to the organic
small molecule model and proposes a molecule sensing model of heterogeneous nodes
in this paper. DSmT is an extension of the classical theory of evidence, which can
combine with any type of trust function of an independent source, mainly concen-
trating on combined uncertainty, high conflict, and inaccurate source of evidence.
Referring to the data fusion model, the changes in the network coverage ratio after
using the new sensing model and data fusion algorithm are studied. According to
the research results, the nodes deployment scheme of heterogeneous sensor networks
based on the organic small molecule model is proposed in this paper. The simulation
model is established by MATLAB software. The simulation results show that the
effectiveness of the algorithm, the network coverage, and detection efficiency of nodes
are improved, the lifetime of the network is prolonged, energy consumption and the
number of deployment nodes are reduced, and the scope of perceiving is expanded. As
a result, the coverage hole recovery algorithm can improve the detection performance
of the network in the initial deployment phase and coverage hole recovery phase.
Keywords: Coverage hole recovery algorithm, molecule model, data fusion, hetero-
geneous wireless sensor network

1 Introduction

The past few years have witnessed the development of wireless sensor technology and manu-
facturing microelectronic technology. Wireless sensor networks consist of a large number of micro
sensor nodes which have perception, calculation, and communication abilities that are applied
to the military or civilian areas, such as environmental monitoring, industrial control, battle-
field surveillance, detection of high-risk environments, biological medicine, intelligent household,
health monitoring and forecast systems [24,25].

Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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WSNs are composed of a large number of autonomous nodes which are densely deployed in
the target region using a multi-hop, wireless communication mode, and self-organizing, large-
scale high density wireless sensor network system organization. The effective deployment of
nodes in a wireless sensor network is an important prerequisite for the normal operation of the
WSNs [1, 16].

Underwater wireless sensor network (UWSN) is widely applied to information and data collec-
tion in many fields such as marine pollution monitoring, marine disaster prevention, underwater
aided navigation, marine resources exploration, battlefield surveillance, mine detection, and un-
derwater target detection, tracking and positioning. Thus UWSN causes intensive attention
and has been one of the current research hotspots [1, 24, 25]. A large amount of research has
been conducted in many applications, for example, goals locating and tracking et al, referring
to UWSNs and communication protocols [15–17]. However, in view of deployment optimization
research on the underwater wireless sensor nodes, the progress is still slow [9,21,22]. Compared
with onshore wireless sensor nodes deployment, deployment researches on underwater wireless
sensor nodes have more particularities, as the underwater environment is relatively complicated
and the mobile wireless sensor nodes can move with water flows frequently. Therefore, it’s es-
sential to enhance the studies on how to adjust the position of the underwater wireless sensor
nodes to improve the monitoring effect, according to the changeable underwater environment
and considering the mobility of monitored targets [8, 12,30].

The coverage problem is an essential problem in nodes deployment of wireless sensor network;
under the condition that the residual energy and ability of perception, communication, and
computing of sensor node are limited, using a certain strategy combination of software and
hardware, which can ensure the coverage area, network lifetime and good connectivity, thus
realize effective awareness and monitoring, is an important indicator of network perception service
quality, and is also a hot topic in sensor network research [15–17,21,22].

In many applications, there are usually a variety of monitoring objects in the surveillant
area. For example, the sensor nodes need to monitor water temperature and salinity in water
environmental monitoring, or the sensor nodes need to surveil a variety of chemical diffusions to
provide early warnings about factory pollution [3, 9, 10,12,30].

Since the hardware cost of abundant sensor nodes is higher currently, in multi-object moni-
toring applications, each node assembles a variety of different types of sensors; these nodes are
heterogeneous. For the limitation of node energy, the more sensors are assembled on a node, the
shorter lifetime of the node. Two important problems should be considered in multiple object
monitoring network coverage, namely how to use less costs to obtain the ideal network cover-
age performance, and how to weigh the importance of network monitoring of different objects
according to different objectives [8, 14,23,29].

Heterogeneous characteristics of heterogeneous wireless sensor networks give expression to
three aspects: node heterogeneity, link heterogeneity, and network protocol heterogeneity [13,19,
20]. Node heterogeneity includes perception ability, calculation ability, communication ability,
energy, etc. The aspects of communication ability, perception ability, and residual energy have
the greatest influence on the coverage. There has been little research to date on the coverage
problem of the random deployment of heterogeneous wireless sensor networks.

A coverage optimization algorithm of wireless sensor network is presented to perceive the
radius of the heterogeneous networks, which can effectively improve the coverage ratio in [26]. A
multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on integer vector planning is proposed in [2], which
can effectively solve the problem of multiple target monitoring. Both of the two perception
models which are used in [5] and [31] are relatively simple.

A routing protocol-based evolutionary algorithm is proposed for the heterogeneous cluster
node of WSNs in literature [11], which can effectively reduce the errors of cluster nodes while
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handling data combination and separation, and prolong the survival time of a network, but does
not give the algorithm of non-cluster nodes. An efficient dynamic clustering strategy (EDCS)
is put forward in literature [4], which can effectively solve the selection problem of the multi-
level heterogeneous network cluster node, effectively improve the performance of a network and
prolong the survival time of a network, without giving a specific node deployment algorithm,
however.

A new idea is proposed by increasing heterogeneous nodes to prolong the survival of wire-
less sensor network in literature [18], but the heterogeneous node perception problem is not
considered. To solve the sensing radius of the heterogeneous network node deployment prob-
lem, the expanding-virtual force algorithm (EX-VFA) algorithm is put forward in [28], but the
connectivity and data fusion problem is barely considered in EX-VFA.

Because of the wireless sensor network nodes’ energy depletion or other reasons, the area
which is not covered by any node forms “empty holes” in the target field [6]. How to repair the
holes is also a hot research topic [7]. To solve the problem of covering blind areas, a node de-
ployment coverage algorithm of heterogeneous sensor networks based on organic small molecules
model is proposed in this paper. Based on the organic small molecule structure model, a hetero-
geneous node detection model is established. In order to improve the network coverage, extend
the life of the network, and achieve the optimal deployment of sensor nodes to the monitored
area, a data fusion model is proposed that combines data fusion and decision rules. Randomly
deployed mobile nodes will move according to the principle of the “virtual potential field.” The
effectiveness of the coverage algorithm is verified by simulation experiments, which can effec-
tively reduce the number of deployment nodes and the node energy consumption, improve the
efficiency of the network coverage, prolong the network lifetime, expand the detection range, and
improve the detection performance of the network.

The energy consumption of the wireless sensor network determines the lifetime of the wireless
sensor network directly. Reasonably deploying the wireless sensor nodes can improve the coverage
effect of the wireless sensor network and reduce the movement distance of the wireless sensor
nodes. A nodes deployment algorithm is designed in this article based on perceived probability
model of underwater wireless sensor network within the monitored area.

The simulation results show that the algorithm in this article is superior to the virtual force
algorithm on improving the coverage effect of underwater wireless sensor network and reducing
the movement distance of the wireless sensor nodes, which can achieve the goal of wireless sensor
network nodes’ reasonable distribution to reduce energy consumption in the initial deployment
phase and coverage holes recovery phase.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
The background literatures are introduced in Section 1. The assumption and mathematical

models for node coverage and perceived are given in Section 2. The virtual force algorithm is
explained in Section 3. Our algorithm in this article is presented in Section 4. The results are
analyzed in Section 5. The conclusion and some future perspectives are brought in Section 6.

2 Related work

The sensing range of each wireless sensor node is limited in the monitored area. This requires
the reasonable deployment of wireless sensor nodes according to certain algorithms in order to
ensure that the entire area can be monitored within the sensing range in the monitored field.

The position of wireless sensor nodes after being randomly deployed is uncertain in the
coverage problem of wireless sensor network, regarding mobile wireless sensor nodes which can’t
satisfy the requirements in many cases.
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The mobile wireless sensor nodes move according to targets in order to improve the coverage
effect of wireless sensor networks.

The movement processes consume a lot of energy, so some reasonable adjustment of the
location of wireless sensor nodes and reduction of the movement distance of wireless sensor
nodes thereby reduce the consumption energy of wireless sensor networks.

2.1 Assumption

To simplify the calculation, a quantity N of the same mobile nodes deploy randomly in the
monitored region. The mobile wireless sensor node Sj owns wireless sensor network ID number
j.

The same wireless sensor nodes in the network own the same sensing radius Rs, the same
communication radius Rc, and Rc = 3Rs.

The wireless sensor node can obtain the location information of itself and its neighbor nodes.
The mobile node owns Eini initial energy which is sufficient to support the completion of the

mobile node position migration process.
The mobile node sending 1 byte data consumes Es energy and receiving 1 byte data consumes

Er energy.
The mobile node migration of 1 meter consumes Em energy.
The distance between the node Sa and the node Sb is d(Sa, Sb).
The time length of the number k movement process is tk.
The balance distance between the two wireless sensor nodes of the number k movement

process is dk.
Among them, d1 < d2 < d3 < · · · < dk < · · · < dm.

2.2 Coverage model

The monitored area isA×B×C pixels, which means that the size of each pixel is ∆x×∆y×∆z.
The perceived probability of the i-th pixel perceived by the wireless sensor network is P (pi),

when P (pi) ≥ Pth (Pth is the minimum allowable perceived probability for the wireless sensor
network), the pixels can be regarded as perceived by the wireless sensor network.

The value of Pcov(Pi) is used to measure whether the i-th pixel is perceived by the wireless
senor node, i.e.

Pcov(pi) =

{
0, if P (pi) < Pth

1, if P (pi) ≥ Pth
(1)

The coverage rate Rarea is the ratio of the perceived area to the sum of the monitoring area,
which is defined in this article, i.e.

Rarea =
Parea
Sarea

=
∆x×∆y ×∆z ×

∑A
x=1

∑B
y=1

∑C
Z=1 Pcov(pi)

∆x×∆y ×∆z ×A×B × C
(2)

Among them, Parea is the perceived area while Sarea is the sum of the monitoring area.

2.3 Perceived model

This article defines the event rij as the point whereby the i-th pixel pi is perceived by the
wireless sensor node with ID number j. The probability of occurrence of the event is P (rij),
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which is equal to the perceived probability P (pi, sj), namely, the pixel pi is perceived by the
wireless sensor node sj , i.e.

P (pi, sj) =


1, if d(pi, sj) ≤ Rs −Re

ln{1− e− 1

2Re
[d(pi, sj)−Rs −Re]}, if Rs −Re < d(pi, sj) < Rs +Re

0, if d(pi, sj) ≥ Rs +Re

(3)

Where: d(pi, sj) is the distance between the i-th pixel pi and the j-th wireless sensor node
sj ; Rs is the sensing radius of the k-th type wireless sensor node; and Re is the perceived error
range of the k-th type wireless sensor node.

The cooperative sensing monitoring method between lots of wireless sensor nodes is used
in this research and the collaborate perceived probability of pixel pi being perceived by any of
underwater wireless sensor nodes is shown as:

P (pi) = 1−
N∏
j=1

[1− P (pi, sj)] (4)

3 Virtual force algorithm

3.1 Virtual force algorithm

Assume that the wireless sensor nodes are the particulates in the electric field and that an
electric force between the wireless sensor nodes exists and moves the wireless sensor nodes under
the action of the electric force as evenly as possible in order to achieve a reasonable distribution
of underwater wireless sensor networks, thus improving the coverage effect of the targets in the
monitoring area.

If the distance between the two wireless sensor nodes is too far, the attractive force will play a
major role and bring the two nodes close to each other. If the distance between the two wireless
sensor nodes is too close, the repulsion force will play a major role and make the two nodes
separate from each other.

Calculating the distance d(si, sj) between the two nodes si and sj , which determines how the
mobile wireless sensor nodes should move.

The repulsion F (pi, sj) of wireless sensor node si to wireless sensor node sj can be represented
as:

F (si, sj) =


k1

d(si, sj)α1
, 0 < d(si, sj) < R

0, d(si, sj) ≥ R
(5)

Where: k1, α1 is the gain coefficient, d(si, sj) is the distance between the two nodes si and
sj , and R is the effective distance.

The direction of the force is composed of wireless sensor node si to the wireless sensor node
sj . After decomposition, the component along the X-axis direction can resolve to Fx(si, sj), the
component along the Y-axis direction can obtain Fy(si, sj), and the component along the Z-axis
direction is found to be Fz(si, sj).

So the total value of the force along the X-axis direction is Fx(sj) =
N∑
i=1

Fx(si, sj), the sum of

the force along the Y-axis direction is Fy(sj) =
N∑
i=1

Fy(pi, sj), and the sum of the force along the
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Z-axis direction is Fz(sj) =
N∑
i=1

Fz(pi, sj). Thus the resulting force from the circular monitoring

area whose center is located in the k-th type wireless sensor nodes sj with the radius Rk is:

Fxyz(sj) =
√
F 2
x (sj) + F 2

y (sj) + F 2
z (sj) (6)

After force calculations according to the sum of the force, the wireless sensor node sj moves
to the new location (xnew, ynew, znew) from the original location (xold, yold, zold):

xnew =


xold, |Fxyz(sj)| ≤ Fth

xold +
Fx(sj)

Fxyz(sj)
×MaxStep× e−F

−1
xyz(sj), |Fxyz(sj)| > Fth

(7)

ynew =


yold, |Fxyz(sj)| ≤ Fth

yold +
Fy(sj)

Fxyz(sj)
×MaxStep× e−F

−1
xyz(sj), |Fxyz(sj)| > Fth

(8)

znew =


zold, |Fxyz(sj)| ≤ Fth

zold +
Fz(sj)

Fxyz(sj)
×MaxStep× e−F

−1
xyz(sj), |Fxyz(sj)| > Fth

(9)

Where, Fth is the virtual force threshold. The wireless sensor node need not move when the
virtual force which the node received is less than the value. MaxStep is the maximum allowable
movement distance.

The virtual force algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Each wireless sensor node in the monitoring area broadcasts the information which

includes the node ID and location information.
Step 2: The wireless sensor node updates the neighbor table information if the wireless

sensor node receives the broadcast information of the neighbor nodes.
Step 3: Formulas (5) and (6) are used to calculate the resultant force F (sj) of wireless sensor

node sj .
Step 4: Formulas (7) to (9) are used to calculate the new location where the wireless sensor

nodes need to move to.
Step 5: The movement process won’t proceed if the new location where the wireless sensor

node needs to move to is located outside of the monitoring region in which case the wireless
sensor node needn’t move, so proceed to Step 6; otherwise it is moved to a new location, then
go to Step 6.

Step 6: The algorithm stops when it reaches a pre-set cycle number T ; otherwise begin the
next movement process, then go to Step 1.

3.2 Problems in the virtual force algorithm

The problem in the virtual force algorithm is the following:
Randomly deploy 16 wireless sensor nodes in the two-dimensional monitoring area and the

result is shown in Figure 1 (the nodes are located in center of the circles).
According to the virtual force algorithm, all of the circles have to move to the new location;

but in fact the red circles don’t need to move because moving the red circles won’t improve the
percentage of coverage, but consumes the energy of the wireless sensor nodes.

The same problem also exists when the wireless sensor nodes are randomly deployed in three-
dimensional monitoring areas.

So how to solve the problem in the nodes’ density area is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 1: Sixteen randomly deployed wireless sensor nodes in the monitoring area

4 Perception model using molecular structure

We assume that the monitoring area H is rectangular, and that N kinds of heterogeneous
perception abilities of wireless sensor nodes are randomly distributed within the rectangle H,
and also assume that the wireless sensor network has the following properties:

(1) Heterogeneous perception ability sensor. Sensors have different perception abilities; the
perception of the radius is different, and the node model perception is the probability perception
model. The position of the sensor node i is (xi, yi), the perception distance is ri, and the perceived
probability is pi according to the function pi(ri). The typical perception probability model is as
follows:

P (Si, Q) =


0, r + re ≤ dip,
Eir
Ei

e(−λαβ+αδ), r − re ≤ dip ≤ r + re,

1, r − re ≥ dip

. (10)

Where P (Si, Q) is the perception probability of the sensor node Si to target node Q, dip is
Euclidean distance between sensor node Si and the target node Q, re(re < r) is an uncertainty
perception measure of the sensors, Ei is the initial energy of the sensor nodes, Eir is the remaining
energy, α = dip − (r − re), λ and β are the attenuation coefficient of perception quality for the
things within the scope of sensor nodes monitoring.

δ is random number meeting normal distribution, which shows the reality of various interfer-
ence in the influence of the perceived probability;

(2) All sensor nodes have the ability of data fusion, and underwater communications have
enough energy to finish self-positioning and can move to the specified location freely;

(3) Before the deployment algorithm is executed, all nodes have finished self-positioning
accurately, and the nodes’ coordinates are known;

(4) There are three kinds of working state in node life: dormancy, detection, and communica-
tion. The node energy consumption in the communication state is the largest, and is the smallest
in a dormant state. The relationship of the energy consumption and the time of the nodes in the
communication state is positive. Meanwhile, the larger the communication distance, the more
energy is consumed.
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DSmT is put forward by the French scholar Dezert in literature [27], and is later developed
jointly by Dezert and Smarandache as well as other scholars. DSmT is an extension of the classical
theory of evidence, but different from basic D-S theory. DSmT can combine with any type of trust
function of an independent source, but is mainly concentrated in a combined uncertainty, high
conflict, and inaccurate source of evidence. Especially when the conflict between sources becomes
bigger or the elements are vague or relatively imprecise, DSmT can go beyond the limitations of
the D-S theoretical framework to solve complex fusion problems of static or dynamic status.

On the basis of the above assumptions and DSmT related theory, we give the following
definitions:

Definition 1: P-reliability coverage: Assume that point Q exists in the monitoring area H,
and that the credibility of the target node at point Q in sensor networks, namely, test results
P (Q) meets

P (Q) ≥ p (0 < p ≤ 1) (11)

Definition 2: Effective coverage proportion: If the area H that needs to be monitored is
two-dimensional, the acreage of H is S(H), the acreage meeting P-reliability coverage is Sp(H),
and the ratio of Sp(H) and S(H) is

η =
Sp(H)

S(H)
× 100% (12)

Where η is the effective coverage proportion of the two-dimensional monitoring area H.
If the monitoring area H is three-dimensional, its volume is V (H), the volume meeting p-

reliability coverage is Vp(H), and the ratio of Vp(H) and V (H) is

η =
Vp(H)

V (H)
× 100% (13)

Where η is the effective coverage proportion of the three-dimensional monitoring area H.
Definition 3: Effective detection rate: If there are N(H) target nodes in the monitoring

area H, in which the NA(H) target nodes are effectively monitored by the sensor network, then

ϕ =
NA(H)

N(H)
× 100% (14)

Where ϕ is the effective detection rate of the monitoring area H in the sensor network.
Organic small molecules are the organic compound whose molecular weight is under 1000,

such as methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6), ethanol (C2H5OH), benzene (C6H6), etc.
The main atoms of small organic molecules are carbon atoms, hydrogen atoms, oxygen atoms,

or nitrogen atoms, among others et al. They are grouped together according to certain structures
as shown in Figure 2. Inspired by this, the author combined different structures’ sensor nodes into
one sensing unit according to certain rules. The compound nodes having different complementary
sensing nodes can effectively expand the scope of perception, improve the efficiency of a single
node’s perception, and increase the effective coverage of sensor networks by an appropriate data
fusion model.

Definition 4: Perception atoms: Assuming there are N sensor nodes in the monitoring area
H, including M nodes which have the ability to perceive target nodes alone, the nodes that can
monitor the target and transmit data to the cluster head nodes individually are called perception
atoms.

Definition 5: Perception molecules: Assume that n kinds of sensor nodes are deployed in
the monitoring area, and the different kinds of sensor nodes are combined into sensing units in
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Figure 2: Structure model of methane

accordance with the appropriate data fusion model. These are called sensing unit perception
molecules. Perception molecules are the smallest perception and communication unit.

Assume that there are n perception atoms in the molecule, each perception atomic data is
θ1, θ2, . . . , θn respectively, and then the perception molecular fusion data source is

U = {θ1, θ2, · · · , θn} (15)

Considering the perceiving unit model and data fusion model, we put forward a sensor network
node deployment algorithm based on a small molecule model as follows:

Step 1: Build an appropriate perception model, and determine the unit (perception molecule)
perception range and the position of the atom in every perception unit according to the monitor-
ing and coverage requirements for monitoring area of H. Compute the optimal distance between
the molecules, and the number of all kinds of sensing nodes.

Step 2: Randomly deploy sensing nodes in the monitoring area H according to the number
of all kinds of sensing nodes in Step 1.

Step 3: Select a starting node, which usually is a node in vertex position of the monitoring
area H. Then select the corresponding node closest to the starting node in order to build a
sensor molecule, and set its ID to 1consequently.

Step 4: Choose a perception node closest to perception molecule 1, and build the second
perception molecule according to Step 3, and set its ID to 2. According to the "molecular force"
principle, the force between molecules is associated with the distance between the molecules.
Assume that the distance between the two perception molecules is D′, the best distance for
molecules is Di, t is the threshold value;

When the distance D′ between perception molecules meets

D′ < Di − t (16)

The intermolecular force is repulsion, and node 2 moves far away from a unit.
When the distance D′ between perception molecules meets

D′ > Di + t (17)

The intermolecular force is attraction, and node 2 moves closely to a unit.
Until the perception molecular distance meets

Di − t ≤ D′ ≤ Di + t (18)

Node 2 moves completely.
Step 5: Using the greedy algorithm, repeat Steps 3 and 4, and adjust the molecular position

until the entire molecules are adjusted.
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Step 6: Each perception molecule completes the initialization for data fusion task allocation
and data fusion node rotation sequence. Consequently, the perception molecular sensor nodes
act as data fusion nodes and communication nodes in turn.

Step 7: The data fusion nodes collect the data of other sensors for data fusion at regular
intervals.

Step 8: The nodes for data fusion send the data to sink nodes, and then specify a data fusion
node and broadcast the messages to other nodes according to the data fusion node rotation order.

Step 9: Sensor nodes repeat Steps 7 and 8 after receiving the data fusion command.

5 Results analysis

We simulate our algorithm by MATLAB and assume that the monitoring area H is square
whose side length is 3000m. The aim is to obtain p-reliability coverage in the monitoring area,
and p = 0.9. The effects of target distribution and other environmental factors are not considered.

We assume that two types of sensors are used in underwater sensor networks: passive sonar
sensors and giant magnetic resistance sensors. For passive sonar sensors the effective radius of
perception is R = 50m under the premise of probability coverage.

According to the character of giant magneto resistance sensors and the magnetic properties
of the target node, the perception range of giant magneto resistance sensors is irregular, and can
be assumed to be elliptic, with an elliptical long radius Ra = 60m and short radius Rb = 30m
under the condition of meeting the probability coverage. The numbers of two kinds of sensor are
deployed by a ratio of 1:4 and the total number is N .

The simulation experiments are carried out using the random deployment algorithm and
based on the “virtual force” deployment algorithm respectively. These two kinds of algorithm
simulation results are compared with the performance of the deployment algorithm in this paper.
The higher the network coverage rate and the more effective the detection rate of the target node,
the better the performance of network monitoring consequently.

In the deployment phase simulate 100 times whenN = 100, N = 120, N = 140, N = 160, N =
180, N = 200.

The simulation results are averaged and shown in Figures 3 to 5.

Figure 3: Percentage of coverage after deployment in different algorithms
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Figure 4: Sum of nodes movement distance after deployment in different algorithms

Figure 5: Sum of net energy consumption after deployment in different algorithms

Randomly lose 10 nodes after initial deployment and use their algorithms in wireless sensor
networks to recover coverage holes. The results of 100 simulations are averaged and shown in
Figures 6 to 8.

Figure 6: Percentage of network coverage after recovery coverage holes in different algorithms
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Figure 7: Sum of nodes’ movement distance after recovery coverage holes in different algorithms

Figure 8: Sum of net energy consumption after recovery of coverage holes in different algorithms

Compared with initial nodes randomly deployed and virtual force algorithm, Figure 3 and
Figure 6 show our method achieves more effective coverage rate, a single node perception is more
efficient as well, which is a key target of node deployment.

The algorithm of this article reduces the blind area during perception and the scope of
overlapping sense of node perception by adopting data fusion algorithm, compared with virtual
force algorithm which is better than the initial randomly nodes deployed, thus obtains the best
effect within the three methods mentioned above.

In our algorithm, both the number of moving perceptual nodes and the energy consumption
are greater than those of the virtual force algorithm at the initial stage of deployment, never-
theless, the less energy consumption as a whole and the longer lifetime of WSN are superior to
those of the rest compared methods after the complete deployment due to dormancy mechanism
of redundancy node as showed in Figures 3 to 8.

The monitoring area coverage percentage increases. The sum of nodes’ movement distance
increases and the sum of nodes’ energy consumption increases with the growing number of
wireless sensor nodes as shown in Figures 3 to 8. The nodes’ movement distance is larger and
the coverage effect is worse when using the virtual force algorithm in areas that are dense with
wireless sensor nodes, because the virtual force algorithm cannot reasonably move the wireless
sensor nodes in the initial deployment phase and coverage hole recovery phase.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, a heterogeneous sensor network node deployment algorithm is presented based
on the organic small molecule model and used to reduce the deployment node number as well
as improve the efficiency of network coverage. We describe the details of our algorithm and
compare it with other proposed schemes. The comparison and theory analysis show that the
proposed scheme outperforms most of the existing schemes. Further work needs to be done in
order to improve and optimize the model presented in this paper and try other fusion strategies
to optimize the heterogeneous sensor network node deployment algorithm and make it more
efficient.
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Abstract: China high-speed train control system is a combination of computer,
communication and control. Its events are diverse, including sensor data stream,
GPS signal, GSM-R transmission data, real-time video monitoring data, train control
software data, etc. These data have the typical characteristics of big data. If these
data are well applied, this will be of great help to operations, maintenance, safety,
passenger services, etc. This paper presents an efficient analysis method based on
the fuzzy RDF model and uncertain reasoning for high-speed train control system
big data. We have used the method proposed in this paper to analyze the data of
the high-speed train control system. The experiment results show that the method
proposed in this paper has good efficiency and scalability for the analysis of big data
with different structures, types and context sensitive from high-speed train control
system.
Keywords: high-speed train control system, fuzzy RDF, D-S theory, uncertain rea-
soning.

1 Introduction

Railway transportation system is a complex system with many factors. It has been unable to
meet the high transport capacity, high efficiency, high safety, high quality of service requirements
relying on traditional theory and technical methods. The intelligent rail transport system has
become a trend, such as the European rail traffic management system, the Japanese Cyber Rail,
the US IRS (Intelligent Railway System), etc. In recent years, the IBM Smarter Railroad [3],
CISCO Smart + Connected Railway [11], SIMENS Intelligent Train [20], they have promoted
the development of the intelligent railway.

High-speed train control system makes use of the information provided by the ground, the
distance between the target and the route, and generated the control curve automatically on
the train control equipment. China has developed the standard of Chinese train control sys-
tem(CTCS) in 2008, which have 4 level totally [17]. The CTCS-3 uses the GSM-R wireless
communication for bidirectional transmission of information between the train and the ground.
It uses the wireless blocking center(RBC) to generate traffic permits, uses the track circuit to
achieve the train occupancy check, and uses a transponder to achieve train positioning. At the
same time, it has the function of CTCS-2.

High-speed train control system is a combination of computer, communication and control.
Its events are diverse, including sensor generated data stream, GPS signal, GSM-R transmission
data, real-time video monitoring data, train control software data, etc. These data have the typ-
ical characteristics of big data, including massive data, distributed, complex, context-sensitive,
etc. If these data are well applied, this will be of great help to high-speed rail operations,
maintenance, safety, passenger services, etc.

The dynamic monitoring system(DMS) is a comprehensive system for dynamic monitoring of
the use status of the relevant equipment of the train control system. It can analyze the data, guide

Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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the maintenance, and provide the basis for the decision. DMS consists of vehicle information
collection, ground data center and query terminal. A variety of complex data analysis beyond
our current ability range to use DMS. How to extract the useful knowledge from DMS’s massive
data effectively is an urgent need for the current situation. Because these excavated knowledges
can help the maintenance department to achieve rapid and accurate fault diagnosis, and provide
reasonable preventive maintenance decision support.

For big data, the current distributed database technology NoSQL and Hadoop can handle it
well. If the semantic technology is used to analyze, the main challenge lies in the distributed query
and reasoning. Such as streaming media, sensors, the current distributed computing technology
can also meet this demand. The challenge of semantic technology is the flow reasoning, that is
in the process of continuous arrival of the data and the incomplete information should be used
for reasoning. Such as distributed reasoning can use Hadoop / Storm and the flow reasoning
can use continuous(dynamic) queries [2]. There are many types of data in the DMS system,
and the structure is very complex and the speed of change is very fast. It not only needs high
performance but also needs management and real-time analysis. If it should be needed to meet
the above three, there is no good solution.

In view of the above problems, this paper proposes a distributed real-time context-aware data
processing method based on the fuzzy linked data and uncertain reasoning. This method extends
the RDF model to a fuzzy RDF model, and propose real-time distributed context reasoning based
D-S theory.

2 CTCS-3 data context modeling

2.1 CTCS-3 data

The system structure of CTCS-3 is shown in the following Figure 1. The real-time data of
CTCS-3 can be summarized as follows:

(1) RBC. Generating the traffic permit according to the track circuit, interlocking and other
information; Accepting vehicle equipment data through GSM-R.

(2) GSM-R network. Two-way communication between vehicle equipment and ground equip-
ment.

(3) Transponder. Sending positioning, level conversion information, line parameters and
temporary speed-limited to the vehicle equipment.

(4) Secure computer. Generating the dynamic speed curve and monitoring the safe operation
of the train.

(5) Track circuit. Checking the train occupancy and sending traffic permit information.
(6) CTC system. Realization of centralized control for the station signal equipment.

2.2 Linked data

At present, more and more big data applications began to introduce semantic technology,
which makes the description of the data more standardized and rich in machine comprehensible
semantics. Rich semantic links make the system more open and inter-operable, and make big
data analysis deep into the knowledge level, which requires big data technology can provide a
wealth of related functions and simple reasoning ability. Big data technology can effectively
solve the distributed environment of the web scale of unstructured information management and
utilization issues. And the associated data brings the rich formalized semantics, which is a tool
for cross-domain integration and intelligent analysis.
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Figure 1: CTCS-3 system structure

Resource description framework(RDF). RDF [13] is a triplet 〈subject, predicate, object〉,
which describes the generic model of the resource description, where the subject is a resource
with a uniform identifier(URI), or a blank node with no name space, such as DOI, ISBN etc.;
object could be a resource with a URI, a blank node, or a string value; and a predicate that
represents the relationship between the subject and the object.

More and more big data applications are described and encoded using the RDF model. The
meta-data and ontology make the data semantically recognizable by the machine, enrich the
semantics of big data, and make the data have better interoperability. Since the linked data [7]
is semantically described, it is no longer a piece of information. When we combine linked data
with big data mining, which provides a powerful tool for big data analysis, which implements
semantic-based integration in the data. When using the linked data technology in big data
applications, we can call is as a linked big data application.

Linked data. Linked data is a data application form, which uses the URI as a data identifier,
and RDF triplet structure as a data model, and based on HTTP, which is a simplified realization
of the semantic web, and the intention is to build data web. The linked data is based on
the existing web technology (HTTP, URL and HTML), and the web specification is further
standardized and defined with basic principles.

Depending on the principle of the linked data, the elements of the triad of the linked data
should be encoded as RDF as much as possible. Especially the subject, must be able to access
in an open HTTP way, and the RDF description should contain other more data link. The data
in the linked data is not an independent, context-free abstract data, but a clear knowledge unit
with a URI identifier and an RDF description (including cross-domain links), which is the basic
semantic unit managed in the web. Any one thing, people, institutions, places, events, concepts
can be described as a linked data, so the linked data to big data development is inevitable.

2.3 Fuzzy RDF model

The purpose of context modeling is to describe the data and its environment, which plays an
extremely important role in building a context-aware system. At present, the context modeling
methods are key-value model, tag configuration model, graph model, object-oriented model,
based on the logical model, ontology model. Ontology model has the advantages of knowledge
sharing, logical reasoning, easy knowledge reuse, and so on. In this paper, the use of extended
RDF modeling method is also a kind of ontology.

This study used Drupal [12] to convert CTCS-3 data into linked data. The RDF data model
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is the basis of linked data, but in specific applications, will inevitably use some domain ontology,
such as FOAF, Dublin Core, SKOS, OWL, SIOC and so on. Drupal also supports the import
of external ontologies, which can define the mapping between these external and local content
models. Drupal provides a way for mapping content types, fields, and nodes to classes, attributes,
and objects in the RDF triplet model, namely subject, predicate, object. In the field of CTCS-3
data analysis, some concepts are not deterministic, such as speed, security, etc., so the RDF
model needs to be extended. The context representation of this paper is based on the fuzzy RDF
model, and it is optimized for CTCS-3 data processing.

Fuzzy RDF model(FRDF). The FRDF model FR is expressed as FR = 〈fs, fp, fo〉,
where the fs is the fuzzy concept, and the fp is the set of fuzzy attributes for the subject, the
fo is a set of fuzzy concept instances. The attributes fp is defined as fp = {p1, p2, · · · , pn},
the pi is an attribute that represents the relationship between the subject and the object; fo =
{o1, o2, · · · , on}, the oi represents a fuzzy instance. The function of the fuzzy degree in the FRDF
model is µ : fo→ [0, 1]. If µoi = 1, we call oi concrete instance.

For example, the "the No G115 train" is a fuzzy concept, meanwhile, it is an instance of
another concept "train". "the speed of No G115 train is very fast" is an example of CTCS-3
data, which can be described by the FRDF model. The "No G115", "train", "speed", "very",
"fast" can total be described by the FRDF model as an instance. The "train" is a fuzzy concept,
and it has the Fuzzy attribute "driving speed". The value of speed can be expressed as a group
of instances {S(slow), M(middle), F(fast)}.

Fuzzy contexts. According to the FRDF model, Fuzzy context FC is defined as FC =
〈FS, FP, FO〉. The FS is a set of fuzzy concepts, FP is a fuzzy attribute set that represents
the relationship between the subject set FS and the object set FO, and FO is a set of fuzzy
objects.

2.4 FRDF model based on D-S theory

The D-S theory [10] is a generalization of the Bayesian reasoning method, which mainly
takes advantage of the Bayesian conditional probability in probability theory, and requires a
priori probability. The D-S theory does not require a priori probability, can describe uncertainty,
is widely used to deal with uncertain data. The D-S theory classifies the information that people
are interested in some identification frameworks.

Basic probability assignment(BPA). For any of the recognition frames Θ and its subset
A, if the following conditions are met: (1) m(φ) = 0; (2)

∑
A⊆Θ = 1; Then, m : 2Θ yields−→ [0, 1]

is called the BPA function. m(A) = 0 is the basic probability assignment of A, which indicates
the degree of belief in A. The BPA is also called the mass function.

Belief function. To express the degree of trust in the proposition, D-S theory intro-
duces the concept of belief function Bel, and its relationship with BPA satisfies Bel : 2Θ yields−→
[0, 1] , Bel(A) =

∑
B⊂Am(B) = 1(∀A ⊂ Θ).

D-S rule. For n limited mass functions m1, m2, · · · , mn on the one recognition frame Θ,
∀A ⊆ Θ, A = A1 ∩A2 ∩ · · · ∩An, then the synthesis of n belief functions is as follows:

m(A) = (m1 ⊕m2 ⊕ · · · ⊕mn)(A) =
1

K

∑
A

m1(A1) ·m2(A2) · · ·mn(An) (1)

K =
∑
A 6=∅

m1(A1) ·m2(A2) · · ·mn(An) (2)

TheK is called the normalization factor, which reflects the degree of conflict among the evidence.
When K = 0, it is called incomplete conflict; When 0 < K < 1, it is called incomplete conflict;
When K = 1, it is called full conflict.
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D-S theory does not well reflect the structure of contextual information and the relationship
between them, so its application is limited. To play its superiority, it must use a valid context
information representation. The D-S theory uses the evidence recognition framework E and the
conclusion recognition framework Θ to divide the information. The FRDF model divides the
context into two layers: the context of the low-level acquisition and the context of the high-level
reasoning, which can naturally be combined to establish the FRDF model based on the D-S
theory. The FRDF model has a very good scalability. The FRDF model can be expanded based
on the D-S theory easily.

In the FRDF model based on the D-S theory(FRDFDS), the fs is still the fuzzy concept. The
fp is the set of attributes for the subject which been expanded and contains some special evidence
attributes and conclusion attributes, such as hasConclusions, hasEvidences, hasBPAvalue and
so on. The fo is a set of instances of concept which also been expanded and contains some special
evidence and conclusion instances.

At present, there are five attributes which are added to the basic FRDF model: the attribute
hasConclusions, the attribute hasEvidences, the BPA numeric attribute hasBPAV alue, the
Bal value attribute hasBal, and the time attribute hasT imetag. In the context of the FRDFDS
model, all data is represented as a unified FRDFDS model, which is the advantage of the
linked data, and each data can be considered as a node of the FRDFDS model instance. The
hasT imetag attribute is used to get the context information for the time. The hasConclusions
attribute may map a single instance or multiple instance instances. Likewise, the attribute
hasEvidences corresponds to all evidence instance collections. In the pervasive computing en-
vironment, a conclusion context information may be another conclusion of the evidence context
information. In order to adapt to the context of the dynamic environment, diversity, uncertainty,
we add data attribute hasBel and hasBPAV alue for the conclusion and evidence, which are
used to describe the probability of the values. The above FRDFDS model is universal, just as the
basic RDF model, the relevant attributes and instances can be added to express the uncertainty
information of the context.

Belief structure. Given a recognition frame Θ, the evidence space E, the mapping F :
E → Θ and the basic belief distribution value m, where Θ and E are finite sets, the quaternion
D = 〈Θ, E, F,m〉 is called a belief structure. Based on the basic FRDFDS model given in this
paper, we can construct the belief structure D , and then create the instance of the uncertainty
context information, and finally, use the evidence combination rule step by step reasoning process.
Them is the distribution of the basic belief, which is a quantitative evaluation based on evidence.
We can make a synthesis based on different sources of evidence through visiting their value of m
correspondingly.

3 Multi-layer real-time uncertain context reasoning method

Context reasoning is the key to solve the problem of uncertainty reasoning, and which often
depends on the context model. According to the FRDFDS model proposed in this paper, three
kinds of reasoning mechanisms can be used in context reasoning [1], namely, ontology reasoning,
rule reasoning and evidence theory reasoning. The rule-based reasoning is to generate new
knowledge by matching existing facts with predefined rules. For example, when the sensor
information is collected: "John is currently in the bedroom, the indoor curtains closed, the light
intensity is dark", you can infer that “John is sleeping". The reasoning process of the ontology-
based is like the rule-based reasoning process, except that the rules used are defined by the OWL
language itself to obtain knowledge that is implicit in explicit definitions and declarations, such
as the symmetrical property SymmetricProperty, the transitive property TransitiveProperty,
etc. For the reasoning based on D-S theory, the evidence set and the conclusion set are expressed
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by multiple discriminant frameworks respectively. The synthetic method provides the hierarchical
reasoning model of evidence. Uncertainty is transferred layer by layer based on the synthesis
rules of D-S Theory. The hierarchical model can add the evidence based on the original synthesis,
greatly improving the efficiency of evidence synthesis.

CTCS-3 is the complex application of the Internet of things. The logic-based reasoning
method will become more complex. To solve the problem of large data, this paper proposes
a distributed multi-layer real-time uncertain context reasoning framework based on FRDFDS
model. In this framework, the first layer generates the context state according to the FRDFDS
model instance, in which the FRDFDS instance is generated by the complex event processing
engine. Since the event processing agent may be multiple, the FRDFDS instance is distributed.
CTCS-3 data is collected in real-time, so the context state is continually updated with updated
data in real-time. The context state of the (i + 1)th layer can be inferred from the context
of the ith layer. The reasoning process combines the traditional rule-based reasoning and the
uncertainty reasoning based on the D-S theory.

The overall algorithm framework is proposed by this paper in algorithm 1. The algorithm 1
combines traditional rule-based reasoning and the uncertainty reasoning based on the D-S theory.
From the algorithm 1, we can see that all context can be expressed by a FRDFDS model instance,
and this framework is multi-layer and real-time and has a good adaptability. In algorithm 1, the
fuzzy degree is described by the function µ. When all reasoning is finished, the framework will
trigger an update_context() procedure. The procedure ds_reasoning() and update_context()
will be present in algorithm 2 and algorithm 3.

Algorithm 1 Multi-layer real-time uncertain context reasoning framework
Require: Input Context[layers][instances] = Context[leveal0][instances0];//layers represent the

level of context; instance is a FRDFDS model instance set;
Ensure: Output Context[layers][instances]; // the context at time t;
1: initialize Context[layers][instances];
2: initialize context update = false;
3: for (all layers ∈ N and layers > 0) do
4: for (all FRDFDS model instance in Context[layers][instances]) do
5: if instance is an uncertain then
6: Call D-S theory reasoning procedure ds_reasoning();
7: else
8: Call rule-based reasoning Interface;
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: if update= false then
13: Call update_context(Context[layers][instances]);
14: update= true;
15: end if

The algorithm 2 gives a complete uncertainty reasoning process based on D-S theory. The
whole process is based on the belief structure which can map the FRDFDS model perfectly. The
classical evidence combination formula requires that all evidence of participation in the synthesis
have the same degree of importance. However, in the pervasive computing environment, the
evidence obtained from different sources of evidence may differ in importance and belief, so that
the basic credibility of the evidence needs to be corrected before the evidence is synthesized to
reflect the different importance of the evidence and belief. The formula for correcting the belief
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is as follows:

m′i(Ai) =

{
Bel(E)mi(Ai) when Ai 6= Θ

1−
∑
m′i(Ai) when Ai = Θ

(3)

For different context applications, the Bel function is different, but the choice of Bel generally
follows the following rules: (1) the more important evidence, the higher belief, the corresponding
correction factor is great, that is, we assigned a big weight for the important evidence distribution.
(2) the higher evidence conflict, the lower belief, the smaller corresponding correction factor, that
is, there will be a larger amendment in the future.

Algorithm 2 Uncertainty reasoning based on the D-S theory
Require: Input a context instance in instance set; //an instance in one layer context
Ensure: Output a context instance in instance set; //the context instance after running a

reasoning process;
1: Procedure ds_reasoning(instance) {
2: initialize conflict factor threshold value = k;
3: for (all conclusions in instance) do
4: // conclusion is also a FRDFDS model instance.
5: get its evidence set and
6: calculate the BPA numeric and the Bal value;
7: calculate the conflict factor;
8: if conflict_factor 6 k then
9: calculate the Bal value for this conclusion;

10: else
11: calculate the Modified Bal value for evidence set;
12: calculate the Bal value for this conclusion;
13: end if
14: end for
15: }

The weighted combination rule is proposed to fuse the evidence, which solves the shortcomings
of the evidence theory in the case of high degree of conflict between the evidence. However, the
reasoning model of the method is not adaptive. Therefore, this paper improves the combination
rule with the following modified belief formula:

m′(A) = (m′1 ⊕m′2 ⊕ · · · ⊕m′n)(A) =

∑
A ω1m

′
1(A1) · ω2m

′
2(A2) · · ·ωnm′n(An)∑

A 6=∅ ω1m′1(A1) · ω2m′2(A2) · · ·ωnm′n(An)
(4)

ωi =

∑n
j=1,j 6=i(1− dBPA(mi,mj))∑q

i=1

∑n
j=1,j 6=i(1− dBPA(mi,mj))

(5)

The dBPA(mi,mj) is the distance of mi, and mj . The formula (5) reflects the different
importance and belief of the evidence which resolves the one-vote veto problem and the robust-
ness problem in the conflict evidence combination. It makes full use of the conflict evidence
information and avoids the valid information loss.

In order to improve the speed of analysis, we do not look back at historical data, but only
analyze and update the current node data based on rules, D-S theory. This paper uses the tran-
sitive property TransitiveProperty to update the state attribute information in Drupal module
instead of using based a finite state machine method. As shown in Algorithm 3, this paper uses
fuzzy similarity to update the fuzzy data on the same data node. In the distributed, multi-layer,
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real-time uncertain context updating based on similarity, the former context in the different node
is fused by the D-S evidence theory. Based on the similarity of fuzzy sets, the new context is
fused to the existing context in the context update processing. The fuzzy similarity calculation
rules is as follows.

Fuzzy set similarity. The recognition framework is Θ = {A1, A2, · · · , An} . The fuzzy set
M and N are two random fuzzy subsets, and the similarity between them is

ψ(M,N) = 1− 1

|Θ|

n∑
i

|µM (Ai)− µN (Ai)| (6)

Algorithm 3 Real-time context update based on similarity
Require: Input Context[layers][instances] at time t and t-1;// the context at time t; layers

represent the level of context; instance is a FRDFDS model instance set;
Ensure: Output the updated Context[layers][instances];
1: Procedure update_context(Context[layers][instances]) {
2: for (all all layers ∈ N) do
3: for (all FRDFDS model instance in Context[layers][instances] ) do
4: initialize similarity threshold value = s;
5: get the previous t-1 instance p_instance;
6: calculate the index of similarity between p_instance and instance;
7: if index 6 s then
8: make an additional with previous
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: }

4 Experiment and evaluation

4.1 DMS

As shown in Figure 2, to monitor real-timely the operation of CTCS-3 equipment, China high-
speed train equipped with DMS which consists of on-board information detecting equipment,
ground data center and inquiry terminal. The on-board information detecting equipment collect
data from ATP, transponder, track circuit and RBC, and then transmits them to the ground
center through GPRS/GSM-R/WLAN network. Through this remote monitoring method, the
ground center can monitor and deal with the working states and faults of on-board signal equip-
ment. The business logic of DMS includes data acquisition, storage and analysis, and command.
The main function of data acquisition part is data sampling and aggregation. The storage and
analysis part mines and analyses the running status data of all related systems comprehensively.
It can realize the early warning analysis and fault diagnosis. Based on the storage and analysis,
the command part provides data sharing service for daily production and emergency dispatching
of the electrical department, and it can improve the efficiency of the electrical department daily
work.

4.2 Data analysis system framework

At present, the capability of analysis needs to be further improved in DMS. The work of this
paper can be seen as an extension of DMS which is integrated with DMS in the way as shown
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Figure 2: DMS network structure

Figure 3: Data analysis integration framework

in Figure 3. In the Figure 3, the middle part of the figure is the work of this paper and which is
marked with a dotted line; The top part is the DMS UI, which is a set of functions that can be
used in all aspects of railway operations; The base part is the DMS data pool.

It is easy to see from the left of the middle of the Figure 3 that our analysis method is
based on Drupal module [12]. The RDF is the standard framework for semantic web and also
is a recommended framework for linking data. The linked data technology enables data to be
interoperability, reusable, and easier to use. Drupal is the first mainstream content management
system to support semantic web technology in its core, which can publish linked data by exposing
content with RDF. Our main work in this paper is layout on the right of the middle of the figure.
We extend the RDF to a FRDFDS model based on the D-S theory firstly. All data in the DMS
data pool will be expressed as a FRDFDS data. We also customize the data reasoning rule on
the nodes by our reasoning rule module. Accordingly, the query plug-in also was expanded and
programmatically filters and displays content. We implemented the algorithms presented in this
paper as two functional plug-ins deployed to Drupal modules.

4.3 Experiment analysis

As shown in Figure 2, there are two types of DMS, one is deployed in the railway bureau
and the other in the Ministry of Railways. Our experiment was deployed DMS data center in
Beijing communication and signaling section of Beijing railway bureau. We selected Beijing-
Tianjin inter-city train control system data as the research object. Specifically, we selected two
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work area’s real-time data from 6 am to 6 pm in one day as experimental data. We collect the
performance of the algorithms every half hour and analyze it. Our experiment is detailed, we
try to find the various problems of our algorithm. The experiments were divided into 3 groups
simultaneously on 3 IBM x3650 M4 servers respectively. The first group analyzes the data of a
work area. Its purpose is to analyze the influence of the number of layers on the performance of
the reasoning algorithms. The second group analyzes the data of two work areas. Its purpose is
to analyze the effect of the increase of the number of nodes on the performance of the algorithm.
The third group also analyzes one work area data, but its analysis algorithms were replaced by
proposed in paper [10]. We have implemented the method in paper [10] and compared it with
our reasoning method.

These three IBM x3650 M4 servers are connected with DMS data center through a high-
speed network, each with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2600 processors and 4GB memory, and the operating
system of them are ubuntu 14.04. The Drupal 8.0 with our algorithm was deployed in every
server respectively which can automatically generate a variety of FRDFDS nodes.

The first group experiment tested the distributed multi-level real-time uncertain context
reasoning method. The results are shown in Figure 4(Bar graph). According to Figure 4, we
recorded the time of the four-tier query respectively, where the first layer is Drupal based data
query time, it reflects the performance of Drupal; The second layer, the third layer, the fourth
layer were a higher level of knowledge reasoning inquire. We summed up the 24 knowledge which
needs to reason through the algorithm in the preliminaries. This knowledge includes certainty
and uncertainty, which are distributed in these three layers. As can be seen from the figure, the
results showed that the algorithm performance is not significantly decreased when the amount
of data is increased to a certain value from the level0 to level2; The level3 layer calculation has
increased significantly. This is because we deployed several uncertain reasoning, for example,
safety, flexibility and so on.

The second set of experiments analyzes the data of two work areas, which doubled the
amount of experimental data and focus on the efficiency of the algorithm in a distributed data
environment. As shown in the Figure 4(Line graph), we compare the results of the first set of
experiments with the experimental results of the second group (dense data and sparse data),
when the number of data increases, the performance of the methods is decreased, because the
increase of the number leads to more complexity of the state rule and uncertain calculation.
The column chart in the figure represents the one work area sparse data, and the line chart
represents the two areas dense data. But our algorithm does not increase much with the increase
of experimental data, this is because the method is based on the current node, and we will
update the current node based on the fuzzy similarity at the end of each calculation, as shown
in Algorithm 3. This shows that our algorithm has good scalability.

To more intuitive statistics of our algorithm efficiency, we counted the average process time
of each layer by our algorithms with the increase in the number of layers in different types of
data. As shown in the following Figure 5, when the algorithm handles the data(data1) of one
work area, the average time of level 0 is 34.0 ms; the average time of level1 is 46.9 ms; the average
time of level2 is 57.1 ms; the average time of level3 is 98.3 ms. When the algorithm handles the
data of two work areas(data2), the average time of level 0 is 47.5 ms; the average time of level1
is 65.0 ms; the average time of level2 is 86.2 ms; the average time of level3 is 110.3 ms. With the
increase in data, level3 processing time increased by 12 ms. This also shows that it has a better
performance, because our method uses a similarity-based method, avoiding the calculation of
many context nodes of the top level.

We have implemented Jousselme’s method [10] and compared it with the reasoning method
in this paper. The purpose of experiment 3 is to evaluate the correctness of the proposed method
and Jousselme’s in 24 point-in-time, and the results are shown in Figure 6. In the initial period,
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Figure 4: Performance comparison on different data sets

Figure 5: Performance comparison on different data density

the correctness of this algorithm is slightly lower than the paper 12 method; at time point 9, the
correctness of this method begins to be higher than the paper 12 method; then, the correctness
of the method is improved, and at time point 15, the correctness of this method reaches a steady
state.

Due to the existence of conflicting evidence, the use of classical evidence theory for reasoning
may result in incorrect results, and improved combinatorial rules can improve this situation.
The paper [10] method proposed a weighted combination of rules for evidence fusion, to solve
the shortcomings of high conflict between the evidence, but the lack of self-adaptability of the
method. On the basis of this idea, this paper first gives the belief distribution table by the
expert and then adjusts it by human intervention in the concrete calculation. If there is no
human intervention, the original credit distribution table is calculated. In the first eight time
points, we have a corresponding fine-tuning of the credit rating table and achieved good results.

In general, as can be seen from the above experiments, the research method in this paper is
effective in dealing with the distributed context sensitive complex event of the internet of things.
What’s more, when in large-scale networking applications, it has better performance than the
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Figure 6: Evaluate the correctness of the proposed method and method in paper [10]

general method and scalability. In addition, this method has high correctness in combination with
expert dynamic intervention, and the experimental results show that it has attractive usability
in the field of dynamic control.

5 Related research

5.1 Railway intelligent transportation system

The railway management department has been using the "failure - repair" work mode. How-
ever, efficient railway operations require maintenance and repair equipment timely, so as to avoid
the occurrence of a failure, by analyzing the evolution of equipment status [25]. The distributed
inspection and monitoring system continues to collect infrastructure status data and train op-
erating status data, which generate relevant information through conversion. The evolutionary
trend of this information can be analyzed to gain knowledge of the evolution of the infrastructure
state, which provides decision support for preventive maintenance of the infrastructure.

In recent years, with the development of railway information construction and intelligent
transportation management, China’s railway transport system [18] has gradually built a number
of application-oriented management information systems. At present, these information man-
agement systems deal with different aspects of vehicle, infrastructure operation and maintenance
management, which have independent organizational structure and produce different forms of
data. If we want to use the data of each information system to provide support for the upper
application, you must first solve the problem of data sharing. Based on the above, we can re-
alize the intelligent processing of data, using data fusion analysis, expert system, data mining,
knowledge reasoning and other technologies, in the field of warning, traffic control, integrated
scheduling, resource management, operation management, fault analysis. This is one railway
intelligent transportation system(RITS), which is proposed according to the actual situation
of China’s railway and makes each information system work together. In order to realize the
RITS, many scholars have carried out many researches, such as meta-data sharing based on
meta-data [5], general data mode based on XML [15], IoT [24], cloud computing technology [8],
knowledge reasoning [4] and so on.

In summary, the scholars have begun to study the use of cloud computing and distributed
systems to collect and analysis related information for rail transport, infrastructure management,
maintenance departments [21] . However, the development of these work is mainly focused on
transport planning and operation and management. In the communication, signal system, there
is no relevant research and applications are reported.

The train control system and the GSM-R network used in the high-speed train are large and
complex systems. The application of new technologies makes the workload and the difficulty of
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work greatly increased in the infrastructure maintenance department. A variety of complex data
analysis process greatly exceeded our current maintenance capacity. In addition, our maintenance
personnel do not have enough time and energy to analyze the data, which leads to a lot of data
idle, and has not been fully utilized. How to effectively analyze the massive data produced by
various detection and monitoring devices, and get useful rules and knowledge that is an urgent
task for high-speed rail. It helps the maintenance department to achieve rapid and accurate fault
diagnosis and provide reasonable support for preventive maintenance and maintenance decisions.

5.2 Context sensitive event processing

The context model plays an important role in the development and application of the data
analysis system in heterogeneous environments. There are various context representation models
were presented [19], including key-value model, object oriented model and ontology-based model.
The ontology is the best model of event context representation, but the traditional ontology
cannot handle uncertain knowledge which limits its application in uncertain event processing, so
in recent years there have been some fuzzy ontology model and reasoning research: The logic
based fuzzy model [6] attempts to integrate fuzzy logic into ontology design structure [16]; The
distributed fuzzy reasoning Petri net and fuzzy ontology [22] were used for distributed fuzzy
reasoning extensively [14].

The challenge of the context sensitive system is mainly to make the right decision for the
user’s context in real-time. The processing context data in an intelligent way is called context
reasoning. In recent years, there has been some research work on the processing of context
sensitive events. Zhou et al. proposed a similarity based on context reasoning, which defines
the similarity between the context models [26]. This method does not require the initial context
information, thus reduces the complexity of the reasoning process. Helmer et al. described
the framework of context event processing, and summarized the current context support the
commonly used event processing systems [9]. Ashish et al. proposed a context sensitive and
complex event processing method based on ontology [23]. However, the most of current articles
discuss the idea and framework of context sensitive complex event processing, which lack the
details of processing algorithms.

6 Conclusion

China High-speed train control system is a combination of computer, communication and
control. Its data is diverse, including sensor generated data stream, GPS signal, GSM-R trans-
mission data, real-time video monitoring data, train control software data, etc. This paper
presents an efficient analysis method based on the fuzzy linked data and uncertain reasoning for
high-speed train control system big data. We have used the method proposed in this paper to
analyze the data of the high-speed train control system. The experiment results show that the
method proposed in this paper has good efficiency and scalability for the analysis of large data
with different structures, types and context sensitive from train control system. The work of this
paper is based on the real practical application. In the future, there is still a lot of work to be
done, such as the adaptive distribution of belief value, RDF representation of expert knowledge,
the architecture of reasoning system based on Drupal.
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